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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 

The assessment of teclmology as an aid in criminal justice administration and 
operations has been a major focus of federally-funded research and development since the 
establishment of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in the 1960s. For 
example, research has explored and evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of using 
computers in myriad applications: automated fingerprint identification, computer-aided 
dispatching and differential response decisionmaking, mobile digital terminals in squad 
cars, the investigation of computer-related crimes, financial planning, simulation training, 
officer "career risk" early warning systems, court docket management, offender-based 
tracking to reveal criminal justice system case attrition patterns, and corrections 
management, to name just a few. The testing of voice communications systems, including 
especially the modernization and miniaturization of the two-way radio, has also received 
considerable attention, as has research and development on weaponry-both lethal and 
"less-than-lethal" and on simulation training in the use of such implements. Vehicular 
safety design has been still another important subject area. As a final example, one of the 
most promising recent areas of "high-tech" forensic science exploration has been "DNA 
profiling. " 

Among such innovations, video teclmology is employed for a wide array of purposes 
across the entire range of criminal justice agencies' processes.1 A systematic tally of the 
diverse uses to which video technology has been put in the administration of justice in the 
United States would include the following applications, some of which have received 
considerable attention in the research and professional literature, others of which have 
been noted but neither described nor appraised with any rigor. Thus, video technology has 
been employed: 

1. During police recruit and in-service training 

• to impart standardized information to personnel via pre-recorded videotapes 
(both in academy sessions and in roll-call briefings); 

• to present details of crime scenes or other aspects of criminal cases that 
have value for investigative training; 

• to show trainees how they look and sound to others (during role playing 
tactical exercises, in handling mock media inquiries, while conducting 
intelViews with witnesses and suspects, etc.); 

• to provide interactive simulation training in which officers have an 
opportunity to hone their tactical skills and make instructive mistakes in. the 

1 This study looks in particular at police videotaping of suspect interrogations and confessions . 
A fuller description of this study appears at the end of this chapter. 
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safe environment of the training academy. 

2. During police investigatory work 

2 

• to document demonstrative evidence, including: 
--crime scenes;2 
-vehicle accident scenes; 
-demonstrations of what the driver involved in, or a witness who observed, 
a vehicular accident would have seen immediately prior to the mishap; 
-the physical condition of an arrestee at the time of booking; 
-the notification Of a suspect concerning his or her constitutional rights; 
and 
-re-enactments of crimes. 

• to document investigative evidence, including: 

-undercover operations (surveillance, narcotics transactions, etc,); 
-in-progress robberies (in banks, stores, subway stations, etc.) or 
shoplifting; 
--execution of search and arrest warrants; 
--cro"lgc,i activities during civil unrest and other violent or potentially violent 
situations;3 
-field contacts with and investigations of suspicious circumstances or 
responses to potentially dangerous calls for service;4 

"Unlike still photography, video shows continuity by establishing, in one 
taped sequence, spatial relationships around a crime scene. *** Using 
videotape, it is possible to virtually transpose jurors to the crime scene and 
show them details and relationships between objects and locations which 
would be difficult with still photography" (Law and Order 1987: 71). 

3 Increasingly, police are employing video cameras to document crowd behavior and police
civilian interactions at public demonstrations in which confrontations or disruptive behavior are 
anticipated. And, increasingly, camcorder-toting civilians have been reciprocating with their own 
videotaping of confrontations involving the police. An early, widely publicized instance was the 
police-civilian clash in New York City's Tompkins Square Park (see, e.g., Hays 1988~ French 
1988). The most famous incident of civilian video documentation of police-suspect interaction in 
modern times, of course, was, the taping of Los Angeles Police Department officers beating 
motorist Rodney King in March 1991. 

4 Reportedly, some members of the Montreal Police Force, with the tacit approval of the police 
administration, have been covertly audiotaping "their encounters with the public" to refute claims 
against the police for "abusive language or improper behavior" (Hannan, 1989). A number of 
American police departments (e.g., the Georgia State Patrol and the Altamonte Springs, Florida, 
Police Department) have been using dashboardMmounted video cameras in squad cars, together with 
wireless microphones worn by officers, to document such field contacts as traffic stops, high-spe('-d 
pursuits, and field interrogations and arrests. In the wake of the notorious Rodney King incident 
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3. 

-stationhouse bookings; 
-lineups; 
-sobriety tests;S 
-mental health evaluations of criminal defendants whose sanity is at issue; 
-custodial intellOgations and/or confessions of suspects; 
-intelligence about criminal techniques gleaned during interviews with 
informants and SUSpects;6 and 
-witness and victim statements. 

During police planning and analysis 

• to record crowd control at major public events (sports events, large festivals, 
etc.) as an aid in planning for improved future crowd control; 

in Los Angeles, the Christopher Commission, appointed to investigate the organizational 
circumsUinces that allowed the beating to occur and to explore corrective measures, expressed 
interest ill patrol-car mounted video equipmenL Among the potential benefits the Commission saw 
from suc;ll use of video technology were the reduction of claims that police used excessive force 
("because the tapes demonstrate that the officers acted appropriately and because officers would . 
be more ,~arefu1 to use force appropriately") and the promotion of officer safety "by deterring 
violence by suspects against police officers" (Independent Commission 1991: 63-64) . 

5 The practice of police videotaping of sobriety tests has received published support dating 
back at least to the 1960s (see, e.g., Sweeny 1967). Such tapes both illustrate the suspect's physical 
appearance and dexterity and serve as a record of the "fairness of the test procedures" (Miller 
1984: 14). Reportedly there has been a weakening of interest in the use of videotape to document 
sobriety tests in at least some jurisdictions due to the fact that some suspects, who are able to "hold 
their liquor" well, do not necessarily appear to be dnmk on videotape even though their 
breathalyzerresults clearly indicate intoxication (e.g., Alliance Against Intoxicated Motorists 1991: 
1). Chief Thomas Nichols of Lubbock, Texas, expressed the view that state-mandated videotaping 
in drunk driving cases has adversely affected case outcomes because some drunk drivers do not 
appear drunk on videotape (Nichols 1989). Thus. from a prosecutorial point of view. the tape may 
complicate the case rather than facilitate the presentation of evidence against a guilty party. 

Still, in some locales, there remain recent indications that videotaping of suspects in drunk 
driving cases is especially successful in fostering guilty pleas. In Morgantown. West Virginia, for 
example, former Chief John Cease reported a high rate of DWI arrests as a result of his 
department's aggressive enforcement policy and the resident population's inclusion of both "hard 
drinking coal miners" and college students. Videotaping of the advice of rights, interview, and 
physical dexterity test over the years 1986 through 1988 reportedly helped produce a conviction 
rate of approximately 96 percent in Morgantown's DWI cases (Cease, 1988). 

6 Sometimes, for examp.e, a suspect's demonstration of his criminal technique provides 
information useful to police not only in prosecuting the individual but also in planning better 
preventive strategies. ElPaso. Texas police in early 1989, plagued by "a dmmatic increase in car 
thefts over the past year," observed during the videotaped confession of a 16--year-old suspect, 
taken by the Chihuahua State Judicial Police after his arrest in Mexico, how easy it was to break 
into various types of automobiles "in a matter of seconds using only a screwdriver and Vise-Grip 
pliers" (Law Enforcement News 1989). 
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• to record traffic flow, using aerial or ground photography, as an aid in 
traffic management and planning. 

4. During pre-trial court proceedings 

• to transmit (via closed-circuit television or "videophone") the images and 
voices of participants in: 

-arraignments;' 
-bail hearings;8 and 
-preliminary hearings.9 

• to make an audio-visual record of arraignments, bail he~gs, and 
preliminary hearings. 

S. During the trial stage of court proceedings 

• to present in court the pre-recorded testimony of witnesses, including: 

-witnesses who, at the time of videotaping, were expected to be 
unavailable for trial testimony; 

" -expert witnesses whose schedules might not otherwise pennit their 
appearance; 
-perfunctory witnesses (e.g., witnesses to establish a chain of custody for 
evidence or to verify official records) who can participate in the trial with 
greater convenience via video linkage and whose unavailability might 
otherwise delay a court proceeding; 
-witnesses who might forget important details as time passes between the 
event at issue and trial; 
-witnesses who would be excessively (and misleadingly) nervous on the 
stand; 
-witnesses who can be expected to make "inadmissible and inflammatory 
statements [which1 can be edited out before presenting the testimony to the 
trier of fact" (Miller 1984: 26); 

7 The first noted appearance of a suspect at an arraignment via closed-circuit television 
OCCUlTed in Philadelphia in June 1974 (Coleman 1976; Miller 1984: App. IX). 

8 Reportedly, the fIrst use of video telephone in a bail bond hearing occurred in Chicago in 
1972, when a prisoner "appeared" in the Circuit Court of Cook County via videophone from a 
police district lock-up 2-1/2 miles away (Miller 1984: 21, App. IX; Coleman 1976). 

" In March 1976, a police officer in Phoenix, Arizona, testified via video telephone in the 
preliminary hearing of a marijuana possession case, the first use of video telephone in such a 
proceeding. That same month, also in Phoenix, the prosecutor, public defender, and judge were 
linked by video telephone for the first documented closed-circuit argument of pre-trial motions in 
a criminal case (Coleman 1976; Miller 1984: ,App. IX). 
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-witnesses whose testimony can be expected to raise complex admissibility 
questions, thus allowing the judge more time than he or she would have in 
a "live" trial to contemplate the facts and the law and rule on the 
admissibility question; and 
-victim-witnesses who, as in the case of molested children, can be spared 
the trauma of courtroom testimony or, as in the case of a hospitalized victim 
of a crime, CaIU'!(,"lt readily appear at trial10 

• to present in court physical evidence or other trial exhibits too large or 
immobile to be transported to the courtroom (e.g., vehicles, large machinery, 
buildings, crime scenes) or too small to be readily observed in court; 

• to record trial proceedings either as a supplement or replacement for 
courtroom stenographersll 

• in special circumstances to present defendants in court and have them view 
court proceedings via closed-circuit television (e.g., this technique was 
employed in a Sacramento County., California, Superior Court in 1975 
during the murder trial of two members of the Symbionese Liberation 
Army). 

During pre-trial or post-conviction detention 

• to monitor the condition and behavior of detainees in police lock-ups (e.g .• 

10 The rights of child molestation victims and their accused molesters concerning video 
testimony in court and confrontation of accusers by the accused have received recent attention by 
the U.S. Supreme Court in Maryland v. Craig (1990) (see, e.g., Law Enforcement News 1991: 5). 
The Court ruled that the confrontation clause of the U.S. Constitution does not guarantee a criminal 
defendant an unqualified right to have face-to-face exposure in court to his or her accusers. In this 
case, a one-way video connection was made, in which the defendant and others in court could see 
the child's exmination by the attorneys. Some court systems, such as that in New York State, 
employ two-way video communications in child molestation cases (Walsh 1992: 2). Occasionally. 
a victim-wibless has other special reasons for being unable to participate personally in a criminal 
trial, as occurred when President Gerald Ford gave videotaped testimony in November 1975 in the 
prosecution of Lynnette Alice Fromme for pointing a gun at the President in California. U.S. 
District Judge Thomas MacBride flew to Washington for the videotaping of the President's 
testimony. taken by Fromme's defense attorney in the presence of federal prosecutors (U.s. \I. 

Fromme 1975; Coleman 1976; Miller 1984: App. IX). 

11 Miller (1984: 42-44) notes the irony that the first use of videotape to create a trial record, 
which was widely credited for its pioneering role by commentators (e.g., Kingsbury 1972; Shutkin 
1973; Stiver 1974; Taillefer, et aI. 1974b; Kosky 1975; Moore 1979; Madden 1968. 1969) was not 
the product of a sincere interest in exploring the efficiency and effectiveness of a new technology. 
Instead, it was a gambit, which evidently worked, to stifle a fledgling intel'est in unionizing among 
the County's shorthand reporters. After the pilot project was concluded, the Court-the Circuit 
Court of Cook County,lllinois-quietly abandoned its celebmted "Trialvisions" initiative. 
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to prevent suicides and criminal assaults); 

• to monitor a convict's compliance with conditions of "home confinement" 
or IIhouse arrestll (typically in conjunction with some other electronic 
monitoring device). 

7. During post-conviction court proceedings 

• to present the record of a videotaped trial for consideration by appellate 
courts; 

• to present, via closed-circuit TV or video telephone, the testimony of 
probation or parole officers in revocation hearings.12 

Thus, video technology has, with wide variation across jurisdictions, taken hold as 
one of the important administrative and operational tools of modem criminal justice 
agencies. Descriptive and analytic research on these applications of video technology has 
been extensive on some topics (such as pre-recorded videotaped civil trials) and vinually 
nonexistent-at least in this country-on other topics. One of these topics which, prior 
to this study, had not received any serious research attention in the United States13 is the 
use by police of video technology to document the content and manner of stationhouse 
suspect interrogations. 

The use of video technology for this purpose by at least some American police 
departments has been documented for years in case law, which began addressing the 
admissibility of videotaped confessions in the late 1.960s (e.g., Paramore v. State 1969). 
The videotaping of confessions was also mentioned in passing in published discussions 
of other uses of video technology, such as closed-circuit TV arraignments.14 

Moreover, a number of criminal justice commentators noted that, during the past two 
decades, considerable attention was being devoted by English, Scottish, Australian, and 
Canadian officials to the use of electronic methods to docum~nt police interrogations of 

12 The first instance of this application of video technology reportedly occurred in June 1975 
in Phoenix, Arizona, when a Superior Court judge heard the testimony of probation officers 
(located three blocks away) in cases involving probationers who had fled the jurisdiction. The next 
month, the same court accepted a probation officer's video telephone participation in a revocation 
hearing even though the defendant was present in the jurisdiction (and participated, with the 
assistance of counsel, in the judge's chambers) (Coleman 1976; Miller 1984: App. IX). 

13 The American experience with videotaping confessions has been discussed to a certain extent 
in English and Australian literature, which we have drawn on in this report for background. 

14 See, e.g., National Center for State Courts 1974, 1975; Benowitz 1974; Kosky 1975; Brakel 
1975; Salvan 1975; Lieberman 1976; Burt 1978; Greenwood, et al. 1978; Murray 1978; 
Dade-Miami Criminal Justice Council 1982; Monteleone 1982; Surette and Terry 1984. 

( 
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criminal suspects. Responding to longstanding aspirations to enhance the credibility, 
accuracy, and completeness of courtroom presentations of suspect statements to police, 
these nations set in motion pilot experiments and/or policy assessments of the value of 
making audio or video recordings of these hitherto "low visibility" police-suspect 
interactions. 

In England, the Home Office launched an ambitious, multi-site, randomized 
experiment with police audiotaping of police-suspect stationhouse interviews. In Scotland, 
the Home and Health Department mounted similar, although more limited "field t,rials." 
In Australia, several state police forces were experimenting with both audio- and 
videotaping, while in the state of New South Wales the Attorney General's Office and the 
police force were generating thoughtful, written policy and procedural proposals and 
counterproposals based on empirical evidence about electronic recording from around the 
world. In Canada, the Canadian Law Refonn Commission sponsored an evaluation of a 
regional police force's experiment with videotaping suspect interrogations, and a number 
of other agencies, including the Metropolitan Toronto Police, undertook pilot videotaping 
projects and in-house assessments of their effects. 

Interest in the electronic documentation of suspect stationhouse interrogations has 
grown steadily in several nations, the United States as well, as pan of the search for law 
enforcement investigatory methods that both secure oral evidence effectively and 
efficiently and also reassure the criminal justice policy community and the public that 
such evidence was obtained humanely and fairly. 

Following a series of discussions and infonnal inquiries among law enforcement 
practitioners, the Police Executive Research Forum concluded that there was some 
substantial (but largely undescribed and wholly unassessed) use of video technology by 
American police departments to document interrogations or at least the confessions 
resulting from interrogations. Without any predisposition for or against the value of such 
videotaping, we undertook this initial exploration of issues and practices to help 
detennine: 

• the issues of greatest concern to criminal justice practitioners as 
expressed in the literature from English-speaking nations (discussed in 
Chapter 3); 

• the nature and extent of police use of video to document stationhouse 
interrogations (Chapter 4); and 

• the perceptions of criminal justice practitioners concerning the possible 
effects of videotaping interrogations and confessions on criminal 
justice processing by police. prosecutors, defense attorneys and the 
judiciary (Chapter 5). 

This line of inquiry was designed to provide a first detailed and systematic look at 
this use of electronic technology in American criminal justice systems and to lay a 
foundation on which NIJ and others could assess whether additional inquiry. including 
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rigorous field experimentation of the sort undertaken in England and Canada, is warranted 
in support of future policy and operational decisions. Thus, by design the study on which 
this monograph reports was descriptive rather than prescriptive. Its mission will have been 
satisfied if criminal justice practitioners and others in the criminal justice policy 
community come away with a richer understanding of the nature and extent of police 
videotaping of suspect interrogations or confessions and of the issues that those practices 
raise for analysts and decisionmakers. Evaluative research of the sort on which 
recommendations for or against videotaping and for or against different videotaping 
procedures might be premised is a second generation effort . 
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CHAPTER 2: 
APPROACH USED IN THIS STUDY 

A. Literature Review 

Our inquiry commenced by reviewing published research reports and criminal justice 
agency internal studies to the extent we became aware of and could gain access to them. 
We learned early on that there was relatively little literature published in the United States 
directly on the subject of police use of videotape to document suspect interrogations and 
confessions. Hence, we broadened the sweep of our exploration to include discussions of 
videotaping (and audiotaping) suspect statements in other English-speaking nations and 
to include related examinations of electronic technology in support of criminal justice 
operations and administration in our country. The justification for examining published 
discussions, debates, and analyses of audiotaping of suspect interrogations as part of our 
literature review is that our initial research disclosed that many of the issues presented for 
practitioners by audio and video documentation techniques are similar. 

The resulting literature review is presented in Chapter 3 of this monograph. There, 
we focus principally on issues raised pertaining to policy and procedures employed in 
connection with videotaping of confessions or interrogations and on predictions and 
counterpredictions as to the possible impact of videotaping on criminal justice processes 
and outcomes. Our overview of other uses besides the documentation of interrogations to 
which criminal justice agencies have put video technology appears by way of background 
in the introductory chapter. 

Thus, the literature review frames the key issues which policy and operational 
analysts and practitioners (mostly in other nations) have argued would arise in connection 
with decisions to employ or not employ video technology to memorialize police-suspect 
stationhouse interviews. Then, the two chapters which follow the literature review provide 
data from our national survey and field studies to illuminate the nature and extent of 
interrogation/confession videotaping is in the United Stlltes (Chapter 4) and the 
perceptions of criminal justice practitioners concerning videotaping's possible impacts 
(Chapter 5). 

B. National Survey 

Our national survey, administered in February 1990, was prepared in collaboration 
with Dr. Dennis Rosenbaum, Professor in the Department of Criminal Justice, University 
of Illinois at Chicago. Rosenbaum is a nationally respected survey expert, having 
designed, conducted, and provided advice to shape numerous local and national surveys 
as part of Justice Department, National Crime Prevention Council, Police Executive 
Research Forum, and many other studies of criminal justice issues. He has also written 
and lectured widely on survey research methodology. The survey instrument developed 
appears as an appendix to this monograph . 
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The survey was administered by the Northwestern University Survey Laboratory 
under the direct supervision of Susan M. Hartnett. It consisted of telephone interviews 
with representatives of local police and county sheriffs' departments. The representatives 
had been designated by the agency CEO's office, which had been alerted prior to the 
telephone call by letter that PERF would be conducting this study with sponsorship by 
the National Institute of Justice. 

1. Background on Survey Sample 

This survey builds on a national sample of law enforcement agencies which 
responded to a previous survey conducted by the Northwestern University Survey 
Laboratory in November and December of 1988 (see Lavrakas and Rosenbaum 1989).1 
The original survey included, at the request of the Police Executive Research Forum, a 
single question about videotaping practices: 

IIDoes your department currently videotape interrogations of suspects and/or 
resulting confessions in any of your investigations?" 

Responses to this question were used to develop a national sample of law enforcement ! 

agencies engaged in videotaping practices without having to conduct another national 
screening survey. A few methodological notes about the original survey are therefore 
needed to document the sampling procedures that underlie the PERF study of videotaping 
practices presented in this monograph. 

Using a computer tape provided by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, which contains 
a comprehensive listing of more than 14,000 law enforcement agencies in the United 
States, Lavrakas and Rosenbaum (1989) selected a random sample of law enforcement 
agencies, stratified by size of the population served. Of the 1,078 departments sampled, 
telephone interviews were completed with the chief executive officer (police chief or 
sherif±) in 7782 departments, for a completion rate of 73 percent. The survets degree of 
precision (margin of error) in representing all law enforcement executives in the nation 
was plus/minus three percentage points. 

2. Procedures 

The results of the original survey of chief law enforcement executives indicated that 
54.6 percent of the police chiefs and sheriffs who answered the above question (i.e., 423 

1 The original survey was conducted for the National Crime Prevention Council and focused 
on current attitudes, policies, and practices regarding crime prevention. 

2. As noted later in this chapter in the section titled "Disposition of Survey Calls," the 
subsequent telephone survey conducted exclusively for our project started with a national sample 
of 423 agencies. This number represented those agencies (among the 778 departments contacted 
in the earlier Lavrakas/Rosenbaum survey) whose representatives told the survey administrators that 
their departments had, at some time,recorded videotapes of suspect interrogations or confessions. 
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of 778 respondents) said their departments use video technology to record suspect 
interrogations or confessions. Hence, these 423 agencies became the sampling frame for 
the PERF survey of videotaping practices. These agencies were identified and pulled from 
the larger sample. Addresses, telephone numbers, and several demographic variables were 
recorded from the original surveys in preparation for the PERF telephone survey. 

As noted above in general tenns, a packet of materials, prepared by PERF, was 
mailed by the Northwestern University Survey Laboratory to each of these 423 agencies 
explaining the PERF videotaping survey and seeking their cooperation. This packet 
included: 

• a detailed letter to the CEO, from the project director (William Geller) 
on PERF letterilead, requesting his or her pennission to interview "one 
official of your selection who is well acquainted with the history and 
current practices of your agency concerning videotaping 
interrogations"; 

• a bright green (eye catching) slip to be completed and returned to the 
Survey Lab indicating who in the agency the CEO's office has 
designated as the survey respondent; and 

• a copy of the survey instrument so that potential respondents would 
have some idea of what to expect during the telephone interview. 

To protect the confidentiality of the agencies and respondents in the original survey, 
the Northwestern University Survey Laboratory prepared the mailing labels and mailed 
these packets with PERF having no knowledge of the agencies' identity. However, 
because PERF was interested in possible follow~up contacts with selected agencies 
(principally to consider them as site visit departments), one of the PERF survey questions 
asked respondents if they would be willing to talk further with the project director about 
videotaping practices. Indeed, more than 96 percent of the agencies actually interviewed 
(322 of 334) expressed a willingness to participate further, and then provided specific 
identifying infonnation, which was in tum furnished to PERF except for the four percent 
of survey respondents who declined to participate any further. 

3. Survey Instrument 

The survey instrument was prepared by the project director to cover a broad range 
of questions about videotaping. The questions were based on PERF's review of the 
literature and on site visits conducted as part of "phase I" of this NIJ-funded study in four 
jurisdictions (Kansas City, Missouri, Orange County. California, Huntington Beach, 
California, and Washington, D.C.). A long version of the instrument was pilot tested with 
12 agencies, and this feedback was used to revise certain questions and eliminate others . . 

One of the preliminary findings from the pilot test was that a substantial number of 
agencies that originally reported using videotaping for interrogations or confessions were 
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not in fact using it for that purpose. This was obviously an important surprise, and 
requires explanation here. The original survey by Lavrakas and Rosenbaum (1989) 
suggested that the majority oflaw enforcement agencies in the United States (54.6%) were 
currently videotaping interrogations or confessions. The follow-up survey for PERF 
(conducted by the same survey laboratory) found that only half these agencies (51.8%) 
reported that their department had "ever used video technology to record stationhouse 
interrogations or confessions of criminal suspects." The obvious question is: What 
happened to the 48.2 percent who reported videotaping approximately one year earlier? 
In order to develop some rough estimates of the prevalence of videotaping nationwide 
(this is done in Chapter 4 in this monograph), this discrepancy in the survey results must 
be addressed. 

After careful study and consultation with PERF and Survey Lab staff, Dr. Rosenbaum 
expressed the opinion that the number of agencies involved in videotaping of 
interrogation~ was overestimated in the first survey for several reasons: First, the 
respondent in the first survey was the chief executive of the agency (either the police chief 
or sheriff) and, in some cases, did not possess a detailed knowledge of the day-to-day 
practices in the investigations bureau, where videotaping often occurs. In contrast, the 
respondent in the follow-up survey for PERF was usually the head of the investigations 
bureau or the most knowledgeable person about videotaping practices . 

Second, and related to the first point, these busy chief executives (who were asked 
only one question about videotaping as the very last question on a telephone survey about 
crime prevention) may not have distinguished videotaping interrogations from uses of 
video technology in general. Indeed we have evidence from our telephone survey that the 
large majority of chiefs and sheriffs who reported videotaping interrogations (but whose 
top investigator or other designated respondent later said their departments are not 
videotaping in this manner) were running agencies that do, in fact, make other uses of 
video technology; and a substantial number (28%) have plans to use video to document 
interrogations. More than seven in ten of the "non-users" employ video technology for 
undercover surveillance, and nearly eight in ten use it to document crime scenes. 

Finally, if there existed any built-in biases toward either under- or over-reporting of 
videotaping by chief executives, these would be toward slight over-reporting of their 
involvement in videotaping interrogations or confessions given ambiguous circumstances. 
The PERF survey results (presented in chapters 4 and 5) clearly suggest that videotaping 
is seen as a desirable application of technology to law enforcement, one with which law 
enforcement managers and leaders would want to be associated. However, there is little 
reason to think that measurable bias was introduced by the respondents in the PERF 
survey. Because the respondents in the PERF survey (1) were the most knowledgeable 
about their agencies' videotaping practices, and (2) were asked numerous questions about 
videotaping in a variety of situations, Dr. Rosenbaum and PERF believe that their reports 
are quite accurate and should be used as the basis for estimating the national rate of 
videotaping with regard to interrogations and confessions. In sum, PERF and our 
methodolOgical consultant have reason to believe that there are "false positives" in the 
reports provided by police executives, and no reason to believe there is a problem with 
IIfalse negatives.1I It is possible, however, that the survey findings on the proportion of 
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agencies that "have plans to videotape stationhouse interrogations or confessions in the 
near future" (see Chapter 4) present a figure inflated by selection bias in the PERF 
sample, which included only agencies that were believed, based on CEO responses, to be 
videotaping already. 

While a substantial number of departments that the Survey Lab expected to be 
videotaping suspect interrogations or confessions turned out not to be doing so, the survey 
did reveal, as noted, that many agencies were using video technology for other aspects of 
police work. Hence, the flnal survey instrument was designed with two tracks of 
questions-one for agencies that use videotaping for suspect interrogations or confessions 
and one for agencies that use (or are planning to use) videotaping only for other putpOses. 

For agencies that were not then videotaping interrogations or confessions, respondents 
were asked about possible plans for using it, and if they had no plans, were asked why. 
These respondents were also asked a series of ten questions about "other ways your 
agency may have used or is planning to use video technology" (the copy of the fmal 
survey instrument is in Appendix A). 

The bulk of the survey was designed for agencies that do videotape or have 
videotaped stationhouse interrogations or confessions. The questions covered a variety of 
areas, including the history of their videotaping experience, the types of cases in which 
they videotape suspect statements, the procedures they follow, and any problems they 
have experienced. Special attention is given to their assessment of the effectiveness, 
efficiency, and credibility of police interrogations using videotaping technology. 

4. Disposition of Survey Calls 

The Northwestern University Survey Laboratory started with 4233 possible agencies 
for inclusion in the sample, and most interviews were conducted in february 1990. In 
total, 395 agencies were contacted, and 334 telephone interviews were completed, for a 
completion rate of 84.6 percent.4 Only two respondents refused to be interviewed, thus 
yielding a cooperation rate above 99 percent.s Interviews were conducted most often with 
the head of the investigations bureau because he or she was considered by the 
departmental CEO to be the most knowledgeable about videotaping practices. 

, These were selected from among the 778 contacted in the earlier survey by Lavrakas and 
Rosenbaum. 

4 Of the 334 agencies, 137 reported they videotaped suspects' interrogatins or confessions. 

5 Other dispositions: 59 respondents were not available at the time of the calls; 5 were 
ineligible because of non-working numbers, and 6 others for miscellaneous reasons; 17 were not 
contacted due to the limitation on resources devoted to the survey and conttactual agreements. 
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5. Data Preparation and Analysis 

The 334 surveys were edited and keypunched. The data were checked for errors 
in recording, keypunching, and contingency patterns (skips). An SPSS/PC+ system file 
was created, and several key demographic variables were created or recorded for 
analysis. 

The results reported in this monograph are based primarily on an examination of 
frequency distributions for individual variables and the crosstabulation of key 
demographic variables with other survey responses about videotaping. These 
demographic variables include: type of agency (police or sherift), department size 
(number of employees), population size (number of citizens in the service 
jurisdiction), and region of country (using Census Bureau categories: Northeast. 
Midwest, South, and West). 

c. Site Visits 

Besides the national survey of a representative sample of American police and 
sheriffs' departments, the findings in this study are based on field work, which entailed 
interviews with knowledgeable police personnel, prosecutors, public defenders, as well as 
private defense attorneys and judges, in more than a dozen cities or counties. 

1. Site Selection 

The sites were selected for diversity on a number of dimensions: agency and service 
population size, police workload variety (e.g., mix of homicides and other violent 
felonies), geography, agency budget (e.g., Washington, D.C. was strapped for funds while 
the Huntington Beach, California Department had recently invested a proportionally large 
sum in designing and installing a state-of-the-art covert videotaping interview room); 
agency jurisdictional focus (municipality versus county), and criminal justice system 
function (most of our site visit agencies were police or sheriffs' departments, but we also 
included one site-the Bronx, in New York City-where the videotaping of confessions 
was managed and conducted by the prosecuter's office). Additional dimensions on which 
we sought variety in site selection are longevity of videotaping, whether agencies tape 
entire stationhouse interrogations or only the resulting confession statements. whether 
officials tape overtly or covertly, and the portion of all suspect statements eligible to be 
videotaped (e.g .• suspect willing) which in fact are videotaped. It was especially important 
to us to take a closer look at departments videotaping only occasionally (as contrasted 
with videotaping virtually all eligible confessions), given the widespread belief by 
practitioners not currently videotaping that agencies cannot selectively videotape-"it's 
all or nothing. and all is neither tactically desirable nor financially affordable. II Hence, we 
went to sites like Houston, where homicide de.tectives only occasionally videotape 
confessions. The one consistency among sites selected for visits was, of course, that they 
represented to us in. correspondence and telephone calls prior to our travel that they do 
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indeed videotape at least some suspect confessions or interrogations.6 

The site visits took place over the period December 8, 1988 (starting with the Kansas 
City Police Department) through June 13, 1991 (ending with the St Louis Police 
Department). Many of these site visits were intenningled with analysis of the national 
survey results and thus afforded us an opportunity to probe for insights on subjects which 
the survey revealed to be especially significant to law enforcement practitioners. The 
jurisdictions we visited and the agenCies whose personnel We interviewed (as well as 
private defense attorneys) in those locales are the following (listed alphabetically for 
convenience): 

• Adams County, Colorado (Sheriffs Department) 
• Burlington, Massachusetts (Police Department) 
• Denver, Colorado (police Department; Denver County District Attorney's 

Office; Denver County Public Defender's Office; private defense attorneys; 
Second Judicial District Court, which hears cases generated by the Denver 
Police) 

• Fort Wayne,Indiana (police Department; Prosecuting Attorney's Office for the 
38th Judicial District-serving the Fort Wayne and Allen County, Indiana, area; 
Allen County Superior Court, Criminal Division; private defense attorney) 

• Houston, Texas (police Department; Harris County District Attorney's Office; 
228th District Court, Houston Texas) 

• Huntington Beach, California (police Department; Orange County District 
Attorney's Office; Orange County Public Defender'S Office; private defense 
attorneys; and a video technology expert who had been hired by the Police 
Department to design and build its state-of-the-art videotaping interview room) 

• Kansas City, Missouri (police Department; Jackson COWlty Prosecutor's 
Office; 16th Judicial Circuit Public Defender's Office, which serves Kansas City 
and Jackson County; private defense attorneys) 

• New York City (Bronx County) (New York Czty Police Department; Bronx 
County District Attorney's Office; private defense attorney; Supreme Court, 
Criminal Division, Bronx County-a felony trial court) 

• Orange County, California (Sheriff's Department; Orange County District 
Attorney's Office; Orange County Public Defender's Office; private defense 
attorneys) 

• St. Louis, Missouri (Metropolitan Police Department) 
• San Diego, California (police Department; San Diego County District 

6 Despite correspondence and phone calls confuming agency cmrent use of video technology 
for this purpose, we were surprised by one of ow: sites-the Burlington, Massachusetts. Police 
Department-which turned out not to be videotaping suspect confessions. In fact, the agency 
videotaped bookings (to guard against complaints of prisoner abuse by officers) but never had 
employed video technology to document confessions. We made the best of the site visit by , 
exploring with police officials their attitudes toward videotaping and examining tlte cost-benefit 
analysis that a small department might undenake in exploring whether or not to adopt videotaping 
of confessions as agency procedure. 
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Attorney's Office; Public Defender of San Diego County; private defense 
attorneys; Superior Court, San Diego County) 

• Tulsa, Oklahoma (police Department; Tulsa County District Attorney's Office; 
Tulsa County Public Defender's Office; 14th Judicial Circuit Court, which 
serves Tulsa City and County) 

• Washington, D.C. (Metropolitan Police Department; Office of the United 
State's Attorney, Superior Court Operations, District of Columbia; U.S. Public 
Defender Service, District of Columbia; private defense attorneys) 

• Westminster, Colorado (poli~e Department) 

Of the 14 jurisdictions noted above, 12 were principal target sites (all but Adams 
County and the City of Westminster, Colorado). Eleven turned out to be using video 
technology to document suspect interrogations or confessions and were rich sources of 
infonnation concerning the nature,extent, and possible effects of videotaping. In all, our 
sites stretched from East to West Coast and were located in eight states and the District 
of Columbia. The jurisdictions range in population from 24,000 (Burlington) or 200,000 
(Huntington Beach) on the low end7 to approximately one million (Bronx County, New 
York's population). 

Population makeups across our various sites include large concentrations of whites, 
African Americans, Hispanics, and Asian-Americans, and wide ranges in socio-economic 
status. The police/sheriff's agencies involved in the videotaping processes we examined 
range in sworn personnel from 211 (Huntington Beach) to over 26,000 (the New York 
City Police Department, which provides ancillary services to the Bronx County District 
Attorney's Office and other borough District Attorneys' Offices in connection with the 
prosecutors' videotaping of confessions). Finally, our sites included agencies which had 
been videotaping a long time (the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department was, to our 
knowledge, the first in the nation to videotape a suspect confession, in 1971, and the 
Bronx County DA's Office and Denver Police Department have each been videotaping 
for many years) and departments that had only a few years' experience with this 
application of video technology at the time we visited them. Together, these jurisdictions 
represented a usefully diverse collection of experience and expertise on which we drew 
heavily for the fmdinglS presented later in this monograph. 

2. Interview Protocol and Conduct of the Site Visits 

To guide our interviews and ensure sufficient consistency across sites, we developed 
a lengthy intervielw protocol (appended to this monograph). All site visits were conducted 
by the project director to provide further consistency across intelViews and to facilitate 
the accumulation of knowledge and the sharing of information across sites. The site visits 
in each jurisdiction generally lasted from two to four days, during which time we talked 
with police (or Sheriff's Department) detectives, supervisory and command personnel, 

'I Since, as explained in the text, Burlington turned out not to be a Department engaged in 
videotaping confessions, it is more appropriate to use Huntington Beach as the low-end point on 
our site visit population range. 
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prosecutors, public and private defense counsel, and judges. We did not have the 
opportunity (nor had we planned) to interview a representative from each segment of the 
criminal justice system in each jurisdiction we visited, but we did of course talk with 
police in every locale. Our choice of interviewees was based on written and telephone 
communications in advance of our site visits with police and officials in other criminal 
justice agencies. We attempted where possible to cross-check with more than one source 
the proposed interviewees to ensure that they enjoyed a reasonably widespread local 
reputation for being knowledgeable about L'le creation and criminal justice processing of 
videotaped interrogations or confessions. 

The interviews we conducted were both one-on-one and small group discussions, 
with the method selected primarily to accommodate the convenience of the interviewees 
and the interviewer's time schedule. Each interview generally lasted from one to three 
hours. In each of the principal law enforcement agencies we visited. we observed the 
room or rooms used to videotape interrogations. or confessions (see the floor plans in 
Chapter 4), and in most instances we also viewed on-site sample recorded videotapes. 
This on-site viewing of recorded videotapes allowed us to ask. follow-up questions before 
we left the jurisdiction concerning video interrogation procedures, visual and audio 
recording quality, etc. Our standard approach was to send prospective interviewees the 
interview questions we intended to ask, so that they could think about the issues, discuss 
them with colleagues and, where possible, attempt in advance of our site visit to collect 
infonnation that would not be readily available without preparation (e.g., tallies of 
imerrogations videotaped) . 

This interview method proved to wode. quite well. In general, the practitioners were 
well prepared to our discussions, having thoughtfully reviewed the questions and having 
developed pertinent responses. At the same time, each interview contained a desirable 
element of spontaneity. 

The interview method was selected on the assumption that relatively little 
documentary evidence would exist summarizing the videotaping practices and the effects 
of those practices and that, at this exploratory stage of research on videotaping, the 
opinions and general recollections of knowledgeable, cooperative practitioners would be 
an acceptable and prudent way to commence the inquiry. Our site visit experience 
confirmed our supposition about the lack of documentary evidence which one could use 
to describe videotaping practices, let alone to assemble the sort of data sets that would 
suggest process or outcome effects. If greater rigor is considered desirable by practitioners 
and government policy and funding entities in the approach taken to appraising 
videotaping as a criminal justice tool, the obvious next step would be to prospectively 
collect systematic process and outcome data in one or more jurisdictions. FollOwing that, 
a controlled experiment could be designed and fielded, as has been done in Canada and 
England, to more powerfully analyze the impact of videotaping on criminal justice 
decisions, processes, costs, and other variables . 

-------- .-~-------
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CHAPTER 3: 
POLICY, PROCEDURAL, AND IMPACT ISSUES 

PRESENTED IN THE LITERATURE 

Ever since the Patriots rose up against the tactics of King George's cQlonial 
constables the American people have maintained a keen interest in the propriety of police 
methods.1 Walker (1977: 58) reports that the 1910 IACP convention was dominated by 
discussion of the "third degree" and that a Congressional investigation was launched the 
same year into such tactics by the fledgling Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Two decades and one world war later, growing national restiveness over the treatment 
of the powerless by government led to the deliberations and publications of the 
Wickersham Commission. The best known of its 14-volume repon was volume 11, 
Lawlessness in Law Etiforcement, which reiterated the American concern about police 
coercing confessions (National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement 1931; 
see also Pound 1934; Potts 1950; Caplan 1985: 1428-30). This concern was a current 
running through the American civil rights moveme~t of the 1950s and 1960s and of 
course was of central imponance to the U.S. Supreme Coon in a series of landmark. 
criminal procedure rulings that included Miranda v. Arizona (1966), Escobedo v. Illinois 
(1964) and other cases (Kelling and Stewart 1991; Williams and Murphy 1988). 

The imponance of striking a suitable balance between the dual objectives of 
investigatory effectiveness (accurately and efficiently determining-and convincing other 
authorities about-a suspect's guilt or innocence) and investigatory legitimacy (humane 
treatment, fairness, respect for civil rights and civillibenies) is reflected in the titles of 
some of the best known modern American crime control literature. The Challenge of 
Crime in a Free Society (president's Commission 1967) and PoliCing a Free Society 
(Goldstein 1977) are but two examples. To be sure, Americans hold different views 
concerning how the balance should be struck between propriety and productivity in 
policing, but of paramount imponance for present purposes is the fact that the 
literature-and public opinion2-reflect a consensus on the imponance of the balancing 

1 Caplan (1985: 1421; see also 1425) observes that "society always has been concerned with 
regulating interrogations lest they become a test of endurance mther than vemcity" and that historic 
documents as old as the Massachusetts Bill of Rights evince the public's concern that the 
government "protr,ct society ... in a decent manner." The fact that "decency" in colonial America 
involved "humane" as opposed to "inhumane" torture (id.; Langbein 1978) is a mark of shifting 
collective values. 

l Twelve times since 1973 public opinion surveys have queried Americans about whether they 
would "approve of a policeman striking a citizen who was being questioned in a murder case." 
Although the responses seem to be shifting steadily but glacially in the direction of approval, still 
in 1990 only 11 percent of the sampled public would support this police interrogation technique 
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The emergence of electronic recording as a potential method for fostering both 
productivity and propriety in police interrogations of criminal suspects prompted some 
debate (most of it in cOWltries other than the United States) and a fair amoWlt of 
experimentation (although often without accompanying evaluative research). Out of these 
early discussions and implementation efforts emerged a host of questions pertaining to 
policy and procedural matters as well as questions about the potential advantages and 
disadvantages of electronically recording suspect statements. Although many of these 
questions were raised either initially or entirely with respect to audio recording of 
statements, virtually all of them have a bearing on videotaping as well. A brief overview 
of the nature of these questions and the concerns underlying them is presented in this 
chapter. The following chapters present findings concerning many of these questions 
derived from our national survey and field inquiries. 

Questions about the utility of videotaping suspect interrogations arise against the 
history of the use of other methods for documenting oral evidence: note-taking plus 
report-writing by investigators, verbatim stenographic records of interviews, signed written 
statements by suspects, and the like (see, e.g., Olson 1988).4 Thus, as a practical matter 
the issue for criminal justice practitioners is not whether video technology presents an 
ideal tool to accomplish various objectives but whether it serves better than more 
traditional documentation methods without presenting offsetting complications or costs. 
The questions that practitioners and policymakers have Illsked and might be expected to 
ask about the nature and impact of videotaping suspect il1lterrogations may be grouped in 
the following subject areas: 

(Maguire and Flanagan 1991: Table 2.21). 

3 Occasionally. colorful counter-voices are heard amidst the din of consensus. For example, 
the Buffalo, New York, police commissioner told the Wickersham O;>mmission: 

"If I have to violate the Constitution or my oath of office, I'll violate the Constitution .... 
A policeman should be free as a firema., to protect his community .... Nobody ever 
thinks of hedging a fll'eman about with a lot of laws that favor the fire .... Shysters have 
turned the Constitution into a refuge for the criminal" (National Commission on Law 
Observance 1931: 117, cited in Walker 1977: 134), 

" A PERF survey of medium and large American police agencies (to which 324 departments 
responded) revealed that, when an interview is not audio- or videotaped, 10% of the agencies 
typically take "full verbatim notes of the entire interview t 36% take "verbatim notes of only part 
of the interview (e.g., confession only)," 49% prepare only a "summary of interview (no verbatim 
notes)," and 4% of the agencies reported that they typically take "no notes" of police-suspect 
interviews (this, even in the absence of a recording). Nearly 25% of the. responding agencies 
reported that they typically use mUltiple written documentation methods (e.g .• "both a summary of 
the interview and verbatim notes of part of the interview (such as the confession)" in the absence 
of taping (Olson 1988). 
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• police effectiveness and efficiency 
• fairness to suspects 
• public perceptions of police and criminal justice system legitimacy 
• prosecutorial effectiveness and efficiency 
• defense counsel effectiveness and efficiency 
• quality of courtroom proceedings 
• cost considerations 
• technical and procedural considerations, and 
• security of equipment and recorded tapes 

We will discuss the leading concerns and questions under each of these headings. 

A. Police Effectiveness and Efficiency 

1. Will videotaping reduce unwarranted allegations of improper 
police investigations? 

It is a tenet of police professionalism that law enforcement officers are accountable 
to the public for their actions. Requiring police to answer charges of misconduct, 
however. also exposes them to the sometimes considerdble stresses of dealing with 
unwarranted allegations.s Some practitioners and commentators hope that taping, by 
creating an objective record of the police-suspect interview (or a portion thereof). will 
inhibit at least some false allegations that police have used improper investigatory 
methods (see, e.g .• Grant 1987: 4, 6, 73; Willis, et aI. 1988: 7, 12; Wozniak 1985; Krell 
1971: 342; Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 1). 

The American Law Institute, in advocating the Qudiotaping of interrogations, asserted 
that such taping would help all participants in the criminal justice process, including 
beleaguered police investigators: 

"It is obvious that reliance upon the oral testimony of the officer to establish the 
conditions of interrogation will often lead to a swearing contest between the 
police officer and the suspect, a contest which the suspect will rarely win, 
whether he is telling the truth or not It should be noted that criticism of this 
system does not stem exclusively from fear of police abuse; the system is a 
demeaning one for the officer who is telling the truth as well, for in any case 
of conflicting testimony, the credibility of that officer will be called into 
question, even though his version may eventually be accepted" (American Law 
Institute 1975: 346). 

5 Admittedly. whether an allegation is wammted may be in the eyes of the beholder in any 
particular case. Nevertheless, it is beyond dispute that there is at least some amount of false 
allegations made against police by some of the subjects of criminal interrogations. These 
accusations may be made out of malice, misinformation, as a plea negotiating tacticr or for other 
reasons. 
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But there is also some skepticism expressed in the literature concerning whether 
taping would significanUy curtail false charges against the police associated with arrest 
and interrogation procedures. Many practitioners and commentators argue that, since there 
will inevitably be police-suspect contact prior to the taping of an interrogation, 
unwarranted allegations concerning police conduct prior to the commencement of taping 
would continue to be made (see. e.g., practitioners quoted in Grant 1987: 7, 47, 49, 50, 
77). 

2. How will videotaping affect the willingness of suspects to make 
confessions and admissions? 

Of greater concern to many police than whether taping will relieve the pressures of 
unfair charges against them is the effect of videotaping on the productivity of criminal 
interrogations. Some believe that videotaping generally will improve productivity, 
suggesting that there will be an increase in the number, length, and completeness of 
voluntary incriminating statements given to police by suspects and preserved by the police 
for subsequent use (Grant 1987: 32-36, 52, 74, 80). Others suggest that suspects, if aware 
of the taping,6 will be inhibited by the tape machine and by the general situation from 
making confessions or admissions that they otherwise would have made' (see 
practitioners quoted in Grant 1987: 6, 28, 73; Public Complaints Commissioner 1984: 
109; Willis 1984: 9! 32; Willis, et aI. 1988: 9-10, 39; Williams 1979: 21; McConville and 
Morel 1983; Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 13,14). Some practitioners believe that 
whether suspect inhibitions arise depends largely on the interrogating detectives' comfort 
with the taping process. Others believe the two reactions are not inextricably linked-and 
that suspect inhibitions might arise independent of police attitudes and conduct Questions 
about the possible effects of taping on officer "interviewing style" are presented later in 
this chapter. 

As indicated, some have argued that suspects who do not now talk with police might 

6 Whether officer interrogation behavior changes as a result of covert videotaping, however, 
and, in tum, subtly influences suspect forthrightness, is an important issue to which we will tum 
shortly. 

7 Although practitioners may hold divergent views on the matter, there is a powerful argument 
to be at least considered that suspect inhibition to speak on tape should be accepted as a 
consequence of a fair criminal justice system: 

"[Flor many people, greater willingness to talk when they believe no recording is being; 
made stems from an inability to understand the link between what is happening in the 
police station and what will happen in court and afterwards. Suspects should not be 
misled about the seriousness of their situation, and it is for this reason that disclosure 
[of the fact of recording] is required, even though it is recognized that it may sometimes 
make questioning less effective. Also, there may be some cases where disclosure of the 
fact of recording will make questioning more effective, because some persons may talk 
more freely when there is no risk that what they say will be misquoted" (American Law 
Institute 1975: 348-49). 
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be inclined to do so when told the interview would be taped: 

"Although the suggestion that the suspects will be intimidated by the technology 
is raised as a negative aspect of electronic recording, it is likely that suspects 
who are now distrustful of, and intimidated by, present police interview 
techniques may be more open and less fearful if they can be confident of the 
accuracy of recording" (Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 14). 

The crucial question, of course, is precisely how infoooative suspects are when they 
do talk. That is, does videotaping seem to influence the amount of incriminating 
infoooation secured by interrogators? 

One reason that some theorize that videotaping will elicit more and higher quality 
confessions is that distractions associated with note-taking, stenographic reporting, 
typewriters, and the like are removed from the interview room. Grant (id.: 74) suggests 
that suspects may be more inclined to concentrate and cooperate in a videotaped 
interrogation than in an untaped interview because the "suspect/accused is ... relieved of 
extraneous objects [typewriter, notebooks, statement fooos, etc.] upon which to 
concentrate his attention and tends to focus solely on the interviewer" (see also Galbraith 
1986: 4). 

Police officers, too, may be able to concentrate more fully when relieved of the 
necessity to take highly detailed notes during the interview (Galbraith 1986: 4). Moreover, 
they may find, in subsequently reviewing an interrogation tape as part of an on-going 
investigation. that verbatim documentation of the interview gives them insights that would 
have been lost with less complete interview documentation techniques (see, e.g., 
Greenwood, et al. 1977; Bck 1983; Olson 1988). 

A Canadian defense attorney, acknowledging that, with videotaping, U[y]ou get 
longer, fuller confessions," observed: " ... but it's a bit of a novelty and maybe that has an 
effect just now" (Grant 1987: 53-54). Whether, as the novelty of taping wears off.-and 
particularly as taping procedures and their effects on previous cases become known among 
criminal suspects-high confession/admission rates would prevail is an important related 
question (see, e.g., Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 14). 

The possibility that "seasoned criminals" or savvy first-time offenders would be 
discouraged by taping procedures from cooperating in an interrogation has also given rise, 
particularly among law enforcement agents specializing in organized crime investigations 
(Burgess 1988), to reticence about videotaping. In essence, the concern expressed is that 
wealthy or especially powerful suspects with high-powered defense counsel would draw 
on a "library" of prior videotaped interrogations as a "school for scoundrels" to help them 
thwart effective interrogation tactics by investigators (Stewart 1988; see also Criminal 
Law Review Division 1986: 14; Willis, et al. 1988: 50). 

Besides concern over declining suspect cooperation rates over time. some 
practitioners have predicted that interviewee willingness to be taped would decrease as the 
seriousness of their suspected offense increased. 
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Clearly, any possibility that taping could decrease the flow of confessions or 
admissions that would have been voluntarily and knowingly given in the absence of taping 
is cause for concern since empirical. evidence is strong that the existence of a confession 
nearly guarantees a conviction in most jurisdictions (on the English experience, see 
Baldwin and McConville 1979; Vennard and Williams 1980; and Willis, et al. 1988: 9; 
on the American experience, see Vera Institute of Justice 1977; Boland 1983; Seeburger 
and Wettick 1967: 11-20; Caplan 1985: 1464-67). 

3. What impact will videotaping have on the willingness of suspects 
to provide "criminal intelligence" concerning offenses and 
offenders other than those immediately under investigation? 

Closely related to the debate about whether videotaping affects suspect willingness 
to make admissions and confessions is the debate about whether taping encourages or 
discourages suspects from providing police with criminal. intelligence. (As used here, 
"criminal intelligence" means information on matters other than those immediately under 
investigation.) Some suggest taping might induce an increased flow of such information 
(Willis, et al.. 1988: 34, 43-S2). But police, at least at the outset of every available 
empirical study of taped interrogations, have been skeptical on this point. They assumed 
that suspects would be inhibited by the tape machine and by the general. situation from 
giving useful information to police about offenses other than those currently under 
investigation (whether committed by themselves or by others) (see quotes in Grant 1987: 
8, 39, 78-79 and Willis, et al.. 1988: 9,43, SO-Sl). 

Special concerns were expressed that suspects would not implicate others on tape for 
fear of reprisal if the tape's contents became known as a result of its public playing or by 
other means (Willis, et al. 1988: 43). In the absence of taping, it is argued, informing, 
snitching, or "grassing" (in the British parlance) could occur with plausibility 
"off-the-record" by virtue of the fact that the suspect could see the interviewing officer 
put down his or her pen and note pad. Switching off the tape to provide this same 
reassurance obviously could have the drawback of raising doubts about whether coercive 
conduct occurred during the hiatus (id,). 

4. What effects might videotaping have on investigator 
"interviewing style" and techniques? 

MaHy police and commentators believe that how forthcoming suspects are during an 
interrQg:liion depends at least partly on police ability to employ a wide range of effective, 
legit!mat~ techniques in their interrogational. repertoire. The likely impact of videotaping 
on police,interviewing style and methods has prompted divergent and ardently expressed 
predictions. 

For instance, many worry that police interviewing style will be adversely affected by 
the camera's and microphone's intrusion into the interrogation room-whether or not the 
suspect is aware at the time that the interview is being recorded. Police investigators, it 
is suggested, will be inhibited by the taping from using legitimate, effective interrogation 
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tactics for fear that others (primarily judges and juries) would not fully appreciate the 
need for: 

• trickery or deception (Inbau, et al. 1986; cf. White 1979; Dix 1975; 
Note 1979); 

• profanity or "street language" (whether convivial or confrontational); 

• aggression expressed through non-verbal means (excluding, of courr..£, 
batteries and assaults); 

• "social interaction" between officer(s) and suspect during the interview 
as a prelude to or break from focus on the suspect's possible criminal 
culpability (Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 14); and 

• other approaches in certain investigations (on all these elements, see 
practitioners quoted in Grant 1987: 51, 65; Willis, et al. 1988: 4, 6, 9, 
10, 43-52; Scottish Home and Health Department 1985b; see also 
Caplan 1985: 1423-24; Frey 1981).8 

In the United States, :FBI officials knowledgeable about serial munier investigations 
are particularly concerned that videotaping in such cases will inhibit the style of 
interrogation apparently required to elicit incriminating information from the unusual type 
of offender who commits ritualistic killings and other acts frequently associated with serial 
murders (Burgess 1988). 

Willis, et aI. (1988: 44-45) posit three categories of British police interviewing 
technique that could be jeopardized by taping: 

• the ability of officers to maintain the suspect's respect (e.g., by 
selecting "an appropriate style of speech for an interview with a given 
suspect," including matching the vocabulary of a suspect whose 
"language is rich in e:xpletives" (id.: 44; see also Inbau 1948: 149; 
Inbau, et al. 1986: 199); 

• independent of achieving respect by the suspect for the interrogator, 
the need to tailor questioning technique to the particular circumstances 
(sometimes employing gentle questioning. other times being more 
"forthright"); and 

• the development of rapport between interrogator and suspect using 
conversation about sensitive matters (e.g., the suspect's personal 

• Concerning the failure of even seasoned criminal justice professiooals to appreciate-or be 
willing to openly acknowledge-the requisites of reasonable, effective police tactics, see generally 
Muir 1977 and Kerstetter 1985. 
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problems) which the suspect does not wish to have recorded in any 
form. 
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A related concern is that police would lose the ability to persuade suspects to 
incriminate themselves through reference to the guilt of third parties, for fear of being 
charged with defaming the third parties (Willis, et al. 1988: 46-47). 

On the other side of the debate over taping's effects on interrogator techniques it is 
argued that taping could foster an improvement in police interviewing style and techniques 
because of: 

• better officer preparation for interviews (Willis, et al. 1988; Grant 
1987; Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 13); 

• the ability to interrogate the suspect without the distractions of a 
typewriter, notebook, and statement forms (in place of the officer's 
traditional paper notebook the videotape serves as an "electronic 
notebook") (Grant 1987; Galbraith 1986); 

• the ability to conduct one-officer interviews (since the tape takes the 
place of the note-taking detective), which are thought to be less 
"intimidating" to most suspects and "conducive to obtaining the 
suspect's co-operation" (Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 14); 

• the ability of other police or prosecutors to monitor the interview 
outside the interview room and to suggest questions that the 
interrogating officer(s) might not have thought to ask at the time; 

• the use of the tapes for formal or informai in-selVice training; 

• the impetus that taping gives law enforcement agencies to provlde 
advanced training on interrogation skills applicable in taped or untaped 
interviews; and 

• the opportunity to play an accomplice's taped confession for an 
uncooperative suspect (on these several assertions, see Willis, et al. 
1988: 7, 8, 52; Grant 1987: 66, 6, 51, 53,72, 74,75; Scottish Home 
and Health Department 1984; Wozniak 1985; Law and Order 1987: 
72; O'Hara 1976: 156; Kamisar 1980: 134 n. 23; Galbraith 1986). 

Even proponents of taped interrogations, however, have expressed concerns about the 
effects of changes in an investigator's intelViewing style that might occur and not be 
explained to the suspect during a covertly taped interview. The fear is that officers, 
knowing their interrogation techniques will be viewed by juries, judges, prosecuting and 
defense attorneys, the public, the media, and perhaps advocacy groups attending 
courtroom proceedings, will almost inevitably use more "correct" language, dress more 
formally (wear jacket and tie throughout intelView, etc.), and otherwise conduct 

4 
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themselves in ways that may seem stilted to experienced, "street-wise" suspects. Unless 
such suspects have a plausible explanation for such zealous rectitude, it is argued, they 
may misread the interrogator as inexperienced and capable of being easily misled. It is 
further argued that, when a suspect is aware that an interview is being taped, the suspect 
will accept the officer's need to "play to the camera" as a reasonable explanation for what 
otherwise might seem overly correct behavior (Willis, et al. 1988: 51). 

5. How might videotaping of interrogations facilitate or impede 
supervision of interrogators and interrogations? 

Some researchers have suggested that the ability of police managers to supervise 
interrogations would be enhanced by their capacity to contemporaneously monitor the 
interrogation over a speaker. headphones, or closed-circuit TV and to subsequently review 
recordings of the intelView (Grant 1987: 65; Willis, et al. 1988: 8; Hearst 1986). 
Moreover, Willis, et al. (1988: 41) suggest that supervision would be facilitated by the 
more complete interview logs that tapes would enable interviewing officers to prepare. 

Researchers have acknowledged, however; that theoretical improvements in police 
supervision of detectives' investigation tactics could be thwarted if OfficerS. out of dislike 
for taping or supervision. conducted their interrogations outside the stationhouse where 
they were beyond the reach of departmental taping systems (Willis, et al. 1988: 50) . 

Concern has also been expressed by practitioners that police. contrary to departmental 
directive, would write less satisfactory synopses of the content of stationhouse 
interrogations since they know the tapes are available as an authoritative record (see 
interviewees quoted in Grant 1987: 46; also see Harman 1988: 88). 

6. Other police efficiency/effectiveness issues 

• Will videotaping enhance the relative importance of interview 
evidence compared to other evidence of guilt? 

English Home Office researchers had speculated at the commencement of the 
audiotaping field trials that. in cases with taped interviews, the interviews would assume 
a larger importance, in relation to other evidence of guilt. than interviews have in relation 
to other evidence of guilt in "untaped cases. Ii If this were true, the Home Office reasoned. 
taped interviews could make a significant difference in police decisions to prosecute cases 
or present cases for consideration to prosecutors (Willis, et al. 1988: 35). 

• Is the amount of time spent by police interrogating suspects 
affected by videotaping? 

Numerous practitioners and observers anticipate that taping would help reduce the 
amount of time spent by police officers interrogating suspects (Grant 1987: 38; Willis, et 
al. 1988: 6.25.30-31; Willis 1984; Macleod 1985; Scottish Home and Health Department 
1984; Olson 1988) . 
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One reason offered in support of this view is rnat taping would inspire II a greater 
discipline in interviewing proceduresll (Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 6). Another 
suggestion is that interrogating officers would spend less time "establishing a rapport with 
suspects II (Scottish Home and Health Dept. 1984; see also Willis, et al. 1988: 6; Criminal 
Law Review Division 1986: 8). In Scotland, police concern about rapport building arose 
from their belief "that they might be open to judicial censure on the grounds that the 
information elicited or exchanged primarily for this purpose was not directly pertinent to 
the offence or was designed to create a false image of the suspectll (Willis, et al. 1988: 
8). Whether one might reasonably expect a reduction in the duration of interviews or 
suspect statements would probably depend partly on whether a given department's 
videotaping procedures entailed the recording of entire stationhouse interrogations or only 
recapi1:1,uations of statements made by suspects riuring authorized untaped interrogation. 
In agencies requiring the taping ofjull interviews (not just recaps), taping might possibly 
lengthen the interview if police. in contravention of agency procedures, conducted 
significant portions of the interviews off tape prior to beginning the recorded portion and 
then retraced some of the same ground during the taped interview. On the other hand, 
interviews documented on videotape might be shortened because interrogators are relieved 
of the obligation to take detailed contemporaneous notes (Olson 1988). 

• Does videotaping alter the number of police personnel 
who need to be present for suspect interviews? 

The British and Canadian literature contains several assertions that taping would 
foster a reduction in the number of police officers who need to be present at the 
interrogation of a suspect or accused lIeither as a transcriber or as corroboratorll (Criminal 
Law Review Division 1986: App. 14; see also Grant 1987: 6,39,72-73; Willis 1984: 26, 
32; Willis, et aI. 1988: 28-29; Roberts 1984: 543). 

The possibility that the "note-taking officerll who traditionally accompanies the 
interrogating officer need not be present during a videotaped interview could be undercut, 
however, by the desire of police to use techniques (e.g., "nice cop-tough COpll) that require 
the presence of more than one officer (see Inbau, et al. 1986: 151-52). Moreover, the 
personnel and economic saving of one interrogator in the interview room could be partly 
or fully offset if a police employee is required to constantly monitor and adjust the 
videotaping and audio equipment. 

• Might videotaping interrogations influence how much 
time police spend in court? 

Savings in officer court time could arise from a reduction in hearings to suppress 
confessions, from increased plea bargaining rates (and a consequent reduction in trials 
requiring officers' presence), and from a decrease in the need for officers to appear in 
court to corroborate the contents of a suspect's confession. Savings in detective court time 
are of great potential significance in the management of law enforcement resources since 
a recent PERF survey suggested that, among large agencies, detectives spend an average 
of 21 percent of their working time per year on "judicial duties (suppression hearings, 
pretrial preparation and COurt).'1 The same survey found that "roughly 13 percent of an 
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investigative officer's time per year (overall) is spent corroborating the testimony of other 
officers" (Olson 1988), a function which, arguably, could be performed to a considerable 
extent by a recording machine rather than a sworn police officer with other critical 
responsibilities. 

• Will videotaping inhibit police from conducting 
multiple, simultaneous interrogations? 

The British Home Office, which prefers audiotaping to videotaping, offers as one 
reason for this preference the argument that, with videotaping, simultaneous, separate 
interrogations (in the same or unrelated crimes) would not be possible given the expense 
of installing multiple videotaping stations (Willis, et al. 1988: 39). 

• Will the adoption of videotaping procedures by one police agency prejudice 
neighboring police departments that do not tape interviews or prejudice 
cases ~y the "taping department" in which officers have not used available 
taping equipment to document a confession? 

Some practitioners have expressed concern about the effects of piecemeal progress. 
That is, even if they regard videotaping as a positive innovation, they wonder whether 
successful use of taping procedures by one police department would operate to the 
detriment of other, "non~taping" forces in the same judicial district (Grant 1987: 7, 77-78; 
Williams 1979: 16). It is suggested that police departments using only traditional methods 
to document confessions or admissions could suffer from the impatience of judges whose 
expectations for the credibility and completeness of evidentiary presentation have been 
heightened by a "taping" department This of course is a disadvantage from the 
perspective of police and prosecutors dealing with untaped statements but possibly a 
tactical advantage from the perspective of defense counsel and defendants working with 
the same statements (see Grant 1987: 77-78). 

A Canadian judge, having just presided over a le.ngthy homicide trial, resulting in a 
manslaughter conviction, complained in open court that the Police Force which arrested 
the defendant did not, like the nearby Halton Regional Police, videotape the man's 
statements. The 13-day trial, which included a three-day suppression hearing, "was a 
perfect illustrdtion of how time-consuming and antiquated the use of written statements 
is,t' according to Supreme Court of Ontario Judge J.R. Barr (McGregor 1988; see also 
United States v. funis 1988 and Giacoppa 1991). 

A leading concern expressed by departments hesitant about or opposed to adopting 
video technology as a documentary tool for confessions is that once the department begins 
taping suspect statements in any cases it will be obliged to tape all confessions-at least 
in similar types of cases-lest defense counsel persuade judges that a detective who 
declined to tape a confession had something to hide . 
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Cl wm ,lice noteutaking and summaries of interviews 
deteriorate with videotaping of suspect statements? 

Some practitioners and commentators have expressed concern that, with taping, police 
will take less satisfactory notes and write less satisfactory reports on the inevitable9 

pre-tape contact and conversation between the suspect and law enforcement personnel than 
they prepare in the absence of taping. Less adequate notes could diminish the capacity of 
the criminal justice system to review information that bears on the admissibility of any . 
self-incriminating statements (see, e.g., Grant 1987: 49, 50). A related concern is that 
police follow-up summaries of intelViews (required for a variety of internal pOlice and 
criminal justice processing purposes whether or not interviews are taped) would 
deteriorate as police came to think of the tapes as the only interview record that mattered. 
Still another question is whether videotaping will help correct the "notorious deficiency" 
of police notebooks concerning time notations during an interrogation (Grant 1987: 49). 

• Will videotaping help improve the efficiency and 
accuracy of transcriptions? , 

Although the various videotaping pilot projects in Canada and Australia (Grant 1987; 
Criminal Law Review Division 1986) seem to have structured the transcription process 
so that transcribers would rely primarily, if not exclusively, on the audiotapes recorded 
simultaneously with the videotapes, it is argued that, in some cases, videotapes will 
facilitate transcription. It is assumed that this would most likely occur when the transcriber 
(or anyone else attempting to make use of an audiotape) is unable to distinguish the 
statements made by people talking simultaneously on the recording and turns to the 
videotape for clarification. The difficulty of dealing with "overspeaking" on audiotapes 
was noted by Australian police investigator Prins (1983), quoted in Inbau, et al. (1986: 
177). Whether video recordings will in fact help overcome the difficulties with 
overspeaking might depend at least partially on whether the camera captures a frontal 
view of the speaker(s) in question. 

9 Even in the jurisdictions where the police tape only recapitulations rather than full 
interrogations, there would se.em to be a certain irreducible minimum of pre-tape contact and 
conversation between police and suspects-in the field, during transport to a stationhouse, and on 
the way into the interrogation room. Note, however, the ambitious experimental use of videotape 
in recording field contacts between police and civilians in Florida (Liquori and Perry 1988; Perry, 
undated; Surette 1988a) and the use of video cameras in Toronto's Scarborough police district to 
document the suspect's movement and treatment from his entry into a police building until the 
commencement of an interrogation room interview (Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 9-10) . 
As noted, the Christopher Commission in Los Angeles has also recommended that the LAPD 
explore audio-video taping of police field contacts with suspects. 

( 
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B. Fairness to Suspects 

1. What impact will videotaping have on notification of the 
suspect's rights, the fairness of interrogation tactics, anti on 
preserving an adequate record of the interrogation or 
confession? 

Throughout the British, Canadian, and Australian literature, the first reason ordinarily 
offered for encouraging police taping of interviews has to do with preventing "the use of 
unfair practices by the police prior to, during, and after interviews" (Criminal Law Review 
Division 1986: 1). This includes enforcing the obligation of police to caution suspects 
concerning their rights during interrogation (see Grant 1987: 45,49; Willis, et al. 1988: 
7; Krell 1971: 342; Barber and Bates 1974: 1024-25) and preventing the fabrication of 
oral evidence (known in Canada and Great Britain as "verballing" or "working the oracle") 
(Grant 1987: 4,67; Wozniak 1985; Willis, et al. 1988: 12; Holdaway 1983: 108-19; 157; 
James 1980: 79).10 

Another way in which taping is thought to facilitate fairness to the accused is by 
providing an "even-handed," complete record of anything and everything the suspect had 
to say, exC"..upat<>ry as well as incriminating remarks (Grant 1987: 32-36,52, 74, 80), Of 
course, whether' videotaping serves this purpose will certainly be affected by whether 
police record th~ entire stationhouse interview or only a recapitulation of the high points . 

A related question is whether in cases where an interpreter has been used during the 
interrogation of a foreign-speaking, deaf or mute suspect, taping will operate to the benefit 
of accused persons since what was originally communicated to the interpreter is preserved 
and can be commented on as to meaning by an independent interpreter for the defense (or, 
where warranted, the prosecution) (Grant 1987: 47-48). At the same time, it is arguable 
that at least audiotaping and possibly videotaping as well would prove distracting and 
wasteful when used to present courtroom testimony by suspects with heavy regional 
accents who are difficult for local criminal justice practitioners and juries to understand. 
Since it might be awkward (not to mention distractingly amusing) to use an interpreter for 
a person who speaks the national language but does so with a regional accent foreign to 
the trial jurisdiction, some have argued that the proper way to proceed in such instances 
is for a police investigator (or someone considered more neutral) who understands the 
accent to prepare a written statement presenting the testimony (Willis, et al. 1988: 72; 
Prins 1983, cited in Inbau, et al. 1986: 177). It seems self-evident, however, that the 
existence of a tape of the interview would be nearly essential if such an "interpreter" were 
to be asked to prepare the written statement after the fact 

10 Although the procedural rights of accused persons in Canada, England, and Scotland 
are not identical to those in the United States, in all instances police must advise the suspect 
of a right to counsel and caution him or her that incriminating remarks may be used in court 
in support of the prosecution's case (Willis, et al. 1988: 8). 
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A number of practitioners and commentators have wondered whether taping would 
have more than a marginal impact on police who, responding to various pressures, have 
a tendency to engage in illegitimate interrogation tactics. Such police, the argument goes, 
would employ improper methods off tape, including: "dry run" intelViews to firm up a 
statement for the "official" taped version;l1 impennissible inducements to the suspect; 
failure to advise the suspect of his or her rights; and failure to advise the suspect that 
incriminating statements given in the absence of proper cautions could not be used in 
court (Grant 1987: 7,47,49-51, 77, 81, 83; Public Complaints Commissioner 1984: 106; 
Williams 1979: 10; Willis, et al. 1988: 5, 7, 64). 

This concern is expressed clearly in the frustration a Canadian defense lawyer 
articulated: 

"The police arrested and detained my client, a youth. They questioned him three 
times, once at the scene, once in the cruiser and once at the station. Then it was 
done on audiovisual at which time he was first advised about his right to 
counsel. The point is that the first three interviews were all conducted in 
violation of the Charter and the Young Offenders Act warnings. The police 
essentially took my client through a dry-run for the subsequent video-interview. 
They straightened out the questions and answers and then walked into the 
audiovisual room. Mommy's there. Read the rights. Get a signed waiver and 
away we go. My client was sunk. He was not aware that the statements he had 
already given were inadmissible and the police did not tell him that these 
statements could not be used against him, nor did they tell him that they had no 
intention of using these earlier statements. This kid saw the questioning in front 
of the camera as nothing more than a follow-up, a continuance, of what had 
gone before. From my point of view it was tainted by the earlier interviews but 
the judge didn't buy my taint argument, the video-statement went in and the 
client was found guilty" (Grant 1987: 53). 

An additional concern arises about prejudice to an accused from an electronically 
recorded statement if, prior to recording, the police have asked the individual to make the 
incriminating statement several times and, as a result of the repetitions, the suspect's tone 
of voice and demeanor on the tape become artificially matter-of-fact, which will come 
across to those reviewing the tape as indicative of a lack of remorse over the offense. 

11 It should be noted that, in many jurisdictions, both in the United States and abroad, "dry 
runs," with subsequent taping of only recapitulations or "rehashes" of the high points of the 
interview are not considered improper or unprofessional. 

( 
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2. Does the suspect's awareness that the statement will be 
videotaped impose subtie, coercive pressures? Does videotaping 
have an effect on the length of stationhouse detention for those 
arrestees eligible for bail? 

Some practitioners, especially defense attorneys, wonder whether both obvious and 
subtle aspects of taping will undercut the cause of fairness to the accused. Among Grant's 
interviewees in Canada, a few suggested that suspects would feel undue, subtle, 
unarticulated pressure to make admissions or confessions, despite being advised of their 
rights, simply because of the presence of recording equipment (1987: 47, 50). Naturally, 
no arrestee is likely to feel a complete absence of coercion in a stationhouse interrogation, 
as Caplan observes: "In the typical interrogation ... there is some coercion; the suspect is 
detained, queried, challenged, and contradicted" (Caplan 1985: 1430). The question 
bearing on admissibility of the statement, of course, is whether any such coercion rises 
to the level of legally impermissible conduct or conditions. And the question of most 
immediate relevance for our purposes is whether the use of video equipment in any way 
alters the inherent coerciveness of a custodial interrogation. 

One of Grant's respondent's told him: "My clients seem to have the idea that if they 
cooperate by giving a statement on video, then they will be favourably dealt with in terms 
of a quick and prompt release from custody" (1987: 51) . 

It may be that, in some instances, the videotaping of interrogations lengthens police 
lockup detention due to the temporary unavailability of recording equipment or a 
recording technician. In other cases, however, the knowledge that police have firmed up 
a solid self-incriminating statement and captured it on video may induce police to expedite 
bail processing of suspects eligible for pretrial release. 

3. Are there prejudicial effects created by the suspect's physical 
appearance and tone of voice as captured on videotape? 

Some have argued that a variety of situations could occur in which the prejudicial 
effect to the accused (e.g., stemming from his or her dress and demeanor at the time of 
interrogation) may greatly exceed the evidential value of the taped admission (Grant 1987: 
7, 45; Harman 1988: 88; Public Complaints Commissioner 1984: 106). A federal judge, 
dissenting from his court's affirmation of a murder conviction, opined: 

"The videotape will tend to make the defendant look rougher than he is in the 
flesh. The videotape camera will emphasize scars, blemishes, or a heavy beard 
and it may create shadows under the eyes or elsewhere on the face. The 
videotape camera will pick out and magnify unpleasant mannerisms. These 
lessons have been learned by candidates for public office to their sorrow" 
(Hendricks v. Swenson 1972: 508). 

Australian officials noted: 
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"A major issue is the manner in which judges andjuries will react to the legally 
irrelevant content of the recording. This may be a particular problem with video 
recording. Essentially, it is argued that because of the prejudice created by a 
record of things such as tattoos, speech, mannerisms, dress, demeanour and 
language, electronic recording, and particularly video recording, should not be 
used. * * * [C]ollcem is expressed about the possibility of the appearance of 
the suspect, rather than the content of the interview, becoming the major 
criterion of decision making for juries. 

The possibility of prejudice to the accused, resulting from the use of video 
recording of police interviews, was one of the factors which caused the Shorter 
Trials Committee in Victoria to recommend audio recording" (Criminal Law 
Review Division 1986: IS). 

But as noted earlier, even an audiotape will not avoid the problem of misrepresenting 
a suspect as overly callous if the principal reason he or she sounds unemotional in 
recounting the commission of a heinous 9rime is that, by the time the tape recording 
commences, the story has been told incessantly at the request of interrogating officers. 

4. What problems might arise concerning suspect and defense 
counsel access to the recorded interview tape? Will tapes be 
made available expeditiously upon a defense attorney's request? 
Will indigent defendants' public defender be given copies of 
confession videotapes for free? Which agency or agencies will 
bear the expense of duplicating videotaped statements? 

These questions are reasonably self-explanatory. Practitioners wonder who will be 
obliged to cover the new expenses associated with duplicating videotapes. Problems are 
anticipated as well with regard to the promptness with which police or prosecutors will 
make confession tapes available to defense attorneys and the accommodations that would 
need to be made for defense attorneys to show the videotaped confessions to their clients 
while they are being held in pretrial detention. 

C. Public Perceptions of Police and Criminal Justice System Legitimacy 

Will police accountability to the public be fostered by virtue of the "monitoring" role 
of the tape machine in the interview room and through any subsequent public viewing of 
the resulting tapes in open court or possibly even on television news shows (Grant 1987: 
4,46; Barber and Bates 1974)1 In this regard, some have observed that inconspicuous 
taping would preserve the contemporaneous privacy of the interview. which is considered 
an important condition of effective interrogation (see Inbau, et aI. 1986: 24), but would 
eliminate the permanent secrecy of interrogations which facilitates public doubt about the 
legitimacy of police tactics (Weisberg 1961) . 

A number of commentators and practitioners have expressed the view that taping, and 
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the changes in police courtroom practices it produces, would have a positive effect on the 
public image of the police (Grant 1987: 6; Williams 1979: 22; Public Complaints 
Commissioner 1984: 109). In part, public perceptions (of judges' and prosecutors' 
performance as well) might be elevated by virtue of the criminal justice system's "making 
use of modern scientific knowledge and technology" (i.e., video equipment) (Miller 1984: 
App. III, p. 20). A Canadian judge, having just presided over a lengthy homicide case that 
he believed would have moved more expeditiously if the arresting officers involved had 
videotaped the defendants' statements. exclaimed: "Why are we operating in the 
conditions of 1888 instead of 1988?" The judge described "a police officer .taking 
long-hand notes as 'a scene right out of Charles Dickens'" (McGregor 1988: 1). 

In part, the public might simply applaud the apparent benefits of taping in fostering 
the conviction and more expeditious sentencing of criminals (Gran'i: 1987: 5, 71, 81; 
Williams 1979: 17; Roberts 1984: 543; Scottish Home and Health Department 1985b; 
Willis, et al. 1988: 12, 52, 60-61, 66). . 

Still, there are those who demur, suggesting that little progress would be made in 
eroding negative images of police investigatory tactics because even taped assurances by 
an accused that nothing untoward happened before the recorder was switched on would 
not be credible to either criminal justice practitioners or the public at large (Grant 1987: 
83; Corrigan 1985; Willis, et al. 1988: 7; Harris 1986). 

D. Prosecutorial Effectiveness and Efficiency 

1. What effects might videotaped interrogations or confessions 
have on prosecutorial charging decisions and trial preparation? 

Some believe that police videotaping of interrogations would strengthen the 
prosecution's ability to accurately and efficiently sort out meritorious from noruneritorious 
cases and prevail more swiftly and surely against guilty individuals. 

It is widely observed in the literature that taped evidence, especially videotaped 
evidence, should provide stronger and clearer information of the sort that prosecutors 
customarily need in deciding whether to charge a suspect with a felony, which felony to 
charge, and, in the event of trial, how to fashion a trial strategy (Grant 1987: 49, 58, 69; 
Roberts 1984; Willis, et al. 1988: 5, 12~ 53-55). More specifically, some suggest that, with 
greater clarity than emerges from written interrogation summaries, taping discloses the 
"tenor of the investigation." Further, by revealing the accused's exact responses to 
questions, the tape, even if inadmissible, would arguably help prosecutors prepare to 
cross-examine the defendant (Grant 1987: 58; see also O'Hara 1976). 

Videotaping, much more than audiotaping, is thought to enable the prosecutor (and 
defense attorney, police personnel conducting further investigation, judge, and jury) to 
assess the truth based on factors not normally presented by police note-taking and written 
statements: the suspect's and police officer's physical condition. demeanor, attire, and 
intonation; the "climate on the night of the arrest;" and the like (Grant 1987: 48, 53; New 
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South Wales Police 1985: 26-27). 

The opportunity to assess a defendant's veracity based on nonverbal cues is 
considered a very substantial benefit of videotaping-indeed, it is the principal reason 
many urge that criminal justice systems incur the expense of shifting from audio to video 
recording. As the New South Wales Police (1985: 27) point out, Sigmund Freud in 1905 
observed the way gestures and expressions provide a window into the psyche: "He that 
has eyes to see and ears to hear may convince himself that no mortal can keep a secret. 
If his lips are silent, he chatters with his fingertips, betrayal oozes out of him at every 
pore" (Freud 1905, 1959: 94). As the New South Wales Police report notes (1985: 26-27), 

"there is substantial research to suggest that when lying verbally people indulge 
in non-verbal behaviour which is qualitatively and quantitatively different to 
their behaviour when telling the truth. This research includes predictions such 
as more frequent expression changes, hand to head movements, nose rubbing, 
posture changing and variations in eye contact, and reduced duration of eye 
contact, when a person is lying ... " (e.g., Leventhal and Sharp 1966; Ekman and 
Friesen 1967, 1969, 1971; Mehrabian 1971, 1972; Ekman, et al. 1972; Knapp 
1972; Weitz 1974; and Leathers 1976). 

2. Are videotaped confessions likely to lead to more guilty pleas (in 
lieu of contested trials) and to guilty pleas entered sooner after 
arrest than is the case with an untaped confession? 

Grant (1987: 48) suggests that prosecutors (and defense counsel alike) would find the 
taped interrogation useful in settling on a specific charge during plea negotiations. He and 
others also posit an increase in the number of guilty pleas and a decrease in the time 
within which they are entered as a result of taped interrogations (Grant 1987: 5, 71, 81; 
Williams 1979: 17; Roberts 1984: 543; Scottish Home and Health Department 1985b; 
Willis, et al. 1988: 12, 52, 60-61, 66). 

For taping to make a difference in guilty plea rates could require a marked impact 
on the system, especially in America's urban centers, wher!! more than half of all cases 
brought by prosecutors result in guilty pleas (Boland 1983; Bureau of Justice Statistics 
1983, 1988a). In many American cities, between 80 percent and 90 percent of all felony 
case convictions stem from plea negotiations (id.) , a pattern that prevailed as early as 
1880 (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1983: 65). 

3. Will videotaping affect the admissibility of confessions? 

A number of publications note that when criminal cases are contested, the admission 
into evidence of inCriminating statements and visual demonstrations (e.g., re-enactment 
of how a crime was committed) by accused persons will be facilitated by taping (Grant 
1987: 5, 43, 74; Willis, et aI. 1988: 10, 13, 63-64, 67-68; Vennard 1984). In large 
measure, this is because taping, particularly videotaping, makes a more convincing 
presentation to the court on the critical question of the suspect's voluntariness in providing 
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admissions or confessions (Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 39). For the past 23 
years American appellate courts have held videotaped confessions admissible in evidence 
(since Paramore v. State 1969; see also American Law Institute 1975: 342) so long as 
voluntariness has been established in each instance. 

Some arguments have been advanced that taping might impede courts from accurately 
detennining voluntariness: 

"Another common prediction, concerning audio recording [made by police. 
opposing the adoption of this documentation method], is that a suspect will 
create false evidence of intimidation by hitting the table, or shouting out for 
help, or placing false allegations of mistreatment on the tape" (Criminal Law 
Review Division 1986: 15, citing The West Australian 1985). 

Grant (1987: 42) observes that prosecutors could find it difficult to tender a number of 
confessions or admissions in court because the recordings contain apparent but not actual 
inducements which, in the case of traditional police practices, would not command such 
attention. Arguably, videotaping would be distinctly more helpful than audiotaping in 
thwarting opportunities for suspects to manipulate the record by creating false impressions 
of coercion (see Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 17), but might indeed present the 
prospect of memorializing questionable details of interrogations that would be forgotten 
in the absence of a visual record of the interrogation. 

E. Defense Counsel Effectiveness and Efficiency 

Grant (1987: 48) and others have suggested that defense counsel (and prosecutors 
alike) would find the taped interrogation useful in settling on a specific charge during plea 
negotiations. A related question is whether defense attorneys would find that videotaped 
confessions help them achieve "client control" (e.g., cut through lies the clients attempt 
to tell their attorneys about the conditions of· interrogation or the substance of the 
incriminating remarks made; persuade clients that their best interests lie in pleading guilty 
to a reduced charge because the confession tape virtually assures conviction). Where a 
case is not settled by plea, commentators and public officials have suggested that tapes 
would also be useful to the defense in trial preparation because the tape can be used to 
assess the strength of the state's case, to mount possible affinnative defenses (e.g., 
insanity, drunkenness), to contest the voluntariness of the confession and to prepare lines 
of direct and redirect examination for defendants who will testify (Grant 1987: 49, 52, 69, 
82; Willis, et al. 1988: 12). 

Grant (1987: 59, 69) has noted that exculpatory infonnation might be easier to 
introduce in courtroom proceedings when contained on videotape. He has in mind not 
only statements by the accused but depictions of the accused's condition that might 
benefit the defense (e.g., absence of "mens rea" due to intoxication or forgetfulness in 
cases requiring a specific intent for conviction). 

As indicated earlier, federal· law enforcement authorities in the United States are 
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particularly concerned that mandatory videotaping of interrogations with all criminal 
suspects would be particularly advantageous to defense cOWlsel representing organized 
crime figures. Stewart (1988) has noted the concern that the defense bar would maintain 
a library of interrogation tapes as a "school for scoundrels." 

F. Quality and Efficiency of Courtroom Proceedings 

1. Will videotaping of statements reduce the need for or 
at least expedite pretrial hearings? 

A number of commentators have suggested that taping suspect statements will reduce 
the necessity for pretrial hearings and trials. Where pretrial hearings (e.g., suppression or 
preliminary hearings) are required, however, taped police-suspect interviews are seen as 
streamlining the proceedings (Grant 1987: 4,43,49,50,52,68,81; Vennard 1984; Willis, 
et al. 1988: 12, 13, 52, 61-64, 67-68; Wozniak 1985). 

Several attorneys interviewed, for Grant's Canadian study noted that, in the absence 
of an "objective" record of what transpired during the interrogation, they have no choice 
but to test the admissibility of proffered confessions or admissions when their clients 
claim involuntariness or other defects in the investigatory process (1987: 49, 52, 63), To 
do otherwise might expose the defense attorney to claims of inadequate representation of 
the client. 

2. In what ways might the videotaping of an interrogation or 
confession affect ajudge's or jury's determination of culpability 
and sentence? 

In contested cases, the court's ability to objectively assess the accuracy of the 
testimony and the credibility of the witnesses would be enhanced, it is asserted, because 
of the completeness of the taped record. With videotaping, there is the added benefit of 
visual infonnation (demeanor, etc., as noted earlier) bearing on veracity and voluntariness 
(Grant 1987: 5,48,53,54; Willis, et al. 1988: 7; New South Wales Police 1985: 26-27). 

The American Law Institute, in commentary to its Model Code of Pre-Arraignment 
Procedure, noted that the commonplace "swearing contest" between police and defendant 
in court concerning the content and voluntariness of the accused's self-incriminating 
remarks during a police interrogation did not always stem from intentional misstatements 
by either side: 

"[I]n some cases it is possible that conflicts in the testimony concerning the 
interrogation period might result not from lying on anyone's part, but rather 
from different recollections or interpretations of the events which transpired" 
(American Law Institute 1975: 346) . 

Some of the literature, howe'ver, notes predictions that taping might actually prompt 
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more challenges by defendants, not to the admissibility but to the meaning of 
incriminating statements offered in evidence. This could occur, it is suggested, if the 
infonnation on tape is presented in a disorganized and confusing manner, due to 
insufficient investigator preparation or inability to maintain a logical flow when 
unpredictable statements are made during the interview (Willis, et al. 1988: 13-14; 
Baldwin 1985a; Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 22). 

The veracity and other characteristics of a defendant may be crucial, of course, not 
only for detennining guilt but also at the sentencing of convicted persons. The literature 
suggests that taped interrogations (or mental health evaluations) would be useful to courts 
and counsel in considering factors in aggravation and mitigation of the offense (e.g .• 
absence or presence of remorse) (Grant 1987: 43, 48, 69). A key question. however, 
which we noted earlier, is whether a suspect's lack of remorse in a recapitulation 
statement is reflective of genuine callousness or of the prior incessant repetition of the 
confession before the taping commenced. 

G. Cost Considerations 

1. What effect might videotaping of suspect statements have in 
expediting expensive criminal justice I)rocedures? 

Many claims are made about the cost implications of audiotaping and videotaping 
in the literature. Both audiotaping and videotaping proponents suggest that the innovations 
would reduce the cost of criminal justice administration as the result of: 

• speedier completion of interrogations since the tape frees the 
detective(s) from having to take detailed notes (Grant 1987: 38; Willis, 
et al. 1988: 6,25, 30-31; Willis 1984; Macleod 1985; Scottish aome 
and Health DepiBlrtment 1984; Olson 1988: section 3, p. 3); 

• a reduction in the number of interrogations that defense counsel feel 
a need to attend in order to adequately safeguard their clients' rights 
(Willis, et al. 1988: 27-28); 

• an increase in the number of guilty pleas and a decrease in the time 
within which they are entered (Grant 1987: 5, 71, 81; Williams 1979: 
17; Roberts 1984: 543; Scottish Home and Health Department 1985b; 
Willis, et aI. 1988: 12,52, 60-61, 66); 

• a decrease in the number and length of suppression hearings, where 
the question of the admissibility of statements made to the police by 
accused persons is determined by a judge (Grant 1987: 4, 43, 49, 50, 
52, 68, 81; Vennard 1984; Willis, et al. 1988: 12, 13, 52, 61-64, 
67-68; Wozniak 1985); 

• the more expeditious handling of trials involving taped police 
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interrogations (Willis, et al. 1988: 62-63, 67); and 

• a reduction in defense challenges to the "accuracy of the record" and 
completeness of the police/prosecution presentation of defendant's 
statements (challenges that can consume considerable appellate court 
resources) (Grant 1987: 5, 33-34, 46-48, 70). 

Page 48 

There is little question that any innovation which averts ful1~blown trials has 
significant fiscal implications for the criminal justice system. Data OI1l the relative costs 
of New York City felony cases disposed within different time periodts following arrest 
illustrate the point: 

"the cost of arresting, prosecuting, and trying the defendants in three 'typical' 
New York City robbery cases ... ranged from $851 to $32,627, not including 
correctional costs after trial. In each of the cases;\ t.qe defendants were arrested 
shortly after the crime, eliminating the need I for long and costly police 
investigation. In the first case, the defendants p1ealled guilty to a reduced charge 
the day after their arrest. Beyond arrest and boolidng, the costs were minimal. 
Each defendant received a six-month sentence. I 

The second case cost $6,665. The defendant pleaded guilty after being indicted, 
but before trial. Seventy percent of the total cost was for pretrial detention; 68 
days after arrest, the defendant received a sentence of 4 to 12 years of 
imprisonment for the plea of guilty to robbery. 

In the third case, the defendant chose to go to a felony trial in which he was 
found guilty of robbery and sentenced to 9 to 18 years; 250 days had elapsed 
between arrest and sentencing. The total cost was $32,627, half of which was 
for pretrial detentionll (Bureau of Justice Statistics 1988a: 123). 

2. What do videotaping equipment, equipment maintenance and 
other necessary items cost a police department and other 
criminal justice agencies? 

Among the costs that need to be estim8ted and evaluated in light of other priorities 
are the purchase of video recording equipment, the remodeling of police interview rooms 
to accommodate satisfactory audio and video recording, the purchase of equipment for 
viewing videotapes in the prosecutor's office, public defender's office and relevant 
courtrooms, the on-going purchase of blank videotapes, and the safe and secure storage 
of recorded tapes. 

3. Will transcripts of videotaped interrogations or confessions be 
required routinely, and what are the cost implications? 

Much of the discussion about the adverse financial aspects of taping centers not on 
the cost of the basic equipment but on the possibility that, criminal justice practitioners, 
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as a matter of routine, would insist on the creation of verbatim transcripts of entire 
interrogation tapes, which could be five or more hours long. 

Many commentators suggest that minimizing the creation of tape transcripts will be 
essential lest taping overwhelm beleaguered criminal justice budgets (see, e.g., Grant 
1987: 7, 12, 13,54,58,62,75-76,82,83; Williams 1979: 15. 17; ,Willis, et al. 1988: 12, 
14,41,52,53,55,68-69; Scottish Home and Health Department 1985b; Baldwin 1985b; 
Macleod 1985; New South Wales Police 1985; Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 
Piukkala 1989; Olson 1988). 

The key question, of course, is whether the police, prosecutors, and defense can 
adequately do their jobs prior to and during court proceedings without full transcripts of 
the tapes. 

There are suggestions in the literature that the pressure for transcription in at least 
serious criminal cases can be strong and may overcome budget watchers' objections to 
the practice. In that instance. the question for the criminal justice policy community will 
be whether, on balance, taping affords sufficient advantages to justify its costs. A 
subsidiary question relating to the financial impact of transcription is which criminal 
justice officials have the authority to require transcription and which have the obligation 
to pay for it. 

4. Will tape editing, when required to eliminate inadmissible 
material for courtroom presentations, impose onerous costs? 

A related concern is that, in the rare cases in which tapes are actually introduced in 
open court, the cost of editing out inadmissible portions could impose substantial costs. 
The kind of inadmissible information that might typically be recorded and need excision 
would include the mentioning of other suspects or the discussion of previous crimes 
committed by the suspect being interviewed (Willis, et al. 1988: 41; Criminal Law Review 
Division 1986: 22, 23). 

s. Wbat are the costs associated with not taping? 

Besides the foregOing economic factors that might weigh on an agency's decision 
whether to document police-suspect interviews by electronic recording, there is also the 
possibility that, from a risk management perspective, taping might reduce a departtnent's 
exposure to civil liability for allegedly improper police interrogation tactics (Olson 1988; 
see generally, Americans for Effective Law Enforcement. various dates; Jackson 1991; 
Jackson and Blau 1991). 

H. Procedural and Technical Considerations 

1. Are there recurring and insurmountable problems with 
equipment design (including the way in which videotaping 
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rooms are set up to try to create visually and audibly clear 
recordings) or with operator error in the use of the video 
equipment? Do these problems impede getting usable and 
admissible videotapes? 

Whether technological innovation catches on over time is frequently a function of 
"user friendliness." Many practitioners have worried that, with audiotaping, and especially 
with videotaping, equipment design weaknesses, equipment malfunction, or operator error 
would result in the loss of crucial confessional evidence (see practitioners quoted in Grant 
1987: 6-7, 13, 57, 81-82; Willis 1984: 30; Willis, et al. 1988: 11, 39, 68; Barnes and 
Webster 1980). 

Taping system design flaws conceivably could include weak or intennittent 
microphones, improper audio recording levels that produce inaudible or distorted sound, 
inappropriate interview room lighting. insufficient soundproofing to eliminate the 
recording of sounds from outside the interrogation room or the recording of ventilation 
system noise, videotaping from an angle or with a picture frame size that faUs to fully and 
accurately portray the interview or the conduct or facial expressions of all its participants, 
and use of short tapes that require frequent interruption of the interview to replace tape, 
etc. (Wilson 1988; Neville 1988; Criminal Law Review Division 1986: 18, App. 3, 8-9; 
Blain and Walker 1985; Law and Order 1987: 72) . 

2. What are the differential costs and benefits of recording 
entire interviews vs. recapitulations? 

The international literature contains conflicting suppositions on the value and 
feasibility of taping entire stationhouse interviews with suspects. The British Home Office 
(Willis, et al. 1988), the Scottish government researchers (Scottish Home and Health 
Department 1984, 1985a. 1985b), the Canadian Law Refonn Commission's researcher 
(Grant 1987), and the New South Wales Attorney General in Austrdiia (Criminal Law 
Review Division 1986) all strongly support taping the entirety of interviews. At the same 
time, the New South Wales Police (1985) and other law enforcement personnel have 
objected that taping entire interviews would be excessively expensive and might inhibit 
effective police interrogations (see Prins 1983; McDonald 1983: 43; Royal Commission 
on Criminal Procedure 1980). 

3. What are departmental practices-and their justifications-in 
terms of overt vs. covert and voluntary vs. involuntary 
recording? 

Clearly. technology has advanced to the point where, from a strictly technical point 
of view, a police department would have the option whether it wanted a suspect to be 
aware of the videotaping. A clear video image can be captured using a camera with a 
IIpin-hole ll lens that shoots through a hole in the interview room wall about the size of a 
ftnishing nail head (see Marx 1988: 211). Audiotaping technology has long permitted 
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taping with subminiature microphones located in close proximity to the person being 
recorded but no longer even requires (if cost is no object) that a microphone be present 
in a ii"Oom to pick up voices clearly (id.; Wilson 1988). 

However, other considerations besides the technical feasibility of covert videotaping 
may be relevant for a given police department. For instance, the department may be 
constrained from surreptitiously taping by state or local laws. Or the department may 
determine that, as a practical matter. the opportunity to keep secret its videotaping 
practices will be short-lived. It is also possible, although unlikely, that physical constraints 
imposed by the location and configuration of the interrogation room in the stationhouse 
push the department to select a spot for the videotape equipment and related audio 
equipment (sound mixer, microphone(s), etc.) that requires overt taping (e .. g., locatin.g the 
camera on a tripod inside the intenogation room). Or, finally, the department may believe 
that taping in the absence of the suspect's informed consent does not square with the 
public image it wants concerning "fairness" in the handling of criminal suspects. 

I. Security and Care of Equipment and Recorded Tapes 

Canadian and British researchers have noted practitioner concerns that taping 
equipment or recorded tapes would be intentionally tampered with or lost or destroyed to 
the detriment of the accused and the interests of justice (Grant 1987: 7, 81; Willis 1984: 
9; Willis, et al. 1988: 64, 68) . 

Besides the risk of intentional tampering, however, there is a perhaps greater risk of 
accidental spoilage of tapes through equipment malfunction, operator ellOr, poor tape 
storage practices, and the like. 

While our national survey and site visits did not afford the opportunity for us to 
reach new understandings on each and every one of the issues noted in this chapter, we 
were able to explore objective information and practitioner perceptions on a great many 
of them. Our findings are presented in Chapters 4 and 5 . 
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CHAPTER 4: 
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF POLICE 

VIDEOTAPING OF SUSPECT INTERROGATIONS 
AND CONFESSIONS IN THE UNITE'D STATES 

A. Prevalence of Videotaping Interrogations or Confessions by 
Local Law Enforcement Agencies in the United States 

Based on the results of our sUlVey of a representative national sample of police and 
sheriffs' departments in the United States, we can estimate the number of law enforcement 
agencies that videotape at least some suspect interrogations and/or confessions. Assuming 
that there are approximately 14,000 police agencies in America (probably a slight 
undercount)l, about 2,400 law enforcement agencies were using video technology to 
document at least some suspect oral statements to interrogators as the 1980s drew to a 
close. This number is derived by estimating the number of agencies selVing various size 
resident populations and then computing within each selVice population group the 
properly weighted percentage cif departments that videotape. Table 1 sets forth the 
calculations. 

Table 1 also shows the estimated distribution of agencies that videotape interrogations 
or confessions according to selVice population size. These data are depicted graphically 
in Figure 1. Except for the smallest communities in the nation, approximately a third of 
all agencies in all other population categories videotape at least some interrogations or 
confessions. Because of the large number of small police agencies in America,2 the low 
percentage of those agencies videotaping confessions or interrogations pulls down the 
national percentage of agencies that make such use of video technology. 

Several reasons may explain the sharp decrease in percentage of departments 
videotaping interrogations in the "less-than-l0,OOO" selVice population category: (1) the 
cost of videotaping equipment may be prohibitive; (2) the relative infrequency of serious 
felony cases in the smallest jurisdictions may not justify the purchase of equipment and 

1 It has been a daunting challenge for police researchers, the FBI, and others to estimate the 
number of municipal and county law enforcement agencies in the United States. Our recent efforts 
to identify a reliable number proved to no avail, despite our checking with the FBI Unifonn Crime 
Reporting User Services Section, the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the U.S. Department of Labor, 
and the U.S. Census Bureau. Researchers believe the total to be approximately 14,000. 

~ A Bureau of Justice Statistics sbldy estimated that 79 percent of America's local police 
depanments employ fewer than 25 officers and that 89 percent serve jurisdictions with fewer than 
25,000 illhabitants (BIS 1989). 
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Table 1: 
Calculation of the Number of American Pollee 
and Sheriff's Departments that Videotape at 

Least Some Suspect Interrogations or Confessions 

Estimated Number % of Surveyed Estimated # of 
Service Population of Departments in Departments that Departments in 

Group U.S.1 Videotape U.S. that VT 

under 10,000 9,948 12.2 1,214 

10,000-24,999 2,408 28.9 696 

25,000-49,999 936 25.9 243 

50,000-99,999 434 31.8 138 

100,000-249,999 184 32.4 59 

more than 250,000 91 34.5 34 

National Total 13,999 16.4 2.384 

J Extrapolated from 1985 Uniform Crime Reporting data on 9,228 law enforcement agencies in the 
United States. The number of agencies listed in UCR data in each of the service population categories 
was as follows: under 10,000=6,557: 10,000-24,999=1,587,' 25,000-49,999=617; 50,000-99,999=286; 
100,000-249,999=121; and more than 250,000=60. We extrapolated as follows: Assuming there to be 
14,000 police and sheriffs departments in America, we compared 14,000 to the UCR total of9,228. We 
found we must multiply 9,928 by a factor of 1.5171 to equal 14 ,000. We then multiplied the number of 
agencies in each UCR service population group by this same factor (1.5171) to estimate the number of 
agencies in each category. This method necessarily assumes that, in each of the popUlation groups, a 
similar proportion of the agencies will participate in the voluntary Uniform Crime Reporting program. 
Of course, this may not be true. That is, it is possib!e,for example, that virtually all of the agencies 
serving populations of 250,000 or larger participate in the UCR, while only three10urths of the 
departments serving the smallest populations participate. If that were true, then mUltiplying the UCR 
participant tally in each category by the same correctivefaclor of 1.5171 to estimate the actual number 
of agencies in the nation would produce errors of both under- and oyer-estimation. In the absence of 
definitiye national counts of police and sheriffs departments, researchers necessarily fall back on such 
imperfect bases for estimating the number of departments. 

training of personnel in its use for documenting interrogations; and (3) serious crimes of 
violence (those for which most "videotaping departments" find this technology useful) 
may be investigated in the smallest jurisdictions with assistance from other agencies 
(municipal, county, or state-including prosecutors' offices) whose own interrogation 
procedures may preempt the arresting agency's preferences. Hence, a small agency which 
responded to the national sUlVey by indicating that it does not videotape suspect 
interrogations or confessions may in fact have some of its serious felony suspects 
videotaped giving statements to other officials assisting in the case investigations. Or, as 
we saw in some of our case studies, larger agencies may simply allow detectives from the 
smaller jurisdictions to use the larger agencies' videotaping intelView facilities. We found 
instances in our case studies of J?<>th large police departments as well as prosecutors' 
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.. 10,000-24,_ 50,000-89,_ 2~OOO and ov., 
under 10,000 26,CJOO..G,_ 100,OQO.S48.- All Jurlldlcdona 

Size of Service Population 
Figure 1: Percentage of American Police/Sheriffs' Depts. Videotaping Interrogations 
Be Confessions, by Service Population 

offices making their videotaping facilities available to investigators from small police 
departments in the region. 

Besides the approximately 2,400 departments that were videotaping at least some 
interrogations or confessions in the late 19808, we estimate that an additional 2,900 
agencies plan to begin the practice. 'This estimate is based on the fact that, of the agencies 
we surveyed who were not then videotaping confessions or interrogations, 24.5 percent 
indicated they "have plans to videotape stationhouse interrogations or confessions in the 
near future."3 Twenty-five percent of 11,600 law enforcement agencies (14,000 minus the 
2,400 already videotaping) yields 2,900. 

Thus, it seems that, just as videotaping technology is becoming an increasingly 
common part of the average American's life (with camcorders and VCRs found in large 
percentages of households), the use of this technology by police agencies to document 
oral evidence provided by criminal suspects is also on the rise. If our "non-taping" 
respondents accurately reported their departments' plans to commence videotaping of 
interrogations or confessions, and if they stand as reasonably representative of the nation's 
law enforcement agencies, then it is safe to predict that. by the mid-1990s, roughly 5,300 
police departments will be making use of video technology to document oral evidence. 

3 See our caution in Chapter 2 about possible bias in our survey sample that might have 
produced an over-estimate of the proportion of departtnents planning to commence videotaping 
programs. 
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This would constitute 38 percent of the nation's local enforcement agencies overall; 
excluding the smallest agencies, the percentage of departments videotaping confessional 
evidence will likely exceed 50 percent within a few years. 

1. Frequency With Which Videotaping Departments 
Document Suspect Statements on Videotape 

We also explored the number of criminal cases in which pollce agencies memorialize 
suspects' statements on videotape. Some of these cases will include more than one 
suspect; others will be part of a serie~ of similar offenses committed by a single offender 
(e.g., serial murder or, more commonly, a group of armed robberies cleared by the 
confessions of a lone arrestee). Among our national sUlVey sample, the number of cases 
in which video statements were taken from suspects per year (using calendar year 1989 
as the reference point) is shown in Figure 2.4 

This figure shows the percentages of the sUlVeyed departments which videotape 
suspects' statements in the indicated number of cases per year. Thus, for instance, 
approximately 27 percent of all responding agencies in 1989 videotaped suspects' 
statements in less than five cases, while, on the other extreme, about 16 percent of all 
agencies videotaped confessions or interrogations in more than SO cases per year. Making 
a number of reasonable assumptions. we estimate that, in the United States in 1989, all 
police agencies employing video technology for documenting suspects' statements took 
video statements in approximately 57,000 criminal cases.s If approximately 2,400 

4 Figure 2-and various other figures and tables in chapters 4 and 5-is based on telephone 
interviews with senior officials in 137 police and sheriffs departments that reported videotaping 
suspect interrogations or confessions. The 137 agency figure is explained in Chapter 1, section 4. 

5 We derive 57,000 thusly: We estimate that the true percentage of the 14,000 police 
departments in the nation that videotape suspects' interrogations is about 18 percent as a national 
total. (The figure of 18 percent is based on the fact that beside the 16.4 percent of agencies 
surveyed nationally that were videotaping suspects' statements in 1990 [see Table 1], a comparable 
number were planning ~o follow suit in the near future. Thus, 18 percent is a highly conservative 
estimate.) Eighteen percent of 14,000 is 2,520 agencies. We then apply the percentage of agencies 
shown in Figure 2 as videotaping different numbers of cases per year to this total of 2,520 
agencies. Thus, for instance, 26.8 percent of 2,520 is 675 agencies which videotape less than 5 
cases per year. We selected 2.5 cases as a reasonable specific quantification of "less than 5.n 

In like fashion, we derive the following counts: 338 agencies videotaped suspects in 
approximately 7.5 cases; 552 agencies videotaped suspects in approximately 13 cases; 88 agencies 
videotaped suspects in approximately 18 cases; 378 agencies videotaped suspects in approximately 
23 cases; 96 agencies videotaped suspects in approximately 38 cases; and 396 agencies videotaped 
suspects in approximately 80 cases. (It is possible that the final figure in this sequence-396 
agencies videotaping 80 cases per year-is an overestimate, since it may be that only the major 
city departments-of which there are not 396-videotape suspects with that frequency; but at least 
theoretically our national survey should have been reflective of the nation's local law enforcement 
agencies generally.) Multiplying, for each category noted above, the number o{agencies times the 
approximate number of cases in which they take videotaped statements in a year yields 57,005 
cases for the year 1989. 

l 
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agencies accounted for videotaped statements in about 57,000 cases in 1989, the number 
of videotaped statements is likely to increase considerably as the number of departments 
videotaping oral evidence more than doubles in the next several years. The number of 
individual suspects who gave statements on video in 1989 and will do so in the future is 
more difficult to estimate in the absence of data that would allow us to sort out how many 
cases had multiple suspects and how many suspects were interrogated about multiple 
offenses. 
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Figure 2: Number of cases In Which Departments Videotaped Confessions or 
Interrogations In 1989 

Our site visits also illuminated the question of how often suspects are videotaped 
giving interviews to investigators. We discovered, however, that departments typically had 
difficulty providing precise indications of the number of suspects whose statements had 
been videotaped, in most cases because the video log books did not distinguish clearly 
between the videotaping of a suspect versus victim or witness statement. Sometimes, the 
log books did not even distingui&h the videotaping of statements from the videotaping of 
lineups. Where the offeilSe for which an individual was questioned was indicated and the 
offense was homicide, we could of course eliminate the possibility that the interviewee 
was the crime victim. But in most instances, we were left unable to disaggregate suspects 
from witnesses in attempting to tally the frequency of videotaped suspect interrogations. 
This insight from our case studies has obvious importance for the interpretation of the 
results obtained from our national survey. We do not of course question the good faith 
or insight of the officers who responded to our national survey by estimating how many 
cases have suspect statements videotaped, but we do have serious doubts, based on our 
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site visits, that most departments would be able to offer documentary support for their 
estimates on this point. For convenience of presentation, we will report the frequency of 
videotaping intelViews derived from our site visits in the section immediately below, for 
that allows us to efficiently provide that infonnation and also to indicate the kinds of 
cases in which the agencies decided to videotape the statements. 

B. Types of Cases in Which Suspect Statements are Videotaped 

In our national survey. we explored the percentages of law enforcement agencies 
which videotape statements in nine categories of offense: 

• homicides 
• aggravated batteries or aggravated assaults 
• rapes or criminal sexual assaults 
• armed robberies 
• strong arm robberies 
• burglaries 
• other property crimes besides burglaries 
• drunk driving cases and 
• other types of crimes 

The results are depicted in Figure 3. The figure shows that, of those agencies which 
videotape suspect statements at least some of the time, 83.1 percent of the agencies tape 
the statements of homicide suspects. "Videotaping departments" are decreasingly likely. 
as Figure 3 shows, to employ yideo technology to document suspect statements as the 
severity of the felony they are investigating decreases (with some uncertainty about the 
"other crimes" category). In drunk driving cases, video is used more often to document 
the visual aspects of the sobriety test in the stationhouse rather than to record comments 
by the suspect. Although the suspects' statements are, indeed, captured on videotape. 
commonly these utterances are used not so much for their incriminating content 
(statements of culpability) as they are to demonstrate slurred speech, incoherence, 
unsteadiness and other evidence of intoxication. 

As noted in Chapter 3, our conversations with police nationwide over the past several 
years suggest that the video documentation of sobriety tests has been decreasing in 
popularity among American police agencies over the past decade. During the 1970s, 
largely because LEAA (the U.S. Justice Department's Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration) funds were available to underwrite the purchase of video equipment for 
police departments interested in videotaping sobriety tests, many departments began to 
experiment with this method of preserving evidence. For many years the general 
experience was that these videos proved to be powerful prosecution tools in drunk driving 
cases. The defendants generally appeared clearly to be intoxicated on the tapes, and 
besides the sentence there was not much more left to discuss in court except for the rare 
excuse that what appeared to be intoxication was in fact caused by some disease or other 
condition suffered by the defendant. ---

However, with increasing public consciousness about the drunk driving problem in 
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Type of Offense Investigated 

HomIcIdI ::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 83.1 

Rape :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 n.2 

Aaa BIlVAIIIt- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;::1 70.; 

Armed Robb- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 eo.S 

Drunk~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 5&.9 

UnermId Robb :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::1 45 

Burglary :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 44.2 

Other Pp\y CrIme ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::] 34.1 

0IhIr CJIrMI ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 58.8 

~~~m~~.~.~e~~~~~~ 
% of Dapartmants VIdao1aplng Stalements In IndlClled Type of cases 

Figure 3: Departments Using Videotape to Document Suspect Statements: % Taping 
Different Types of Ceses 

the United States and increasingly effective public pressure to crack down on the problem 
during the 1980s, police in most jurisdictions began making atTests of drivers showing 
lower levels of intoxication than had been true some years before. Thus, during the 1980s 
police and prosecutors found themselves prof erring as evidence videotapes of a substantial 
number of persons who, while legally drunk, did not appear clearly to be drunk from their 
demeanor and actions captured on the videotape. The resulting acquittals or lenient 
sentences caused many police and prosecutors to rethink their procedures for using 
videotape to document sobriety tests (Kuboviak 1992; Troehler 1991). 

The practice has not been abandoned, but in many jurisdictions police have placed 
emphasis on videotaping suspected drunk drivers in the field rather than at the 
stationhouse after booking, when suspects will have had a chance to sober up and think 
about how to pass the stationhouse sobriety test (Kuboviak 1991; Troehler 1991). 
Moreover, in recent years, an automobile insurance company (Aetna) has been 
underwriting the purchase of the video equipment needed to document field stops of 
suspected drunk drivers (New York Times 1991). An example of an agency making 
widespread use of dashboard-mounted video cmneras for sobriety tests and other purposes 
is the Georgia State Patrol (Earp 1989). TIJe Christopher Commission, investigating the 
LAPD in the wake of the Rodney King brutality incident in March 1991, recommended 
that citizens and officers alike might find it useful in Los Angeles for police to begin 
using dashboard-mounted video cameras (Independent Commission on the Los Angeles 
Police Department 1991). The Orange County, California Sheriff's Department also 
planned to equip squad cars with video cameras for the protection of all concerned (Reyes 
1992: B22). 
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1. Site Visit Findings Concerning Frequency of Videotaping 
Suspect Statements in Different Types of Cases 

What did we learn from the site visits concerning how often suspects in various types 
of crimes have their interrogations and/or conf~ssions videotaped? As noted above, it was 
often difficult to sort out in departmental records the videotaping of suspect statements 
from the videotaping of witness or even victim statements. Thus, recognizing the 
deficiency in the data, we offer the following findings as a preliminary, imperfect 
indication of the relative concentration of videotaping activity across different types of 
offense investigations in the agencies we visited. 

Thus, for example, in Denver, during 1988, Departmental documents indicated the 
distribution of videos shown in Table 2. The distribution shown in Table 2 does not 
distinguish suspect statements from witness or victim statements-again, in the homicide 
category the uncertainty is only as between suspects and witnesses. 

Table 2: 
Video Records of Suspect, Witness, and Victim Interviews 

by the Denver Pollee Department, 1988: by Case Type 

Case Type Number 

Homicide 109 

Aggravated Assault 23 

Shooting by Peace Officer/Homicide 18 

Sexual Assault 8 

Robbery/Aggravated Robbery 7 

Burglary 6 

Narcotics/Poss. Controlled Substance 4 

Theft 4 

"Known Dead" 3 

Kidnapping 3 

Child Abuse 2 

Prostitution 2 

Pimping 2 

Menacing 1 

Type Not Indicated 2 

I TOTAL I 194 I 

Percent 

56 

12 

9 

4 

4 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

0.5 

1 

100 I • 
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Table 3 shows the Kansas City Police Department's distribution of videotaping across 
case types (again, combining suspect, witness and victim statements-with the exception 
again of victim statements in homicide cases). 

A detective who works in the Kansas City Police Department's videotaping unit 
recollected that, prior to 1988. the Department did not videotape any witnesses to 
homicides. If that is accurate, then the 63 homicide videotapes in 1986 were of suspects' 
statements. (We know from other Departmental records that the tallies shown in the table 
above do not include lineup videotapes, of which there were a total of 129 recorded by 
the KCPD in 1986-101 in robbery cases, 18 in homicide/assault cases, 6 in sexual 
assault cases, and 4 in burglary investigations.) 

Table 3: 
Video Records of Suspect, Witness, and Victim Interviews 
by the Kansas City Police Department, 1986: by case Type 

Case Type Nwnber 

Homicide 63 

Sex Crimes (mostly juvenile victims' 
statements) 30 

Depositions for Courts 8 

Assaults 7 

Arson 2 

I TOTAL I 110 I 

Percent 

57 

27 

7 

6 

2 

100 I 
In contrast to Denver and Kansas City, while the Fort Wayne Police Department 

videotapes fewer statements, that agency's log books did peI1llit us to separate suspect 
statements from other types of videotaping activities. The results for a period of almost 
six years are depicted in Table 4. 

In most departments we visited, where video was used in connection with child 
molestation charges, it was used to tape the child victim's statement, but Fort Wayne 
presents an example of a department using it also occasionally to videotape the suspect·s 
statement. The Department explained that it has sometimes found it helpful. in protecting 
the child. to play the abuser·s video confession for the child·s mother if the mother is 
skeptical of the child's claim that the accused molested the child. The police in Fort 
Wayne report some success in using such videos to protect the child from the further 
victimization of being berated by his or her mother for telling horrible lies. 

In contrast to many other agencies. Fort Wayne·s leading type of case for videotaping 
suspect statements is not homicide. Among our site visits. Houston provides another 
instance of an agency where the concentration of videotaped interrogations lies outside 
of homicide cases (there the robbery unit made the most frequent use of video for suspect 
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interview documentation). 

Table 4: . 
Video Records of Suspect Statements and Other Uses of Video 

by the Fort Wayne Pollee Department, 1965·0ct. 1, 1990 

Page 62 

II Case Type -I Number I Percent I 
Suspect Statements 

Burglary 33 34 

Anned Robbery/Robbery 16 17 

Homicide 14 14 

Shooting!Battery 10 10 

Child Molest/Pomography/Deviate Act 8 8 

Vehicle Theft/Other Theft S S 

Rape 4 4 

Forgery 3 3 

Hit & Run Accident/Fatal Traffic Acc 2 2 

Harassment 1 1 -
Misc. 1 1 

TOTAL SUSPECT STATEMElITS 
I 

97 

I 
100 

I 25 
of ali --

Videos OTHER THAN Suspect Statements 

Witnesses, Victims. Crime Scenes 288 7S 

TOTAL VIDEO RECORDINGS 
I 

38S 
I 

100 
I 

The Orange County, Callfomia. SheIiff's Department, like Fort Wayne's Police 
Department. maintained records that permitted tallying video recordings of suspect 
statements. During a slightly more than six-year period (October 1982 through January 
12. 1989). the distribution of suspect interview recordings by the OCSD was as shown in 
Table S. We see that Orange County is more typical of departments nationwide than is 
Fort Wayne in that the videotaping of interrogations. is concentrated ill homicide cases . 
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Table 5: 
Video Records of Suspect Interviews by the Orange County, CA, 

Sheriff's Dept., Oct. 1982·Jan. 12, 1989: by Case Type 
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Case Type Number PerceIit 

Homicide 62 45 

Sex Crimes 20 15 

Special Investigation (intelligence, etc.) 20 15 

Other Crimes (major burglary, robbery, etc.) 
35 26 

TOTAL 137 1011 

1 Totals more than 100% due 10 rounding. 

In New York. City, where the video recording is done by the District Attorney's 
Offices and fue confession statements are taken by Assistant DAs rather than by the 
investigating police officers, Bronx DA's records did not pennit us to dis aggregate 
homicide interrogations of suspects from other types of suspect interrogations, but our 
principal interviewee expressed the confident view that the vast majority of the suspect 
interviews videotaped over the years by the Bronx DA's Office were in homicide cases . 
Thus, we can see the substantial numbers of homicide suspects' statements videotaped in 
the Bronx (one of five boroughs served by the New York. City Police Department) over 
the decade and a half of video documentation in that locale (Table 6). Most but not all 
of the sus~ct video interviews enumerated in Table 6 are in homicide cases. 

Given the enonnous numbers of cases and suspects involved in the videotaping 
program in the Bronx, it becomes clear that practitioners in New York City have an 
opportunity few practitioners anywhere else in the nation have to see patterns emerge 
across groups of cases. Interestingly, however, despite the relatively steady rise in 
homicides throughout New York City's several boroughs, we do not see a continuing rise 
in the number of homicide suspects whose statements were videotaped in the Bronx over 
time. Indeed, there is a rather marked decrease from 1986 to 1987, followed by ~'\ slow 
increase through 1989. It may well be, however, that the reduction in homicide S~lipect 
videot.apings in 1987 had more to do with resource constraints than with any distinctive 
change in the patterns of offending or willingness of homicide suspects to speak with 
police or prosecutorial personnel for the record during the case investigation. 

In most of our site visit agencies, there was littie change over time in the mix of 
cases in which police or prosecutors decided to videotape suspect statements. There was 
a growth in the number of statements taped in several of the jurisdictions, but. with the 
exception of the Bronx DA's Office and Fort Wayne Police Department (where officials 
reported that they began videotaping almost exclusively in homicide cases and over time 
added other serious felonies), most of the other agencies videotape pretty much in the 
same categories of cases (typically homicides and a few other very serious crimes) as they 
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began the video program with some years ago. 

Table 6: 
Number of Suspect Statements Videotaped by the Bronx 

District Attorney's Office, 1975-1989 

I Year I Number of Suspect Statements Videotaped 

1975·1978 combined 585 
(annual average of 195) 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 
'"' 

1987 

1988 

1989 

I 
r-

TOTAL I 
C. Taping Overtly or Covertly and Completeness 

of the Interview Taped 

1. Overt Versus Covert Videotaping 

538 

478 

469 

487 

475 

558 

505 

556 

341 

357 

466 

5,815 

I 

Based on our national survey, we conclude that the vast majority of American police 
agencies videotape overtly. That is, the suspects whose statements are being videotaped 
are aware of the recording at the time, principally because the police interrogator(s) orally 
infonn them of the taping (this occurs in 96 percent of all responding agencies). 
Additionally, in 70 percent of the "taping departments," some portion of the audio-video 
equipment (typically, the camera or at least a microphone) is readily visible to the person 
under interrogation throughout the taping. In the four percent of law enforcement agencies 
where the videotaping is done covertly, the equipment is concealed (e.g., the camera may 
shoot through a one-way mirror or, in the "higher-tech" Gettings, such as Huntington 
Beach, California, through a. hole barely an eighth of an inch in diameter). 

, 
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Among the agencies to which we made site visits, only Huntington Beach and 
Orange County videotaped covertly-without notifying the suspect that a recording was 
being made and without any of the video recording equipment being visible in the 
interview room. Tulsa police officials indicated an intention in the near future to begin 
experimenting with covert videotaping. In Kansas City, the equipment is concealed 
(because, as police explained, it is less distracting to the officer and suspect that way), but 
the interrogator routinely notifies the suspect of an intent to make a video record of the 
statement. In Denver, the microphone is in plain view but the camera shoots through a 
one-way mirror. This is the arrangement as well in most videotaping sites in Bronx 
County, New York (the prosecutor's office tapes at multiple sites throughout the 
county-principally at police precinct stations and in the prosecutor's office at the 
courthouse, and not every site is configured in precisely the same way). 

In some other agencies, the camera is visible but the microphone is concealed (e.g., 
inside a thennostat on L.'te interview room wall in San Diego and in a ceiling tile in 
Burlington, Massachusetts). In San Diego, interrogators nonnally do not explicitly notify 
the suspect that the interview is going to be videotaped, but to all but the most oblivious 
the video camera mounted on the ceiling and pointing towards the suspect's position in 
the interview room is a reasonably clear indication that the conversation may be recorded. 

In some agencies (Tulsa was one), investigators conducting interrogations outside 
their home jurisdictions (because a suspect wanted for a local crime was arrested in 
another town) employed the covert videotaping practices routinely used by the agency in . 
which they. actually conducted the interrogation. Thus, for example, Tulsa investigators 
interrogated a homicide suspect-wanted for allegedly beating a man to death with a 
railroad tie-in the Oklahoma City Police Department's video interview room, set up for 
covert taping. After an hour of the suspect persisting in denying his guilt, the interrogators 
from Tulsa turned off the portable audio recorder they had sitting on the table in the 
interview room and told the suspect the interrogation was over. The Tulsa detectives left 
the room, but the hidden video recorder was left on. After a short while, Oklahoma City 
detectives entered the room, playing "nice cops" to the "tough cops" who had just given 
up their interrogation efforts. The ensuing conversation between the Oklahoma City police 
and the suspect was captured on videotape. (In point of fact, the suspect never did desist 
in his denials, and the Oklahoma City detectives soon abandoned the interrogation as 
well.) 

The practice used by Tulsa detectives in Oklahoma City is one employed by San 
Diego detectives as well, who reported that, if a suspect asked to go "off-tape II for a 
portion of the conversation, the detectives would falsely agree to do so but in fact would 
keep the videotape running, reportedly as a safeguard against accusations that the police 
engaged in unprofessional conduct during the break in the taping. 

2. Videotaping Entire Stationhouse Interrogations Versus 
Recapitulations and Duration of the Resulting Videotapes 

Our national survey revealed that 48 percent of the "videotaping departments" 
reported taping the entire stationhouse interrogation, which, we pointed out in our 
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question "may last several hours. n The balance (52 percent) reported t •• ping what we term 
recapitulations-a statement by the suspect or interview of the suspect by officer(s) 
presented only after some prior untaped interrogation of the suspect by police personnel. 
The recaps usually contain the highlights of the infonnation the suspect is willing to 
provide orally. Typically this will include both incriminating and exculpatory information, 
although, as we discovered in our site visits, some agencies will decide to not videotape 
a recapitulation of the interview's highpoints if they expect only to elicit exculpatory 
information or denials of culpability, 

Some practitioners argue that declining to make a video record of the essence of a 
suspect's statement on. the grounds that nothing of value to the prosecution is being said 
can be short-sighted, even if one ignores the dimension of fairness in the investigative 
process. Infonnation that seems unimportant at the time of the interrogation (e.g., the 
suspect's insistence that he is innocent of murder by reason of self-defense or innocent 
of robbery by reason of coerced participation) may prove very useful at trial if the 
accused switches his or her defense strategy and enters an alibi claim. The video statement 
would be powerful impeachment evidence that the defendant was, contrary to his or her 
trial claim, present during the commission of the alleged crime. 

Compared to videos of entire stationhouse interrogations, recaps, under the guidance 
of interrogating officers, generally follow a much clearer sequence in recounting the 
incriminating infonnation. How orderly and sequentially clear the initial off-tape 
interrogation was that precedes a recap video will often tum substantially on how much 
information the interrogating officers have prior to asking their questions, how cooperative 
a guilty suspect is during the interview, and how skillful the interrogator is in conducting 
a logically ordered interview. 

Although we took pains in our national telephone survey to clarify the distinction 
between taping an entire stationhouse interrogation and taping only a portion of that 
interrogation, we are nevertheless somewhat skeptical of the survey finding that nearly 
half of the agencies tape complete interrogations. While we selected jurisdictions across 
the nation for site visits, only three of 11 videotaping departments (the Huntington Beach, 
Orange County, and San Diego) law enforcement agencies taped entire stationhouse 
interrogations on a routine basis. The Tulsa Police reported occasionally videotaping entire 
stationhouse interrogations and an intention, once they switched to covert taping, to more 
routinely tape entire interviews. We have not, given time constraints, taken the step of 
recontacting the surveyed agencies which reported videotaping entire interrogations and 
attempting through a battery of follow-up questions to verify their response to our survey 
question. 

The question of whether a department tapes entire interviews or only recaps has a 
variety of important implications, in the view of criminal justice practitioners. There are 
important fiscal implications. For instance, with a lengthy stationhouse interrogation in 
a serious felony such as murder, the costs for blank tape, equipment operator time, and 
transcription (a subject on which more will be said later in this chapter) would be far 
higher if the entire interview were taped than if only the recapitulated highlights of the 
interrogation were recorded. Similarly, court expenses attached to viewing entire interview 

, 
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tapes versus recaps at preliminary hearings or trials can be expected to differ significantly. 
There are also implications for the way in which police, prosecutors, defense counsel, 
judges, juries, and the public at large may view the fairness, efficiency, and effectiveness 
of the videotape documentation process. 

Bronx District Attorney's Office Bureau Chief Sean Walsh expressed the view that 
the important distinction for appraising the credibility and legitimacy of the process should 
not be whether an agency videotapes entire intelViews versus recaps. Instead, he argues, 
the key distinction is whether the interrogators conduct the intelView in a "conc1usi9nary 
form with leading questions" to which the suspect simply says "yes" or whether the 
questions posed allow the suspect to present his or her story without on-camera coaching 
(Wal~h 1992: 3). This does not, of course, resolve any doubts that might exist about pre
tape coaching, but it does seem clear that a video containing leading questions would be 
less credible than one without such questions. We will explore practitioners' perceptions 
of the implications or taping full intelViews versus recaps more fully in the next chapter. 

Given the divergence in practices among our site visit agenci~s concerning the taping 
of entire interviews versus recaps, one would expect that the duration of the recorded 
videotapes would., on average, differ considerably between the two categories of tapers. 
Among the agencies taping primarily recaps, the average lengths of video statements were 
estimated at 15 minutes on the short end (in Fort Wayne) to about 45 minutes on the long 
end. In San Diego, Huntington Beach, and Orange County (where full stationhouse 
inteIViews are normally taped), estimates of average duration ranged from two hours to 
four hours. At the extreme, one or more of these agencies had videotaped interrogations 
lasting as long as seven hours. 

D. Willingness of Cooperative Suspects to Have 
Their Statements Documented Using Videotape 
Rather than Another Documentation Method 

Since homicide suspects constitute most of those whose confessions are videotaped 
by American law enforcement agencies, we explored in our national sUlVey the percentage 
of homicide suspects who give videotaped statements to police. Specifically, we asked: 

Of the homicide suspects who are willing to talk with your interrogators, what 
percentage would you estimate are videotaped giving statements? 

Thus, our question assumes that a certain percentage of homicide suspects will exercise 
their right to refrain from giving a statement to police. But of those who agreed to talk 
with police-in G5~nc.ies with the capacity to videotape intelViews--we were curious to 
find out what percentage of the homicide suspects had their statements memorialized on 
videotape. As Figure 4 shows, over 70 percent of all videotaping departments recorded 
at least some of their homicide suspects' statements on video. Thirty-nine percent of the 
agencies videotaped homicide suspects' statements in more than 80 percent of the cases 
where the suspects were willing to talk. That is to say, 39 percent of American police 
agencies possessing the technology to vi,.1eotape a suspect's statement will, eight out of 

-~--------~ ~ -~ 
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ten times, capture a homicide suspect's statement on video.6 

Percentage of Departments 
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0% 1·20% 21-40% 41·60% 61-80% 80·100% 
Proportion of Cooperative Homicide Suspects' Statements Videotaped 

Figure 4: % of Departments Videotaping Cooperative Homicide Suspects' 
Statements: Proportion of Such Statements Videotaped 

In several of our site visits, estimates by police that nearly all homicide suspects who 
were willing to talk with police and to talk on videotape were in fact videotaped were 
disputed by some other criminal justice practitioners-most often public or private defense 
attorneys and sometimes prosecutors as well. In the absence of appropriate documentary 
evidence (which, but for a study such as ours, departments might have little reason to 
compile), it is difficult and probably pointless to worry much over whose estimates are 
the more accurate. If such details are considered significant for policy or other analyses, 
it would be simple enough in the future to design a data collection system to capture 
pertinent data on cases investigated, interrogations conducted, and methods used to 
document the interrogations.' 

Ii Figure 4-and various other figures and tables in chapters 4 and 5-is based on telephone 
interviews with senior officials in 137 police and sherifrs departments that reported videotaping 
suspect interrogations or confessions. The 137 agency figure is explained in Chapter I, section 4. 

7 We will see in Chapter 5 that whether a department is able to routinely exercise selectivity 
in deciding which interrogations and confessions to videotape may be highly influential for law 
enforcement agencies that heretofore have been reluctant to begin videotaping suspect statements 
lest they lose discretion over which interrogations and how many to record. 

, 
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The 29.1 percent of departments which have not videotaped homicide suspects' 
statements may be explained by a variety of factol'S, including the possibility that some 
of the smaller agencies responding to the sUNey had not conducted a homicide 
interrogation since acquiring video equipment and hence reported on their actual l!sage 
of videotape to record homicide interrogations rather than going beyond the specific 
question they were asked and projecting what percentage they might videotape if and 
when homicide suspects are brought into their interrogation rooms. 

The other percentages of departments which have videotaped relatively small 
proportions of their homicide suspects' statements may be explained by agency policy of 
videotaping only when suspects offer incriminating testimony; a fairly large percentage 
of suspects who are willing to talk with investigators may offer primarily exculpatory 
statements. Moreover, since homicide investigators often are among the more senior 
detectives on many police agencies. individual detectives may resist using the new video 
technology to document confessions that they have been eliciting and documenting 
successfully for years without videotape. A case in point is the Houston Police 
Department, whose homicide detectives rarely use video to document confessions but 
whose robbery unit makes frequent use of video for recording confessions. In most of our 
case studies, however, as we have seen, the departments were more likely to videotape 
homicide confessions than confessions concerning any other type of offense. 

We approached the subject of suspect willingness to talk on videotape with an 
additional question in our national sUNey. We asked, focusing not only on homicide 
suspects but more generally on all suspects, whether the responding law enforcement 
agencies would honor a suspect's request to give his or her statement without being 
videotaped. The results are depicted in Figure 5. 

Thus, only 59 percent of the responding "videotaping" agencies indicated that they 
would always honor a talkative suspect's request to provide his or her statement without 
a video record of the statement. We can offer some insight into the reasons departments 
might refuse to do so from our case studies, as noted above. Essentially the reason 
provided by the minority of agencies that indicated they would not respect the suspect's 
wish to go off video when giving a statement was that the departments would thereby 
open themselves to criticism for not using the best documentation method for capturing 
the content of the interrogation. 

A point related to the willingness of suspects to provide initial consent to the 
videotaping of their statements is what departments do if and when a suspect who, having 
granted initial consent to the video recording, has a change of heart and asks to go off 
tape. The Denver, Fort Wayne, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C. police departments are 
examples of some which will honor such a request. This situation had not arisen in 
Houston. In the Departments that videotape covertly, of course, the question normally 
would not be expected to arise. But in some agencies which videotape overtly (e.g., San 
Diego), police typically would refuse to interrupt a videotaped interview for a brief offR 
tape conversation. In San Diego, where this situation has rarely arisen, police personnel 
indicated they might tell the suspect they were turning off the video recorder but in fact 
would leave it running. 
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Does Agency Honor Suspect's Request to Give Statement Off-VIDEOtape? 
Figure 5: Videotaping Departments' Willingness to Honor Suspects' Request to Give 
Statement Without Video Documentation 

E. Procedures and Practices Used by Departments to Document 
Suspect Interrogations or Confessions on Videotape 

In our site visits we documented a wide variety of procedures used to take video 
statements and to safeguard the resulting videotapes against tampering or deterioration. 
We present some of the highlights below. 

1. Who Has the Discretion to Decide Whether or Not a Suspect's 
Statement is Videotaped? 

Most of our site visit departtnents leave the decision concerning whether to document 
an interrogation or confession on videotape to the interrogating detective. This is true in 
Denver, Fort Wayne, Houston, Huntington Beach, St. Louis, and Tulsa. In Kansas City 
and San Diego, typically a sergeant will make the tape/don't tape decision. And in Bronx. 
County and Orange County standard operating procedure is to videotape in certain 
categories of cases, unless special circumstances dictate otherwise. Just because standard 
procedure is to videotape does not, of course, mean that the procedure is always followed . 
In New York City, for instance, some detectives and some Assistant District Attorneys 
who dislike the idea of videotaping sometimes try, with a mo_dicum of success, to prevent 
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videotaping. For example, detectives may simply fail to make the necessary notification 
to the Bronx DA's Office video unit to come over to the precinct police station to record 
a statement. 

Among the reasons why the Orange County Sheriffs Department might make an 
exception to its policy of videotaping homicide suspects' (and witn.esses') statements are 
if the suspect is shot and is intelViewed in the intensive care unit of a hospital or if the 
suspect is apprehended in another jurisdiction and OCSD personnel travel there to conduct 
the interrogation. 

2. Do the Agencies Have Written Procedural 
Guidelines on the Subject of Videotaping 
Suspect Interrogations or Confessions? 

In some departments, comprehensive written guidelines exist. In others, the guidelines 
consist mostly of brief memoranda concerning how to use the video equipment. Some of 
our site visit departments have not committed anything to writing-not even a simple 
script to remind interrogators about the standard colloquy they need to have with the 
suspect at the commencement of the taping session in order to identify the date, time, 
location of the intelView, the circumstances that led to the interrogation, and the lack of 
coercion prior to the commencement of the video documentation. Where departments do 
not provide such scripts, they typically offer the explanation that the detectives conducting 
the video interrogations are generally experienced personnel who do not need such 
reminders. 

A few of the agencies we visited have written instructions and guidelines that are 
sufficiently comprehensive that it would be well worth the effort for other departments 
to obtain copies of the manuals. The Denver Police Department, Bronx District Attorney's 
Office, and Metropolitan Police Department in Washington, D.C. all have very useful 
written materials. 

3. How Many Police Personnel Typically Are Present 
During a Videotaped Interrogation and What Are 
Their Functions? Do Prosecutorial Personnel 
Ever Attend/Participate? 

Most commonly. two detectives will be present in the inteIView room during a 
videotaped suspect intelView. In most instances, there will also be a video camera operator 
present~ither inside the room or in an adjacent video control room depending on where 
the camera controls are located. Sometimes this video operator will be a civilian 
technician; often the operator is a fellow detective. Some taping systems do not use a 
video operator because they are sufficiently automated or officials are willing to forgo the 
advantages of a video equipment operator. These advantages include being able to keep 
careful watch that the equipment is functioning properly and knowing when a video or 
audio tape is running out and has to be replaced; ensuring proper focus on the camera and 
proper recording levels on the audio equipment; zooming or panning if the camera does 
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not have a fixed focus and permits such operation; and so forth. In some instances, 
besides the officers participating in the interrogation, a supervisor or other investigative 
personnel will be present outside the room, monitoring the interview on a TV screen and 
speaker or headphones. Headphones are preferred if soundproofing is insufficient to avoid 
distractions from the audio monitor. 

Personnel outside the interview room monitoring the interrogation can provide 
guidance if they think it appropriate to the interrogating officer. In a couple of the 
departments we visited, prosecutors also monitored the interview from outside the room 
and provided similar support. Commonly, the n~Js~re of the offense would detennine 
whether a member of the prosecutor's staff monit0i~~!.l the interrogation. For example, in 
Denver, in homicide cases and cases involving shootings by police, the Assistant District 
Attorney is present in the interview room and participates in asking questions; in Tulsa, 
typically the prosecutor would attend and participate only in a major case with possible 
"political overtones." . 

In some other jurisdictions (e.g., Kansas City), prosecutors believe personnel from 
their office should stay out of the investigation of the case because of the prosecutorial 
role they will have to play should the suspect be charged. In San Diego as well, although 
sometimes prosecutors do go into the interview room and participate in the interrogation, 
an experienced prosecutor we interviewed expressed opposition to the practice because 
he thought it would appear to a jury watching the videotape that the prosecutor was taking 
unfair advantage of the suspect This same prosecutor opined that, if prosecutors began 
participating on a more regular basis in interviews, he would strongly urge that 
prosecutors receive special training on how to appear more "judicial" during the video 
interrogation (i.e., how to present themselves in such a way that the viewer concluded 
they were engaged in a search for the truth rather than an adversarial effort to trip up the 
suspect). 

Where either police or prosecutorial personnel are outside the interview room and 
wish to communicate with the interrogators, numerous methods were used to transmit 
questions to the interrogators, from knocking on the door and calling one of the 
investigators out on the pretense of taking a phone call, to speaking to the interrogator 
over a wireless intercom which the interrogator monitored with a miniature ear piece, to 
typing short messages on a computer tenninal and sending them in on the interrogator's 
silent display pager. In most jurisdictions, efforts were made not to interrupt the flow of 
the videotaped interrogation, in part because of interest in keeping a talkative suspect 
talking and in part to avoid any appearance that an unexplained interruption in the 
videotaped conversation involved improper police methods. 

In New York City, the roles of the prosecutorial and police personnel during a video 
interrogation are reversed in comparison to the other jurisdictions we visited. The Bronx 
District Attorney's Office has, since the inception of the videotaping program more than 
lS years ago in New York City, been the lead agency in taking video statements. (We are 
infonned there are similar arrangements in the City's other boroughs as well, but the 
Bronx DA's Office was the videotape pioneer in New York. City.) Police personnel will 
be present in the interview room for security and guidance (since they conducted the 
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preliminary interrogation). But for homicides or other serious felonies, once a suspect is 
willing to provide a statement to authorities, the police will summon the DA's Office to 
send an assistant prosecutor over to conduct the video interview. 8 

The practice of having an assistant prosecutor take the final statement from a criminal 
suspect is not unique to New York City. In Cook County, Dlinois. although video is not 
employed to document interviews, the State's Attorney's Office, under its Felony Review 
charging system, often has an Assistant State's Attorney take the suspect's final oral 
statement after police have conducted an initial interrogation. The suspect's final statement 
in that jurisdiction typically will be documented either by a stenographer or by notetaking 
(Jacobi 1990). 

One of the advantages cited by prosecutors in several jurisdictions to having 
prosecutors involved early on in the investigation process is that they can help police spot 
key, often complex issues that need to be addressed in the accumulation of oral evidence 
(e.g., the potential for an insanity defense). Prosecutors in several jurisdictions suggested 
that they sense resistance by police to having prosecutors get involved in an advisory 
capacity at early stages of investigations despite what the prosecutorial personnel see as 
the apparent advantages of early intervention. 

4. How Many Interview Rooms are Equipped for Videotaping 
Suspect Statements and What is the Physical Layout 
of the Videotaping Interview Rooms? 

Agencies varied in the number of rooms equipped to take video statements. In 
Denver, for instance, one room was fully equipped and a second could be used when 
needed by wheeling in a camera on a tripod. The Fort Wayne, Kansas City, St. Louis, 
Washington, D.C., and Houston police departments and the Orange County Sheriff's 
Department each have one room set up for video statements. The San Diego Police have 
two rooms designated for videotaping interrogations, as does the Tulsa Police Department 
(in Tulsa, one room in the homicide unit, anotht,r in the sex crimes unit). Huntington 
Beach, one of the smallest agencies we visited, had three or four rooms which were 
properly sound-proofed and otherwise suitable for videotaping statements (although only 
one or two were fully equipped for high quality covert taping). Another smaller 
department (whose personnel we interviewed in conjunction with a site visit in Denver) 
is the Westminster, Colorado, Police Department (110 sworn officers), and it houses three 
video-equipped interview rooms, which its pe~'Sonnel reported are needed in officer
involved shooting cases to interview multiple witnesses expeditiously. The Bronx DA's 
Office uses a total of 16 rooms-each located in a different facility-to videotape suspect 
statements (12 are .in police precinct stations, two are in Housing Police Department 
facilities, one is at a Transit Police Department station, and one is in the DA's Office in 

8 In New York City, according to prosecutors with whom we spoke, DA's Office 
personnel have been taking suspect fmal statements in at least certain categories of cases since 
long before electronic documentation was possible; the practice dates to the 1930s. 
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the Bronx County Courthouse building). 

Our site visit departm.ents differed considerably in the physical layout of the rooms 
used to make the video recordings. The following diagrams depict the variety. In Denver, 
the police video room uses two microphones on the table, one for the suspect, the other 
for the principal interrogating officer. Although some agencies use a date/time code 
generator, which enables the date and time to be recorded superimposed over an area of 
the picture frame, Denver and a number of other agencies that we visited prefer to use a 
clock and calendar on the wall behind the suspect. Agencies that have made this decision 
for the most part do it not out of frugality but in the belief that the superimposition of the 
date and time on the picture frame will be distracting to jurors and others who must view 
the video and also in the realization that it is not difficult, if one wished to, to tamper 
with the date-time code by copying the videotape and replacing the original date-time 
information with a newly recorded date-time code. 

Denver is also an example of an agency that shoots the visual portion of the 
recording through a one-way mirror, which separates the interview room from the 
equipment control room. 

Suspect 0 

Yuleo 
Camlra 
Operator o 

Control Room 

Opo 
Microphone lumgs on cord 
from c,iling (hangs about 
4 feet above U1bk) 

~ -jIoodUght to illuminate speakers ----.., 

JIldeo Camera shoots through 

a 4-inch Sl}UiII'I cut-out in 
Control Room wall (camera 
is vislbk to suspect) 

Figure 7: Ft. Wayne Police Department 

The Fort Wayne Police Department also places the video camera in a room adjacent 
to the interview room, but instead of shooting through a one-way mirror, the Department 
simply has cut a hole (about four inches square) in the wall through which the camera 
lens po!nts. The camera is also visible to the suspect because of this arrangementJ in 
contrast to the situation when a one-way mirror is used. Thus, Fort Wayne attempts to be 
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Opo 

unobtrusive in its videotaping without making any effort to conceal the fact of the 
videotaping. 

An important dimension on which the departments whose room layouts are depicted 
differ is in the participants who are included in the picture frame. In some departments, 
the officer(s) conducting the videotaped interview are visible; in others, only the suspect 
is seen. In several of the room layouts, the reader will observe that if the detective(s) are 
in the picture frame. they are visible only in a profile shot. In Denver, the viewer sees the 
back of the head of the lead interrogator and the side of the face of his or her partner. 
Fort Wayne and St Louis solve this potential problem (it could be problematic in that the 
defendant could claim the interrogator used menacing facial expressions for coercive 
purposes) by placing the suspect and interrogating officer on the same side of the table 
facing the camera straight on. 
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Even if the camera takes a frontal view of the participants' faces, camera angle is 
important, for if the camera is mounted too high on the wall and thus shoots down at the 
suspect from above, it will often be difficult to see the suspect's facial expression if he 
tilts his head down during the interrogation. The Houston and San Diego configurations 
illustrate situations in which the high mounting of the camera may cause a loss of such 
information about the suspect's demeanor at times during the interview. 

The St. Louis Police Department's interview room, while simple looking in the floor 
plan diagram, encompasses professional television studio equipment. The control room, 
for example. is fully equipped for professional video and audio editing. The interview 
room ceiling is covered with TV studio lights to properly illuminate the suspect and 
officers involved in the interrogation. An undistracting background is provided by using 
a white cloth drop, which hangs on the wall behind the interview participants. 

The San Diego interview room, as we note in Chapter 5, has been criticized by some 
practitioners for its poor audio recording arrangement. The microphone is concealed inside 
a thennostat on the wall, producing both echo problems and problems in picking up soft
spoken individuals. The camera is mounted in open view on the ceiling, and this 
downward angle has also been criticized by some for occasionally losing facial 
expressions when the suspect tilts his or her head downwards. The blackboard at the back 
of the room allows the interrogating officers to diagram details of the crime scene as 
provided by the suspect and to capture those as part of the interview evidence. 

The current layout of the Tulsa Police Department's video interview room is about 
as basic as such rooms get. A self-contained camcorder (housing the camera, recording 
unit and built-in microphone) is mounted in open view on a tripod in a comer of the 
room, and it shoots between the two detectives at the suspect, who sits under a clock 
mounted on the wall. This fonnat illustrates that it is possible to set up a video recording 
room at very modest expense. 

The Tulsa Police Department has plans, however, to modify the video room in the 
homicide division, and a comparison of the two diagrams presented here shows that there 
are two principal objectives in the change: (1) to get a better audio recording (by placing 
a microphone on the table in front of the suspect rather than using the built-in microphone 
on the videocamera); and (2) to remove from the interview room the distraction of the 
videocamera on the tripod and the camera operator (by locating them behind a one-way 
mirror in an adjacent room). The microphone that will be placed on the table in the 
interview room (to overcome the ambient noise problems (noted in Chapter 5) that stem 
from using the microphone currently attached to the camcorder, is a flat plate that 
measures about three inches square and rises only about a half-inch from the table surface. 
Such microphones are common in many other settings. They greatly reduce ambient noise 
(reverberation and echo) by reducing the number of angles from which they will accept 
sound-thus "ignoringll ricocheted sound waves and "accepting" primarily those that come 
in a straight line from the sound source. 
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Figure 1~: Tulsa Pollc~ Dept. Current Homicide Dlv. VT Room Layout 

5. Video Equipment Used, Cost of Acquisition and 
Maintenance, and Agency Which Bore Start-Up Costs 

The principal distinction amongst the site visit agencies concerning the type of video 
equipment they use is whether they use high·end consumer equipment or professional 
television equipment. Of the dozen agencies, two (the Bronx OA's Office and the St. 
Louis Police Department) have professional, commercial television quality video 
produttion studios. These facilities are capable of not only recording high quality tapes 
but of doing expeditiously any editing or duplication that may be required.' The 
Huntington Beach Police Department. while not equipped for professional-quality "post 
production" work (editing, rutd other processes following the master recording process), 
does employ state-of-the-art equipment for the recording of the interviews. In Huntington 
Beach, tlle camera uses a "pin hole" lens to shoot through a finishing nail head-size hole 
in a piece of molding on the interview room wall. 

All but two of the site visit agencies (Burlington, Massachusetts and San Diego) 
make color video recordings. Black and white videos have the advantage of providing 
clearer images but the disadvantage of masking certain infonnation which might be 
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pertinent (e.g., a skin discoloration on the suspect symptomatic of physical abuse and 
colors and hues of items of evidence insofar as that may be pertinent to an investigation). 

In sever·a! of the departments, the video and backup audio recording equipment used 
is recovered property, which cost the agency nothing. In some instances, camcorders are 
used, typically mounted on tripods; in other departments, there is a camera mounted in 
a fixed location, which feeds a videocassette recorder (the camcorder is the commonplace 
consumer item which has the recorder housed in the same compact unit that contains the 
camera). 

Where, the equipment did not come to the detective squad by way of recovered 
property, we got some general estimates of the cost of purchasing the necessary audio
video machinery and of renovating the interview rooms so they are sufficiently 
soundproof and properly lighted to permit quality recordings to be made. In Denver, for 
example, police officklls estimated they spent $30,000 for one fully equipped videotaping 
room (their second room is basically a regular interview room into which they wheel a 
videocamera on a tripod when the second room is needed for videotaping). There were 
immediate offsetting savings to the criminal justice system in Denver due to the fact that 
the adoption of video documentation prompted the elimination of three court 
stenographers from the County payroll who had been used to take suspects' written 
confessions. In Huntington Beach. the Police Department spent $7,000 to $10,000 for the 
remodeling and equipping of the interview room for covert videotaping. T,' prevent 
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excessive reverberation on the audio recording, the interview room was furnished with 
floor carpeting and acoustical tile on the upper half of the walls and on the ceiling. 

Kansas City, too. spent approximately $10,000 for the initial setup of its video 
statement room and the acquisition of needed equipment. The Orange County Sheriff's 
Department estimates having spent about $40,000 to purchase equipment and remodel the 
interview room and adjacent equipment control room. The OCSD also indicated that 
yearly equipment maintenance and blank tape purchase runs around $2,000. The 
Metropolitan Police Department in Washington, D.C. estimates its equipment.and 
interview room soundproofing cost about $5,000. 

The Bronx County District Attorney's Office received a $79,000 LEAA grant in the 
early 1970s to experiment with videotaping confessions. The bulk of these funds were 
used to establish a professional television-quality video production studio, a facility which 
seems to be put to excellent use, although it also seems clear from our site visits to other 
locales that nothing nearly so elaborate is essential to make acceptable quality videos of 
stationhouse interrogations. In part the expense in the Bronx resulted from the volume of 
cases to be handled and the necessity to equip several crews of video technicians to 
respond simultaneously to different police precincts to take statements on unrelated 
homicides. 

With the price of video equipment in the 1990s generally lower for perfectly 
acceptable quality gear than was true in the early 1970s, Bronx DA's videotaping expert 
Sean Walsh reports that the cost of constructing "one complete intervi\':,w setup-playback 
equipment and editing with top of the line equipment-is $25,000. This," he observes, "is 
less than the cost of one police car or police officer's salary." He acknoweldges that 
"multiple set ups for larger departments will be more," but reports that the Bronx DA's 
office "replaced all [its] equipment-five field units. five playback setups, and 
editing-for $60,000. I doubt," he suggested, "anyone in the world really will n~d more 
than we have, so cost is very low" (Walsh 1992: 2-3). 

In most jurisdictions, the county prosecutor's office has its own video playback 
equipment (some of the offices also had their own video statement recording facilities, 
which they often made available to smaller police agencies in their jurisdiction. which 
lacked their own video equipment). Commonly" the prosecutor's office brought its video 
playback equipment (tape player and monitor) into whichever courtroom needed to view 
a video statement for pre-trial or trial purposes. The video equipment often was kept on 
a cart in the courthouse and whe.o.led from courtroom to courtroom as needed. 

F. Transcription of the Audio Pm1ion of the Video Recording 

As indicated in Chapter 3, in England, Australia, Canada and other locales a central 
concern in the debates over the advantages and disadvantages of electronic documentation 
of suspect interrogations and confessions has been the potential to bury criminal justice 
systems in paper transcripts. Home Office researchers in the United Kingdom concluded 
flatly that the only way the volume of audiotaping they recommended (which was the 
audiotaping of virtually all felony interrogations) would be feasible is if all key actors in 
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the criminal justice system-police, prosecutors, defense counsel and judges-agreed to 
forgo requesting written transcripts except in the most complex cases. In the United 
States-where the adoption of audio and video recording of suspect interrogations and 
confessions occurred in the absence of any significant national research, planning and 
debate concerning the wisdom of particular practices-transcription in many jurisdictions 
has become the rule rather than the exception. 

Our national survey did not explore transcription practices, but we did inquire about 
this issue in our site visits. At one stage or another of criminal justice processing, it is 
common practice in virtually all the jurisdictions we visited to prepare written transcripts. 
In some locales the police typists produce the transcripts; in others prosecutorial staff do 
this work. In Fort Wayne, reportedly, police typists "rebelled" at having to transcribe 
audiotapes. Said one police respondent: liThe police could not prepare t!'anscripts in our 
community. The secretaries would declare war." So in this jurisdiction the transcription 
work is nonnally done by the prosecutor's staff, after a charging decision has been made. 

In some jurisdictions (such as Kansas City and Orange County) the transcript is 
automatically prepared immediately after the completion of the inteIView. More often, 
however, officials wait to see whether prosecutors expect to go to trial, In most of the 
locales, court rules (either system-wide rules or the rules of particular trial judges) 
mandate that uanscripts be prepared whenever a case is going to be tried and the video 
will be offered in evidence. San Diego prosecutorial staff, for instance, indicated that in 
California Appellate Court Rule 203.5 (a statewide rule) requires a transcript whenever 
a video will be presented as evidence at trial. 

Interviewees indicated that a typical transcription effort will take four to six times as 
long as the running time of the recording-i.e., a 30-minute tape ~{ould take from two to 
three hours to transcribe. This would nonnally be followed by a review of the transcript 
by professional staff in the police department or prosecutor's office, followed by a brief 
period for the typists to make final corrections. In Huntington Beach, where the video 
equipment was state-of-the-art, the clerical pool had not yet begun using word processors 
at the time of our site visit (but was planning to get them soon), so preparing transcripts 
on conventional typewriters would often take eight to ten times as long as the running 
time of the tapes to be transcribed. A transcript of a four-hour interview in Huntington 
Beach typically ran about 120 pages, and a detective would consume about eight to ten 
hours proofing the transcript, at which point the secretary would spend another three to 
four hours correcting it. 

In the Orange County Sheriff's Department (the county in which Huntington Beach 
is located), the cost of clerical staff using word processors to prepare transcripts of two
hour interviews (which is a typical length in that agency) can be estimated as follows: 

8 hours of typist's time @ $14 per hour 
3 hours of detective time proofing and correcting transcript 
(including benefits, a detective costs about $30-$35 per hour) 

So, excluding materials (paper, computer disks, etc.), the personnel costs for creating the 
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transcript of a two-hour interview in Orange County are approximately $217. This 
expenditure offsets the costs, in the days before audio or video recording, of having a 
detective or secretary type the suspect's written statement apd then waiting for the suspect 
to read and decide whether to sign it. Orange County Sheriff's deputies estimated tl:lat in 
the old days it used to take an hour or so to type Ute suspect's written confession, have 
the detective proof it, correct it, and get it signed by the suspect. Given workloads in 
Orange County, law enforcement officials reported that normally it takes one to two 
weeks to get a transcript prepared, proofed, and corrected after the completion of the 
videotaped interview. In this jurisdiction, preliminary hearings typically will be held a 
couple of months after the defendant's arrest. 

Typically, in jury trials the jurors are given copies of the transcript so they can 
follow along on it as they view the video statement. In Washington, D.C., prosecutorial 
interviewees indicated this practice is required by local case law. In some jurisdictions 
(such as Kansas City), jurors are only given copies of the transcript if the audio tr,ack is 
difficult to understand. In Fort Wayne, prosecutors reported they "often" provide the jury 
with transcripts to help them understand mumbled comments on the video. 

Where video tapes contain inadmissible material (e·.g., discussion of other crimes, of 
the suspect's background, or of polygraph tests) or great redundancy, it is not 
unusual-especially in the jurisdictions where entire stationnouse interrogations are 
recorded-for jurors to be given edited videotapes and transcripts conforming to the edited 
versions. The need to make edited videos that are not jarring to watch accounts for the 
decision in at least a couple of the jurisdictions we visited to acquire reasonably 
sophisticated video editing equipment and to employ skilled video technicians to do the 
necessary technical work. 

Rarely does a trial judge require court reporters to take down the audio content of 
the video statement while it is being played in court. Most often, the video, together with 
the previously prepared and uncontested transcript, becomes part of the trial record and 
is available for review by the appellate court. 

Prosecutors had different feelings about the importance of having a transcript prior 
to making the charging decision. Most expressed interest in having such a document, 
saying it facilitated their review of the case, allowing them to quickly tum back to a 
particular statement to check it for .consistency with other physical or oral evidence. In 
Tulsa, however, prosecutors typically conduct their first review of the police investigation 
and make their charging decision solely on the basis of the videotape and police 
summaries of the investigation. The Tulsa police transcribe the audio portion of the 
suspect's statement only after a decision has been made by the prosecutor to file charges. 

In Denver, by contrast, one of the public defenders whom we intelviewed reported 
that even in cases where prosecutorial staff do not feel a need for a transcript, she has one 
prepared for her own use, even at the earliest stages of processing (e.g., suppression 
hearings), because she finds transcripts helpful in preparing witnesses and in impeaching 
them on the stand-again, finding it easier to locate specific material quickly on paper 
than on a video recording. But defense preferences on this-and other pomts-differ. An 
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equally experienced public defender in Kansas City indicated a willingness to operate as 
a routine matter without transcripts of the vast majority of videotaped statements. In 
Orange County, everyone-the District Attorney, public defender, private defense 
attorneys and judges-wants transcripts for purposes of processing cases. 

Several prosecutors also said the transcript expedites their assessment of charges and 
trial preparation because they can read more quickly than they can review the video. A 
Denver police administrator suggested, to the contrary, that one of the benefits of 
videotapes to prosecutors at least theoretically should be in making efficient use of their 
time since a prosecutor could watch the videotape while at the same time skimming a 
written document, just as people generally might watch a television program while 
glancing at reading matter. In any event, most prosecutors indicated that they view the 
transcript as important supplements to videos rather than as substitutes for the electronic 
records. 

In Washington. D.C., the U.S. Attorney's Office (which prosecutes local crimes 
committed in the District) explained the point at which videos and transcripts are typically 
examined in the prosecv"')rs' intake of criminal cases: First the prosecutor talks with the 
detective when a case is brought in. Then, within the first day or two, the prosecutor 
looks at the videotaped suspect statement. Thereafter, the prosecutor requests a transcript. 
In D.C., the grand jury reporters often transcribe the audio portion of the interview 
(although sometimes, in accordance with a police department order requiring that police 
personnel prepare the transcripts, police clerical staff do this work). Prosecutorial staff, 
as in other locales, find it much easier to review sections of an interview and to compare 
them using a transcript than a videotape, which would have to be repeatedly rewound or 
run ~head to relevant segments. Our respondents said candidly that t'tey believe 
prosecutors do better work with transcripts available than they could do in their absence 
because of the difficulties that would be presented for efficiently reviewing statements for 
consistency and for their evidentiary significance. 

An emerging teclmology might some day provide a high-teCh solution to the 
difficulties of quickly finding relevant passages on the video. Interactive video technology, 
combined with voice-recognition equipment and automated transcription technology may 
make possible the recording not only of the visual and audio portions of the interview but 
the automatic transcription of the audio track and the inclusion of the transcript on the 
computer or TV screen along with the picture. Then viewers could type in a key word, 
as they do now with word processors, and have the desired segment of the recorded video 
appear in an instant. At present equipment exists that places audio, video, and transcript 
on the same recording, but stenographers must key in the transcript (see Kurtz 1992; Bove 
and Rhodes 1991). 

Sometimes, prosecutors' preferences for a written transcript is amplified by the 
difficulty of getting ready access to a video player and TV monitor when and where they 
want to work on case preparation. This point about the inconvenience of working with a 
video rather than a transcript was echoed by a private defense attorney whom we 
interviewed in Washington, D.C. An experienced murder trial lawyer, she indicated that, 
if video technology advances to the point where it is just as easy and quick to skip around 
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on a video tape as it is to flip the pages of a written transcript, she could not imagine 
insisting upon having a written transcript. She noted, however, her perception that the 
legal community is not very advanced technologically and that it took her a long time to 
accept a word processor in place of her dependable typewriter. 

Perhaps the central point that emerges clearly from our findings on the issue of 
transcription is that, despite predictions in the international literature that electronic 
documentation of suspect interrogations and confessions would only be feasible if criminal 
justice practitioners eschewed transcription, the experience in numerous American 
jurisdictions has been to the contrary. It is true. of course, that police agencies in the 
States are not videotaping the large percentageg of their felony case interrogations that 
have been contemplated in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, and this-coupled with 
the common practice here of taping recaps-is very likely a significant explanation for 
how criminal justice systems in this nation have been able to afford electronic 
documentation of suspect statements while transcribing those statements for use by 
prosecutors, defense counsel, and courts. 

G. Procedures for Prosecutors and Defense Attorneys 
to View and Receive Copies of Videotapes 

In most of the locales we visited, prosecutors are given duplicate copies of the 
videotapes recorded by the police. Defense attorneys sometimes view the tapes at police 
facilities (as in Fort Wayne), more often in prosecutors' offices. Not infrequently, defense 
attorneys will send blank videotapes to the prosecutor's office to have a defense copy 
made; sometimes the defense will obtain a copy of the tape only through more fOllllal 
discovery procedures. In one jurisdiction, a defense attorney indicated that sometimes the 
DA's Office is uncooperative with defense efforts to view or obtain a copy of the 
videotape, presumably because the video would be of &1rategic value to the defense. 
Occasionally, the prosecutor's office might attempt to obscure the fact that a video 
statement was even taken from the suspect. While one might assume that such a ploy 
would be fruitless since the defendant could simply infollll his or her attorney that a video 
existed, sometimes a defendant, seeking to' maintain a front of innocence, thinks it will 
help his or her cause to keep the defense attorney unaware of the existence of a 
confession made to police. 

The point in the process at which defense attorneys and their clients can view video 
statements varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. For instance, in Bronx County, defense 
att.orneys can view the videos only after a defendant has been indicted. In Orange County, 
defense attorneys generally view the videotape within two to foW' weeks of arrest. But 
their clients often will see their videotaped statement for the first time in court-at trial. 
The public defender in Orange County complained during our interviews of being 
disadvantaged because of an inability to show the videotape to his clients while they are 
incarcerated pending trial. We will return to a related point-conceming the use of video 
confessions by defense attorneys for "client control" purposes-in the next chapter. In San 
Diego, where police will copy the videotnpe on a blank tape furnished by defense counsel, 
they may not be able to do so for a period of up to six weeks, during which the master 
of the video will be at the prosecutor's office awaiting duplication by the DA's 
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teclmicians. 

The cost of providing defense counsel with copies of videotapes commonly is shared 
by the defense attorneys (either in cash or by providing a blank videotape to either the 
police or the prosecutors for duplication) and by the office which takes the time and uses 
the equipment to make the copy. This cost-sharing practice is followed in the Bronx, Fort 
Wayne, Kansas City, San Diego, and other jurisdictions. In Denver, for instance, private 
defense attorneys wishing to have a copy of the video statement must purchase it from 
the DA's office for $SO.OO (public defenders can acquire the copies at a discount). In 
Orange County, private defense attorneys are generally charged about $25 for a copy of 
the videotape. If private defense attorneys want an audiotape containing the audio portion 
of the recorded interview, they can obtain that from the Sheriff's Department for about 
$8 to $10. The Sheriff's Department absorbs the cost of the tape duplication for tapes 
provided to the prosecutor's and public defender's offices. 

H. Frequency With Which Videotapes Are 
Introduced in Evidence at Trial 

The first relevant variable here is how often serious felony cases (in particular, 
homicide cases) go to trial rather than end in guilty pleas in any given jurisdiction. In 
some of the sites we visited, such as Houston and Washington, D.C., homicide 
cases-especially Murder 1 cases-are rarely settled by negotiated plea (this is a relatively 
new policy by the U.S. Attorney's Office in the District of Columbia, but a long-standing 
practice by the Hanis County prosecutor, serving Houston and surrounding communities). 
But since the videotapes in Houston are mostly of robbery suspects. and these cases 
typically end in guilty pleas, videotaped confessions are rarely seen in court in Houston. 
In such locales as Tulsa. St. Louis. and New York City, pleas are common in homicide 
cases. One experienced homicide detective in Tulsa, who opts to make frequent use of 
video to document suspect confessions. reported that over his career on the force there 
have been guilty pleas in approximately 98 percent of the cases he has investigated. 

When cases are tried, however. there is still some variety in practices concerning how 
often videotaped suspect statements would be offered in evidence. In most of the 
jurisdictions, if a video exists, it generally will be introduced. But in Orange County. for 
instance, if a video contains relatively little incriminating evidence and a fair amount of 
exculpatory evidence (e.g., defendant appears insane). the prosecution will not introduce 
the tape. If the defense counsel seeks to introduce it, he or she then opens the defendant 
to cross examination. so this is not always an easy tactical decision for the defense. 

Another crucial variable affecting the frequency with which video statements become 
part of trial records is whether defense efforts to suppress the videos succeed with any 
regularity. The consistent answer in all of OUT site visits was that suppression motions 
rarely succeed; they infrequently succeeded in homicide cases even with prior forms of 
documentation, but they almost never succeed with video documentation. There are rare 
exceptions in which videot.aped confessions have been ruled inadmissible. but even in 
such instances (or when prosecutors decide for other.reasons not to L'1troduce the video) 
the defense knowledge that prosecutors have the video can have a trial impact. As one 
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prosecutor in Orange County put it: "Even if you don't introduce the videotaped 
confession, it keeps the defendant straight" In the next chapter, we will explore in more 
detail the factors that prosecutors and defense attorneys consider relevant in detennining 
whether and how to use video statements as part of the State's or defense's trial stnitegy. 

I. Procedures to Safeguard Tapes After Recording and Policy! 
Practice on Re-Use and Retention of Recorded Videotapes 

The literature from England, Scotland, Australia, and Canada has noted that the 
prospect of tape tampering i,s an issue that needs to be addressed if electronic 
documentation of suspect interrogations is to accomplish its purpose of lending greater 
credibility to the oral evidence. In our various site visits, we encountered no concern 
whatsoever about intentional tampering with interrogation videos, and we explicitly asked 
this question of the police, prosecutors, public and private defense attorneys, and judges 
whom we interviewed. Even in locales-such as St. Louis and the Bronx (and in the 
Orange County District Attorney's Office)-where tape editing equipment would peimit 
technicians to make "clean" edits if they chose, nobody suggested that video confessions 
had been intentionally altered in the "post production" phase of tape preparation. 

The procedures followed by the departments to both control access to the master 
videotapes and to safeguard them against accidental damage varied somewhat across our 
site visit locales but typically entailed inventorying the tapes as any other case evidence 
would be inventoried. In no instance was the master video treated as the investigating 
officer's personal "electronic notebookll and kept in his or her personal possession. In 
Denver, however, two master videos are recorded simultaneously during the interrogation, 
and one of them is given to the investigating officer for use in the further investigation. 
with the other master becoming the "official" master tape sent for safekeeping to the . 
property room. Invariably, there was a central repository for the recorded tapes (either 
adjacent to the videotaping interview room or in the evidence/property section of the 
department). 

Among the other steps taken by many of the departments to safeguard the recorded 
videotapes are removing the tabs on the tape housing, which prevents the tapes from 
being accidentally recorded over, making a backup copy of the video, having the 
interrogating officer immediately label and initial the recorded tape, and maintaining 
continuity logs to keep track of who gets access to the videotape. 

There are other risks to videotapes that most of the police departments do not seem 
to attend to--such as accidental erasure caused by placing the video in close proximity 
to a strong magnetic field (e.g., any equipment containing a motor) or deterioration due 
to exposure to high humidity or extreme temperature ranges. The St Louis Police 
Department is one of the few that attends to the second possible risk, by keeping the 
recorded videos in fireproof cabinets in a specially air conditioned room. 

Most of the agencies we visited do not reuse recorded videotapes, at least not when 
the suspects interviewed are being investigated for homicides. The Denver Police, in cases 
other than homicides, used to destroy or release for re-recording the videotapes as soon 
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as the relevant case was decided at the trial level and the assigned detective authorized 
the tape's release. Generally, this meant that videotapes in nonhomicide cases were kept 
for somewhat longer than a year. In Fort Wayne, the Department during the early years 
of its experimentation with videotaping confessions reused recorded videotapes after the 
relevant case was disposed of in court. Even then, the Department's policy was to keep 
homicide-related videos for at least five years. Today, the Fort Wayne Police Department 
generally does not reuse videotapes from any type of case. 

The Houston Police Department (which videotapes primarily in robbery cases) keeps 
videotapes for ten years before releasing them. It is not clear whether at that point the 
tapes would be reused or simply destroyed, although there would be some concern from 
a technical point of view as to whether ten year old tape would be sufficiently fresh to 
make a high quality recording that in tum would be stored for another ten years (magnetic 
recording tape deteriorates over time). The San Diego Police, who had been videotaping 
suspect inteIViews for about three years as of the time of our site visit, intended to keep 
the videos through the last possible appeal. As other agencies, the San Diego Police 
Department did not plan to reuse previously recorded tapes, explaining that to have a 
video recording containing portions of old inteIViews might look to some as if the tape 
had been tampered with. 

The storage space consequences of an agency's decision to keep oral evidence videos 
for a long time are obvious in the larger jurisdictions. The Bronx DA's Office. for 
instance, whose policy is to keep the suspect videos "forever," as of October 1990 had 
over 10,000 master videotaped confessions on file. In Tulsa, the police policy is likewise 
to never destroy the video confession in capital cases (seeking the death penalty). But, due 
to space limitations, the Tulsa police ih!end, after the appeals process or the time allowed 
for filing appeals has run, to destroy vide·o recordings of homicide suspects when the 
individuals entered guilty pleas resulting in relatively short sentences (e.g., about ten 
years). 

J. Length of Departmental E:n.perience Videotaping 
Suspect Stationhouse Statements and Prior Use 
of Audiotape to Document Such Statements 

As of the time our national sUIVey was administered in February 1990, the 
responding departments that employed videotape to record suspect stationhouse 
interrogations or confessions displayed a wide range of experience with this technology. 
Nearly half had been using video for this purpose for five years or longer. Figure 14 
shows the array of experience. Our site visit agencies similarly displayed a wide range of 
experience with videotaping-from three to 20 years-as noted in Chapter 2. 

Typically, departments progressed from taking written statements to making 
audiotapes to making videotapes of stationhouse interrogations. This is true fof' Denver, 
Fort Wayne. Huntington Beach. Kansas City, Orange County. San Diego. and Tulsa 
among our site visit agencies. Nationally, of those departments which currently were 
videotaping interrogations or confessions, the vast majority_ had previously audiotaped at 
least some stationhouse statements by crime suspects f~r a period exceeding four years. 
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Figure 14: Number of Years U.S. Police Depal1ments Have Been Videotaping 
Interrogations/Confessions as of February 1990 

Figure 15 displays our survey findings on this point. Interestingly, however, a small 
percentage (5.8 percent) of departments "leapfrogged" in technology directly from written 
documentation to video documentation as a primary method of capturing the content of 
the statements. This was also the case in four of our case study sites-Houston, the 
Bronx, St. Louis, and WashingtOn, D.C. Note that two of these agencies-the St. Louis 
Police and the Bronx DA's Office-made the switch to video recording in the early 
1970s, before many of the departments ha, 'wen begun to make audio records of 
interrogations. As of the time of our site visits, ail of our site agencies made audio backup 
tapes simultaneously with the mcording of the master videotape. 

K. Other Uses Departments Make of Video Technology Besides the 
Recording of Suspect Stationhouse Interrogations or Confessions 

Some of the reaction police investigators seem to have to the use of video teclmology 
in the interrogation room is, as with most innovations in most organizations, almost 
certainly a question of familiarity and comfort with the technology. In this regard, it is 
commonsensical to suggest that, as the American public has become increasingly familiar 
and comfortable with video equipment, so have police officers. Moreover, as police 
agencies have made more widespread use of video technology for other purposes besides 
documenting stationhouse interrogations, the idea of using video as a tool of the trade has 
become less jarring. 

Until recently, when citizens and news media in New York City, Los Angeles, 
Kansas City, Long Beach, Fort Worth and other locales have begun using video 
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# Yrs U.S. Police Depts AUDIOtaped Confessions Before Starting Videotaping 

Figure 15: Departments' Experience Audlotaplng Suspect Statements Prior to 
Commencing a Videotaping Program 

equipment as a tool to document police abuses,'} there seems to have been a relatively 
steady progression of police comfort with video as a "friend" of law enforcement. Video 
remains no less useful to the police, of course, but now it has become a tactical tool used 
by others as well. 

What are some of the principal uses to which police departments have been putting 
video technology? The findings from our national sUlVey are set forth in Figure 16, 
which shows the percentage of the nation's local police departments and sheriffs' agencies 
currently deploying video for the indicated purpose, the percentage not .doing so (and not 

9 The videotaped beating of motorist Rodney King by Los Angeles Police officers in 
March 1991 became such a riveting event for Americans that it dominated the print and 
electronic news for weeks on end. Reflecting on the way in which amateur video recordists 
were altering the face of American privacy, Newsweek Magazine ran a length cover story in 
its July 2, 1991 issue entitled "Video Vigilantes: Cops, Crooks, Adulterers-No One is Safe 
From the Camera's Eye." Among other points made in the series of articles that bear on our 
current topic, one sidebar quoted differing viewpoints from a New York University law 
professor and the former federal prosecutor who headed the Abscam investigation concerning 
whether a videotaped "statement made under duress may seem an open confession" (Cowley 
1991: 45). 
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intending to do so), and the percentage not doing so but planning to do so in the 
foreseeable future. What these data add to our discussion in Chapter 1 is not the purposes 
for which video is used by police but the relative frequency with which police employ 
video technology for these tasks. 
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Figure 16: Police Dept. Uses of Video Besides Documenting Confessions & 
Interrogations 

The percentages of departments shown in Figure 16 include our entire national 
sample and thus are indicative of the practices and plans of local law enforcement 
agencies regardless of size. We saw earlier in discussing the percentage of such agencies 
which videotape suspect confessions or interrogations that overall, approximately 16 
percent of the nation's local police or sheriffs' departments use videotape for that purpose 
but that, when the smallest departments (those serving populations smaller than 10,000) 
are put aside, approximately a third of the remaining agencies videotape confessions and 
interrogations. Similar results would very likely be obtained were we to analyze the data 
in Figure 16 by eliminating the smallest departments, but we have not derived frequencies 
for these other uses of video for larger agencies since the principal focus of this research 
is on departmental deployment of video to record suspect confessions and interrogations. 

The 16 percent of the nation's departments which currently videotape confessions or 
full interroganf.'ns can be considered in the context of other current uses of video 
technology. In descending order of popularity, local police and sheriffs' departments 
nationwide employ video for the follOwing purposes: 
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• to document crime scenes 63.4% 
• to record victim testimony (e.g., child 

molestation victims) 51.0% 
• to record the breathalyzer or other sobriety 

test of drunk driving suspects 49.4% 
• to conduct surveillance and document 

undercover operations 48.4% 

• to document vehicle accident scenes 41.2% 
• to monitor prisoners in departmental lockups 

with closed circuit TV 30.8% 
• to record crime reenactments by criminal suspects 19.8% 

• to document suspect confessions and interrogations 16.4% 
• to record eyewitness testimony (e.g., when 

witnesses are unable to testify at trial) 7.5% 

• to record in-progress events from video 
cameras mounted in police vehicle 4.5% 

• documenting lineups 3.9% 

These findings may lend additional credence to the finding we report in the next 
chapter concerning the reasons why departments not now videotaping interrogations or 
confessions do not plan to commence, for we see here that it is not simply lack of 
exposure to video technology that explains reluctance to make an audiovisual record 
of the suspect interview. Half or more of the nation's police agencies have used video 
technology to depict crime scene evidence, record victim testimony, and document 
sobriety tests, and nearly half have used video in coIUlection with undercover worle. Yet, 
overall, not even one-fifth of the nation's departments (and only about one-third of the 
larger agencies) have been using video for interrogations or confessions, although there 
is reason to anticipate steady and perhaps rapid growth in this utilization of modem 
technology.lo Our assessment of the reasons for this pattern of choosing and not 
choosing to videotape interrogations is set forth in the following chapter. 

10 The November 1991 issue of the FBI lAw Enforcement Bulletin contains a discussion 
of the various uses of video technology for courtroom presentations, including police 
videotapes of suspect confessions (Giacoppo 1991). Moreover, in recent times the general 
circulation media have begun highlighting this use of video technology. For instance, a 
Newsweek cover story in the wake of the Rodney King scandal in Los Angeles reported: 
"Well aware of the power of such evidence [videotapes] in 'your word against mine' cases, 
law enforcement officials are increasingly making their own videotapes of arrests, 
demonstrations and confessions" (Beck 1991: 46). 

( 
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CHAPTER 5: 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PRACTITIONERS' 

REACTIONS TO VIDEOTAPING AND 
PERCEPTIONS OF ITS EFFECTS 

A. Why "Videotaping Departments" Adopted Video Documentation 
for Interrogations or Confessions and Why "Nonvideotaping 
Departments!' Have Not Done So 

1. Reasons for Commencing a Videotaping Program 

Although in our site visits we asked a large number of questions about what our 
interviewees found especially useful and at least potentially unhelpful about the practice 
of videotaping suspect interrogation.~ or amfessions, we were interested at the outset in 
finding out what first motivated the agency to commence its use of video documentation. 
In Denver, police responded to court decisions that encouraged the electronic recording 
of statements. Moreover, the police experience with prior documentation methods left 
them receptive to improved methods in that jurisdiction: they often found it inconvenient 
to wait for the stenographer to arrive after being summoned (not infrequently, in the 
middle of the night). After adoption of audiotape as a documentation method, Denver 
police still found that the accuracy of the tapes was often challenged by defense attorneys. 
Before launching their video program, Denver police representatives visited both the 
Bronx DA's Office and one or more jurisdictions in Alaska, where videotape was being 
used to capture suspect statements at the urging of the Alaska Supreme Court. Another 
factor that led to interest in the construction of a videotaping interview room in Denver 
was strong police interest in developing a capacity to videotape the statements of molested 
children. The availability of the taping room constructed for that purpose also facilitated 
the use of video to document suspects' statements. 

In Fort Wayne, the police responded to a prosecutor's office suggestion that 
videotaping would reduce doubt about the voluntariness of confessions.1 It was also seen 
as a tool to help jog the detectives' memories when it came time to testify in pretrial or . 
trial proceedings. San Diego Police adopted video documentation in part to counter 
criticism over their use of "nice guy" techniques for interrogating suspects. Other reasons 
cited by interviewees in that jurisdiction for moving to video record-keeping included a 
desire to adopt the state-of-the-art documentation methods and the convenience of doing 

1 In Burlington, Massachusetts, where we discovered during our site visit that video technology 
was used more to document the booking process than to capture possibly incriminating 
conversations held during booking, the police said they hoped through the videotaping to protect 
the department against claims that prisoners were abused in the booking area. 
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so in early 1987, when a new police building was being- constructed and it therefore 
would be relatively easy to make the interview room design changes needed to 
accommodate quality audio-video recording. 

In Houston. video technology was first introduced through the taping of lineups (the 
Houston Police Department videotapes as many as 350 lineups per year). Like some other 
agencies. the Houston Police obtained a copy of the Bronx DA's Office videotaping 
manual prior to institution of the video process. The Huntington Beach Police Department. 
in the 1970s. reportedly found it very useful to videotape a victim under hypnosis. 
althoUgh the police and prosecutors had to labor to convince the court that the 
interviewers had not planted ideas in the hypnotized victim's mind. This initial use of 
videotaping evolved into experimentation with video for other purposes. including the 
recording of suspect interrogations. In Tulsa. video recording of suspect confessions was 
adopted not as a top-down initiative but after the detectives began on their own to 
experiment with this documentation method. The detectives were looking for ways to 
strengthen cases, taking the view that "when you go to court, you never have enough 
evidence." Seeking to "close the loopholes available to defendants." the detectives began 
making audio-video recordings of their confessions. 

In the Metropolitan Police Department in the nation's capital interviewees reported 
that videotaping was begun by detectives not because they were experiencing problems 
with cases but because video technology seemed like a useful investigative tool. which 
could create an improved item of evidence for court. The police decided that. as they put 
it, "if a picture is worth a thousand words. we would present pictures" to prosecutors and 
courts. As often happens with any innovation. the timing of its adoption may be 
substantially the result of the interests of the personnel holding certain key assignments 
at the time. Thus, in Washington. D.C .• the detectives who were assigned to the homicide 
unit in the early 1980s had recently worked in the internal affairs division. where they 
developed an affinity for making audiotapes of lAD interviews. They thus brought with 
them to homicide investigations the view tllat electronic documentation was valuable. At 
around the same time. D.C. police were experiencing great success with videotaping 
lineups-defeating defense allegations that lineups were conducted unfairly. This. too. 
became an influential source of support for the benefi.ts of video documentation within the 
organization. 

Kansas City Police officials reported that in the early 19708. they accepted the 
invitation of a video equipment vendor to experiment with video as a tool for investigative 
work. One of the defense attorneys whom we interviewed in Kansas City recalled that the 
earliest experimentation with video in Kansas City (as in other jurisdictions) was not with 
the most serious felony case investigations but with driving while intoxicated cases. 
Indeed, one of the private defense attorneys recollected complaining in court after the 
adoption of video for DWI cases that the Department should use videotape in homicide 
suspect interviews as well. He reported that the Department resisted his proposed 
expanded use of video at the time. not as a matter of principle but due to the expense 
involved. The KCPD began videotaping homicide and some other serious felony suspect . 
statements with some consistency in about 1980. By that time. one of the models the 
KCPD could draw upon was the use of video for documenting oral evidence in the other 
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major city police department in Missouri, the St Louis Metropolitan Police Department. 
In St. Louis, the initial foray into audio-video documentation of suspect statements came 
at the initiative of a captain who suggested videotaping a suspect in a homicide case. 
Indeed, this suggestion resulted in the first known videotaped suspect confession jn the 
United States-in a murder interrogation recorded on April 9, 1971. 

The Bronx DA's Office has become highly influential, along with the Denver Police 
Department, as a source of guidance on how to set up a suspect videotaping operation, 
in part because of excellent written documentation of worlcable procedures. The Bronx 
prosecutor launched his exploration of this possible use for video technology in 1973 (two 
years after the St. Louis initiative), and actually began taping (with an LEAA grant) in 
1975. Then-Bronx DA Mario Merola's interest in the videotaping of suspect confessions 
was prompted by his perception that the process by which police and prosecutors secured 
and memorialized confessions was not credible enough (as noted earlier. Bronx 
prosecutors-rather than NYPD detectives-had been taking the final suspect statements 
in the most serious cases investigated by the NYPD since the 1930s). 

In Orange County, Sheriff's personnel launched that agency's video recording 
program after they decided that video allows the relevant courtroom participants to see 
and hear the suspect describe his or her actions and to learn the suspect's mannerisms, the 
way in which he or she said things, how the police treated the suspect, and so forth. The 
OCSD adopted video, as detectives reported, simply because they "wanted to present the 
best evidence." It took two-and-a-half years, however, from the time the Department 
decided it wanted to offer such evidence until the Cour:1Y, in October 1982, provided the 
funding needed to set up the video room and {-.ecording equipment. One of our 
inteIViewees in Orange County stressed that cost-effectiveness was not the issue in that 
jurisdiction in prompting the adoption of videotaping; rather, effectiveness alone was the 
motivating factor. 

2. Reasons for Declining to Commence a Videotaping Program 

As noted, among our site visit departments the Kansas City Police declined for 
several years after being explicitly asked (by defense attorneys) to commence videotaping 
of suspect interrogations because of concerns over the expense of the process; and in the 
Bronx and Orange County agencies spent about two years seeking the funding needed to 
launch their taping programs. We wanted to explore the extent to which other departments 
around the country cite cost or other obstacles as reasons for their declining to establish 
programs for the video documentation of suspect statements. Thus, our national suIVey, 
albeit fortuitously (see Chapter 2), included departments that had not adopted .video 
technology for this purpose, and we asked these respondents whether they planned to do 
so in the near future. Of those agencies which indicated they did not plan to begin 
videotaping interrogations or confessions (75.5 percent of the nonvideotapers had no plans 
to commence) we asked the respondents what the main reason was that the agency did 
not plan to videotape. As Figure ! 7 indicates, cost considerations predominated, with 
some additional agencies simply opposed to video documentation and others citing a 
variety of reasons (e.g., "see no need to videotape interrogations," "if it ain't broke, don't 
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fix it," etc.). 
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Figure 17: Reason Departments NOT Now Videotaping Interrogations or Confessions 
Do NOT Plan to Start 

Cost concerns cited by both national survey respondents and site visit interviewees 
include at least the following elements, all of which had been anticipated in the 
international literature but heretofore had not been documented as concerns among 
practitioners in the United States: (1) the purchase price of the necessary audio-video 
equipment; (2) the expense of sound-proofing and otheIWise remodeling interview rooms 
to accommodate unobtrusive or even covert videotaping; (3) construction and maintenance 
costs for storing recorded tapes in such a way that they are secured against chain-of
custody problems and safe from deterioration or damage due to temperature, moisture, 
magnetic or other environmental threats; and (4) on-going maintenance costs (e.g., 
purchase of blank videotapes and back-up audiotapes, repair and replacement of 
equipment). 

Cost concerns also arise over the perception that once a department commences a 
videotaping program, it will lose discretion over which interrogations or confessions to 
tape and will be confronted with financial (as well as tactical) burdens associated with 
having to videotape all suspect statements in most types of serious felony investigations. 
This inhibition to establishing a videotaping program emerged as a pervasive concern 
among the police and, to a lesser extent, the prosecutorial communities and nence merits 
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some further discussion. 

3. Departmental Reluctance to Commence Videotaping 
for Fear that Police Could Not Exercise Discretion 
to Selectively Videotape 
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Some practitioners with whom we spoke-and many whose views have been 
expressed in the internationalliterature--worry about a department's ability to exercise 
discretion concerning which interrogations or confessions to document on videotape. They 
argue that, once a department acquires the technical capacity to use this form of oral 
evidence documentation, defense attorneys and courts-if not legislatures-will insist that 
all suspects who are willing to provide statements (at least concerning the types of 
offenses for which video docl!IIlentation is normally employed) should be recorded on 
videotape. These practitioners argue, further, that failure to videotape when there is the 
capacity to do so (because the department owns the necessary audio-video equipment) 
would result in the suppression of video statements prof erred by the prosecution or in 
adverse findings of fact by judges and juries during trials. 

In fact, we found evidence both for and against this prediction that a department 
which videotapes any serious felony interrogations or confessions will be obliged to 
videotape all-or most. As we saw in the preceding chapter, our site visit agencies and 
national survey respondents range widely in the percentage of cooperative suspects (those 
willing to talk with detectives) whose interrogations they videotape. The question thus 
becomes whether, especially in departments that videotape a relatively small proportion 
of inteIViews, there have been adverse consequences either in the processing or outcome 
of investigations and cases in which a suspect statement has been documented by some 
means other than videotape. We pursued this line of inquiry with, police, prosecutors, 
defense attorneys and judges during our site visits and with police agencies in our national 
sUIVey. 

In the national sUIVey, more than two third!1 of all responding departments indicated 
that, following adoption of videotaping, their own agencies found it easier (in 9.2% of 
cases) or no more difficult (in 60.7%) to present in court suspect confessions lacking 
video documentation than had been the case prior to the inception of the videotaping 
capability. Still, as Figure 18 shows, nearly one third of all responding agencies indicated 
they found it harder to secure the admission of non-video confessions after adoption of 
the video program. 

In our site visits we probed further the potential effects of selective videotaping on 
the police and prosecutorial efforts required to introduce non-video confessions? We 

2 This topic was not reflected in questions on our site visit interview protocol as it was initially 
drafted but arose during discussion in most of the sites. The questions we asked were essentially 
the following: Has the absence of a videotaped statement in a case caused a problem for 
prosecutors or police when the department which conducted the interview had the technical 
capacity to do a videotaped interview or when neighboring police departments within the same 
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Has Videotaping Affected Ease of Presenting UNtaped Confessions In Court? 
Figure 18: Effect of Videotaping on the Presentation of UNtaped Confessions In 
Court 

again discovered mixed evidence concerning whether problems had arisen due to selective 
videotaping. In most of our site visit jurisdictions, defense attorneys had from time to time 
tested the receptiveness of judges to defense insinuations that police failure to videotape 
a defendant's confession implied that unprofessional interrogation tactics were used. In 
most locales these arguments rarely proved to be helpful in support of motions to 
suppress. Nor did they nonnally seem to help the defense very much in raising judges' 
or jurors' doubts about a defendant's guilt 

To be sure, concerns about having to videotape all confessions if any were tapoo 
were expressed by some police on our site visits. Generally, however, the interviewees 
who expressed such concerns were investigative personnel not currently engaged iIi 
videotaping. For instance, in Kansas City, where videotape is used primarily by homicid,e 
detectives, robbery unit inve&tigators explained their reluctance to commence videotaping 
by saying they would be obliged to tape all robbery interrogations and could not afford 
the expense or find the interview room space associated with doing so. And in Houston, 

prosecutorial/judicial district use videotape to document interrogations or confessions? Can police 
departments videotape in just a few cases without being obliged to videotape in large numbers of 
cases? 
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where robbery investigators take most of the video confessions, it is the homicide 
detectives who have declined to videotape at least partly because they fear losing 
discretion over which confessions to tape if they make more of a routine of videotaping. 

In Kansas City, the belief of robbery investigators that when one tapes any 
confessions one must tape all is not borne out by the experience of the homicide 
personnel. KCPD homicide unit detectives, by most criminal justice practitioner accounts, 
do not videotape the statements by all suspects willing to go on video, and yet homicide 
confessions offered in evidence without video documentation have rarely been suppressed. 
Still, the effort required to secure the admission in evidence of non-video confessions is 
sometimes a burden for prosecutors. And, indeed, one prosecutor whom we interviewed 
in Kansas City said he was displeased that the Department videotapes only select 
statements because he could recall a small number of cases (robberies, assaults, and 
homicides) over the years in which he believes he failed to secure a conviction due to the 
lack of a videotaped confession statement (i.e., he believes that defense complaints about 
using written documentation for confessions influenced the jury's decision to acquit). A 
public defender in Kansas City reported that defense attorneys have occasionally 
persuaded juries that witness statements made in court would have been less incriminating 
of the defendant if those statements had been videotaped and preserved closer to the time 
the crime was allegedly committed. 

In Fort Wayne, a defense attorney reported arguing in court that the police failed to 
use available video equipment in taking suspect statements in Class C felony cases (e.g., 
battery, forgery). He reported that the prosecutor's typical reply-which almost invariably 
satisfied the court-has been that it is the policy in the prosecutor's office for police to 
videotape only Class A and B felony interrogations. In Orange County, a defense attorney 
expressed the view that when a police department fails to videotape in a case where it 
could have done so, it can create doubts in a jury's mind about the legitimacy of the 
interrogation techniques used. Yet this defense attorney could not cite a case in which the 
outcome turned on police failure to videotape a confession. Nor did law enforcement 
personnel or prosecutors in that jurisdiction suggest that selective videotaping had created 
any significant burden. 

A judge in San Diego County did allow that the adoption of a videotaping program, 
while often a benefit to the prosecution, could conceivably benefit the defense by enabling 
the defense to mount an argument that the police investigation was sloppy because of 
failure to videotape. Yet this judge could not cite a case in which such an argument 
seemed to have any effect on the case disposition. A defense attorney in Denver suggested 
that sometimes he "scores points" (i.e .• strengthens the defense case) by asking polir.e why 
they failed to audio- or videotape a confession, but he conceded upon further inquiry that 
this point probably did not really influence the outcome in those cases. 

In Houston, two experienced Harris County Assistant District Attorneys indicated 
that, to their knowledge, no defense attorney had ever complained about the lack of a 
videotaped confession. A judge in Harris County opined that if videotape were used more 
frequently in that jurisdiction to document confessions, it would be a legitimate defense 
tactic to cross-examine the police concerning why they failed to document a confession 
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on video. Thus, it is possible that, in some jurisdictions, doctrine might ev';ve such that 
there is a threshold of videotaping activity which, once attained f will put pressure on 
police to use the best documentation method (videotape) unless the suspect objects. 

Still, there are other jurisdictions we visited in which sizable numbers of suspect 
interviews are videotaped without reported adverse consequences for prosecutors dealing 
with the remainder of the suspect confessions which are not videotaped. In Tulsa, for 
example, a homicide detective with nearly two decades of experience could not recall a 
case (since the inception of videotaping) in which the fact that a suspect's statemen', was 
not videotaped presented any serious obstacle to successful prosecution. Explanations 
typically offered by police in that jurisdiction for failure to videotape after the equipment 
became available include that the suspect objected to videotaping and that the video 
equipment for one reason or another was unavailable at the time of the interrogation. In 
Denver, a judge whom we interviewed indicated that he has had cases in which the 
defense argued the police should have videotaped a statement but that he (and the jurors) 
accepted the police explanation that it was Sunday morning and the video equipment 
operator was not available. One wonders, however, given the predictable concentration 
of violent crimes in most urban areas on Saturday nights, how successful this particular 
explanation would be in any jurisdiction if offered repeatedly. 

In Washington, D.C., during the early days of the videotaping program, police 
explanations that the video equipment or video-equipped inteIView rooms were not 
available did not fare as well as they have in Tulsa or as well as excuses about the 
unavailability of equipment operators at certain times have fared in Denver. U.S. 
Attorney's Office inteIViewees in Washington reported that they had problems in trials 
where there was not a video documentation of the defendant's confession if the police 
cited as their reasons for failing to videotape that lithe video room was being used" or that 
lithe lieutenant told me not to videotape" or that "we were so busy we didn't have time 
to videotape." The standard explanation currently offered by Washington police in court 
for failure to videotape a confession is that they left it up to the suspect whether a video 
record should be made. With this explanation, prosecutors have no longer experienced 
difficulty securing the admission of confessions in evidence in the District of Columbia. 

Importantly, prosecutors reported that, even in the early days of videotaping homicide 
confessions in D.C., the lack of a video never cost the prosecution a verdict, although they 
indicated it did. make the prosecutors' work more difficult. Although it may not be 
literally true that not a single case ever was lost in Washington due to failure to videotape 
(an experienced homicide defense attorney whom we interviewed cited one case in 1986 
that she believes she won with an argument that pOlice failure to videotape meant they 
had something to hide), it does seem to be the fact that it is extremely rare in Washington 
for the absenc.e of a video record to affect case outcomes. 

Thus, there is hardly overwhelming evidence from either our national sUIVey or our 
site visits that departments· videotape selectively at their peril. Nevertheless, the evidence 
we have developed cannot be said to be dispositive in the other direction either. There are 
indications from our site visit interviews that, at least in some locales, defense attorneys 
simply have not taken the initiative or had the opportunities to argue strenuously that 
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decisions on suppression motions or detenninations of guilt or innocence should be 
influenced by the absence of a video record of a confession in the face of police or 
prosecutorial capacity to secure such documentation. Thus, it may simply be premature 
to predict with any corJidence whether this "Jay's Potato Chip Syndrome" will prove to 
be a problem in the years ahead. Up to this point, however, it seems reasonably clear that, 
in the large majority of jurisdictions, selective videotaping has at most increased the effort 
required by prosecutors and police to secure the introduction in evidence of non-video 
confessions rather than actually preventing the admission of such evidence or persuading 
judges and juries to acquit when they otherwise would have found the defendant guilty. 
Given the advantages that departments find in selective videotaping (primarily financial 
benefits), the practical question for agencies becomes whether they gain more by 
selectively videotaping than they lose in increased transaction costs which are occasionally 
imposed on police and prosecutors in non-video cases. 

B. Detective and Prosecutorial Attitudes Toward Videotaping When 
Departments First Adopted the Program and Several Years Later 

The amount of detective reticence to go on video at the outset of departmental 
videotaping programs seems to have varied to a certain degree with the source of the 
suggestion to commence the practice. For instance, in Tulsa, where detectives themselves 
came up with the idea of videotaping the statements, interviewees reported that there was 
no initial resistance by the investigators. (This does not mean, however. that all detectives 
had a similar affinity for the practice nor that their tactical decisions about how often to 
employ video are identical. In Tulsa. some homicide detectives videotape virtually all of 
their interrogations while others do so in a relatively small percentage of all their 
homicide interrogations.) In some other locales, where police command staff or 
prosecutors suggested the videotaping. there was a generally reported hesitation among 
front line police investigative personnel about changing established documentation 
techniques. This rmding emerged both from our site visits and (by implication) from our 
national survey. But early resistance has been transfonned into active support among the 
majority of detectives whom we interviewed. as Figure 19 shows based on our national 
survey.3 

Thus, the national survey data reveal that 60 percent of American police agencies 
which have adopted video documentation of suspect interrogations report that their 
detectives initially disapproved of or had mixed feelings about the practice. At the time 
of our national survey (after most of the responding agencies had several years of 
experience with videotaping interrogations or confessions). the percentage of departments 
reporting that their detectives currently disapprove of or hold mixed feelings about such 
videotaping was 25.S percent That is. 74.S percent of the agencies said that currently their 
detectives generally expressed approval of the practice. 

3 Figure 19-and various other figures and tables in chapters 4 and 5-is based on telephone 
interviews with senior officials in 137 police and sheriff's depamnents that reported videotaping 
suspect interrogations or confessions. The 137 agency figure is explained in Chapter 1. section 4. 
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Figure 19: Police Attitude Toward Videotaping When It Was First Adopted and 
Attitude Now 

There are possible reasons besides the source of initiative (command staff, 
prosecutors or courts as opposed to the investigators themselves) that might explain 
patterns Ih"ld rates of change in police attitudes toward videotaping. For instance, one 
might expect a relatively greater initial resistance, stemming from a sort of "technoshock, II 
in agencies that switched directly from making written records of confessions to making 
video records than in agencies that moved incrementally into the world of electronic 
docwnentation-progressing from written to audiotape to videotape documentation. We 
do not have a large enough sample to offer persuasive data on this point, but the question 
may be worthy of further exploration either in a follow-up study of videotaping 
interrogations or in a more general study of the processes and paces by which successful 
criminal justice organizational innovation is implemented. 

In one or two of our site visit jurisdictions, we heard that, where the initiative to 
videotape came from the police agency, the prosecutor's office initially expressed some 
hesitation about the effects of the practice. (In all the other jurisdictions, the prosecutors 
strongly supported videotaping from the inception of the program.) One prosecutor, 
explaining his initial resistance to police videotaping, said that making written records of 
the confession allowed the police interrogators an opportunity to reflect on the content of 
the confession before finalizing it whereas they might overlook certain important details 
when taking a video confession. But over time these concerns proved unfounded in this 
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jurisdiction. Perhaps more to the point, in this jurisdiction, prosecutors lost a fair number 
of cases in the days of written documentation of confessions and, since the adoption of 
video records. have had much better success in securing convictions in homicide cases.4 

In another locale, a small police department whose jurisdiction includes portions of 
two counties (and which thus deals with two different prosecutor's offices)s had strong 
initial support from one prosecutor but opposition from the other to the idea of 
videotaping confessions. The opposition was explained as based on a concern that police 
might appear unattractive on videotape (e.g. by using offensive language). In this locale, 
the prosecutor who expressed initial support continues to like videotaping, and the 
prosecutor who expressed opposition has yet to see a videotaped confession and thus has 
not had the opportunity to reassess his attitude in the context of a real case. 

C. The Effects of Videotaping on the Processing 
of Criminal Investigations and Cases 

A social observer noted some years ago that, in mass communications, often the 
"medium is the message," and a criminal justice commentator applied the observation to 
criminal justice, noting that often "the process is the punishment" for the accused 
individual. A presumptively innocent arrestee confined for a year or more in pretrial 
detention or a criminal defendant whose reputation is vilified in a widely publicized trial 
has certainly been subjected to an extreme deprivation by the criminal justice process 
before any deteIIllination of guilt has been made. The process can be punishing for other 
participants in the criminal justice system as well-including crime victims (as when rape 
victims are treated as having asked for their abuse) and police officers (as when they are 
disingenuously accused on cross-examination of having coerced a confession). Thus, any 
meaningful distinction between "transaction costs" and outcomes can blur at times for 
some criminal justice system participants. Nevertheless, there are genuine differences 
between processes and outcomes for most of the actors in the criminal justice system, and 
it therefore seems appropriate to organize the balance of our discussion of practitioners' 
reactions to videotaping under the separate headings of process effects and outcome 
effects. We discuss process impacts in this section and outcome impacts (frequency of 
guilty pleas, impact on convictions, acquittals. suppression motions, etc.) in the next 
section of this chapter. 

" It is, of course, not possible in a study such as this one to convincingly attempt, except 
through expert opinion evidence, to isolate the effects of videotaping from the effects of other 
influences on case processing and dispositions. 

5 It remains one of the several mind-boggling aspects of contemplating the task involved in 
managing the New York City Police Department to realize that the NYPD brings its cases for 
prosecution to five different elected District Attorneys, each enjoying at least some significant 
autonomy in priorities and practices. 

.~ 
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A number of criminal justice policy analysts and proponents of electronic 
documentation of suspect interrogations argued in the literature that this method of 
memorializing suspect statements would be seen as fairel' to the suspect (since it would 
preserve more of his or her contentions as he or she wished them expressed) and hence 
would result in suspects being more willing to talk with police than in the past. Our 
national survey results do not lend much support to the notion that videotaping will 
stimulate the cooperativeness of suspects, as Figure 20 shows. Only 8.6 percent of the 
responding law enforcement agencies indicated that suspects are more willing to talk with 
investigators since the adoption of the videotaping program. The vast majority of 
departments (63.1%) reported no difference in suspect willingness to talk pre- and post
video, and 28.3 percent said that suspects are actually less willing to talk to police since 
the inception of a videotaping program. 

We did not find, however, that our site visit interviewees commonly complained that 
videotaping had stifled suspect willingness to talk with police or prosecutorial 
interrogators. Detectives in St. Louis did note, as commentators had in the literature from 
other nations, that video can cut both ways in tenns of inducements for suspects to talk 
with police. Some suspects are opposed to videotaping, the detectives told us, because the 
suspects are intimidated by seeing themselves on TV. Still, others will play for the camera 
because "it's show time." The bottom line, however, is that most suspects who are willing 
to talk will do so with or without video, according to our St. Louis interviewees. 
Metropolitan Police Department interviewees in Washington, D.C. expressed the view that 
experienced offenders are less likely than inexperienced ones to be willing to talk on 
videotape. 

We also asked in the national sUlVey what effect the adoption of a videotaping 
program might have had on. the amount of incriminating infonnation provided by suspects 
to police. Figure 21 displays our findings. Thus, although it is reported by the national 
survey respondents that some suspects are inhibited by videotape from talking, those who 
do talk with police reportedly provide more incriminating infonnation (in 59.8 percent of 
the departments) than was the case with suspects prior to videotaping. The survey also 
revealed that 13.2 percent of the departments obtained less incriminating infonnation after 
videotaping than prior to videotaping and that slightly more than a fourth (26.9%) 
obtained roughly the same amount of incriminating infonnation as they had previously. 

We also asked our site visit agencies about the effects of videotaping on the amount 
of inCriminating and exculpatory infonnation they obtain and preserve. The great majority 
of the departments reported capturing more of both types of infonnation. Among our site 
visit agencies, several (Fort Wayne, Huntington Beach, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C.) 
observed that, as a result of videotaping suspect statements, they now preserve more, 
longer, and more complete exculpatory statements by suspects than was true under prior 
methods of oral interview documentation. Even in jurisdictions like the District of 
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More Willing to Talk 

Figure 20: Effect of Videotaping on Suspect Willingness to Talk to Police 

Columbia, where police videotape recapitulations rather than entire interviews, prosecutors 
reported that videotape has helped reduce allegations that used to be made to the effect 
that detectives failed to write down key exculpatory comments. Prosecutors in 
Washington, D.C. also expressed the view that most suspects fairly soon after the 
videotaping begins forget that they are being recorded (although the detectives do not-a 
point to which we will return later in diSCUSSing the impact of video on interrogation style 
and competence). 

In several of the jurisdictions we visited, officials reported that purely exculpatory 
statements were less likely to be recorded than statements containing at least some 
incriminating information. Thus, the documentation of more exculpatory information than 
was captured prior to videotaping is accomplished primarily in the cases (a very large 
proportion of total interviews) in which the suspect provides both an admission/confession 
and exculpatory/mitigating assertions. Homicide detectives in Washington, D.C. explained 
the tactical importance of allowing suspects to offer exculpatory information in addition 
to incriminating information in the recaps videotaped by that agency: "Giving the suspect 
a 'moral out'-allowing him to attempt to justify his actions-is a way to get him to 
talk," 

What is the perceived effect on prosecutors' work: of police preserving more 
exculpatory information than they customarily did prior to adoption of videotaping? Most 
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Figure 21: Videotaping's Effect on Amount of Incriminating Information Provided 
by Suspects to Police 

of the prosecutors reported that this has not been a problem for them. J(ansas City 
prosecutors indicated that they commonly find justifications and (somewhat less 
frequently) remorse expressed on the videotapes along with incriminating infOlmation, and 
that this has not presented obstacles to effective prosecution. Nor has the existence of self
serving suspect statements on videos in Fort Wayne posed a problem for prosecutors. 

In San Diego, an assistant District Attorney indicated that, if the suspect's statement 
is very self-serving, the prosecution probably will not offer it in evidence. (If the defense 
offers the tape-as a prior consistent statement of innocence-then the defendant is 
subject to cross-examination by the State.) Orange County officials told us that, in 
unusual cases, denials of guilt on the interrogation tape have carried the day for the 
defense because the jury was persuaded by the consistency of the claim of innocence 
made by the defendant at trial and at the time the interrogation was videotaped. Generally, 
however, in Orange County, there are denials of guilt early in the interview, followed later 
by admissions or full confessions. Prosecutors have not found such videotapes difficult 
to handle, since the progression of the interview and the reasons for the suspect's eventual 
abandonment of protestations of innocence are usually. pretty easy for the viewer to 
understand . 

We also inquired h~ our national survey about the relative persuasiveness of 
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videotaped confessions and confessions documented by other methods. Figure 22 shows 
the results. Eighty-seven percent of the responding agencies said videotaped confessions 
are somewhat more convincing (22.2%) or much more convincing (64.8%) than the 
confessions they have documented using audiotape or written methods. 
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Figure 22: How Convincing Are Confessions Documented on Videotape Versus 
by Other Methods? 

2. Impact on the Quality and Style of Police Interrogations 

There is little doubt that most of the agencies swveyed nationwide believe that 
videotaping has fostered improvements in the quality of police interrogations. as Figure 
23 indicates. More than 84 percent of all responding police departments believe that 
videotaping has helped "somewhat" (36.4%) or helped "a lot" (47.8%) in this regard. 

Although not every one of our site visit agencies believed they could credit 
videotaping of interrogations with improving interview techniques (some said their 
detectives' techniques have been at high levels of proficiency for many years), most of 
the departments we visited did believe that video had fostered improvements in 
interrogator competence or conduct for one reason or another. Some of the ways in which 
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Hindered Somewhat No Effect Helped Somewhat Helped a Lot 

Figure 23: Has Videotaping Helped or Hindered the Quality of Police 
Interrogations? 

videotaping has facilitated desirable changes in interrogation technique include: 

• better investigator preparation for interviews (thinking out their 
questions and the sequence of questions ill advance, etc.); 

• the ability to interrogate the suspect without the distractions of a 
typewriter, notebooks, statement forms, court reporters, etc.; 

• the ability of other police personnel (fellow detectives, supervisors) or 
prosecutors to monitor the interrogation live via closed-circuit 
television and to send suggested questions into the interview room; 

• the opportunity, during a break in the interrogation, to watch the 
videotape in order to review the suspect's earlier statements and 
demeanor and to formulate further questions for the continuation of 
the interview (the break might be a momentary interruption in the 
videotaped interrogation. the time between pre-tape interrogation and 
the commencement of the video recapitulation or the period following 
a completed interrogation in which investigators decide to bring the 
suspect back for further questioning); 
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• use of the recorded tapes for training new detectives and for providing 
advanced training to experienced detectives; 

• reduction in the amount of gratuitous vulgarity on the part of 
interrogating officers; and 

• the opportunity to play an accomplice's taped confession for an 
uncooperative suspect (sometimes the back-up audiotape is played 
because that is more convenient than playing the videotape). 
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Although it was certainly possible for police or prosecutors outside the interview 
room to monitor both the words and visual aspects of the interviews prior to the adoption 
of video technology (through one-way mirrors and listening holes or audio monitors), 
video has facilitated this process. Now, with closed-circuit television, a supervisor or 
others in a location somewhat remote from the interview room can monitor the process 
while attending to other obligations. Such monitoring has the value of both assisting 
interrogators with questions they might not think of during the interview and of helping 
supervisors to observe whether detectives employ proper interrogation techniques. 

As noted earlier, various methods are used to send suggested questions into interview 
rooms, from the old standard approach of knocking on the door and calling a detective 
out of the room on the pretense of taking a phone call or attending to some other 
obligation, to discussing possible questions during a brief break. in the interview (this is 
done in Denver), to methods that pennit the flow of the interrogation to continue. 
Examples of the latter approach are San Diego's "high-tech" system of sending short 
questions in on the interrogating officer's digital pager (set on silent mode) and the 
Washington, D.C. police approach of having the interrogating officer wear a mini-ear 
phone through which he or she can hear questions transmitted from colleagues outside the 
interview room. 

In some agencies, such as Washington's Police Department, officials reported that 
personnel outside the interview room at least half the time lack sufficient infonnation 
about the case to be in a position to provide useful suggestions to interrogating officers. 
In other jurisdictions, useful suggestions from outside the interview room are much more 
common. In some locales, prosecutors would like to be involved in sending suggested 
questions into the interview room more often than they currently are but believe the police 
would resist the "intrusion" on their domain. Prosecutors believe the police would find 
their "early intervention" in case investigations particularly useful when complicated 
defenses (such as insanity claims) seem likely to be presented. 

In Kansas City, officials reported that supervisors have occasionally found the videos 
useful for spotting detectives who need further training in how to prepare for 
interrogations. Supervisors in the KCPD and other agencies have also used the videos to 
remind detectives about the need to be cognizant of their appearance and manner on the 
videos: the need to speak. clearly and concisely, to sit up in their chair and to wear their 
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jackets while on camera.6 

Orange County Sheriffs Department interviewees commented that videotaping cuts 
down on the amount of notes detectives have to take during the interrogation, and thus 
videotaping wins the appreciation of personnel for cutting down on their paper work-the 
bane of police everywhere. 

In Washington, D.C., the video interviews are used for training homicide detectives 
in two ways: (1) during the live, pre-tape interrogation, while the audio-video monitors 
are on but the tape is not yet rolling, new detectives are able to observe interrogation 
technique; and (2) in detective training programs in the academy recorded confessions are 
available for instructional purposes and critique. The U.S. Attorney's Office in 
Washington also provides informal training to detectives based on any need for 
improvement prosecutors note in the videos they are reviewing for trial preparation. This 
"training" typically will take the form of discussions with the involved detectives in 
preparation for their trial testimony and cross-examination by the defense. Prosecutors 
report that such informal training has paid dividends over time by increasing detectives' 
competence in eliciting videotaped confessions. In Denver, videotapes of officer and 
witness statements in police-involved shootings are used in recruit training on officer 
safety. Orange County, San Diego, and St. Louis detectives are occasionally shown 
suspect videos as part of their academy training on proper interview techniques. In 
Houston, cadets in recruit school are shown videotaped confessions as part of instruction 
on interrogation methods. 

In Fort Wayne, police reported that generally the suspect videos are not used in 
training because by the time the detectives handle homicide cases they are well trained 
in interrogation methods. Interviewees in that juriSdiction thought that there might be 
value, however, in using videotaped witness statements for detective training. And they 
noted that crime scene videos have occasionally been used for instructional 
purposes-generally to point out what not to do (e.g., uniformed officer at crime scene 
waving at the camera and saying "Hi Mom"). 

Prior to adoption of videotaping programs, police and prosecutors in some 
jurisdictions have expressed concerns about the possible inhibiting effects on successful, 
legal, but potentially unpalatable interrogation techniques, such as deceit, rapport-building, 
and the use of vulgarity in ways that will communicate more clearly to a vulgar suspect 
than prim and proper language. In some jurisdictions we visited, the inception of the 
videotaping program did indeed forge changes in the style of interrogations (reducing the 

6 As noted later, not 'all practitioners agree that formal attire by detectives is always the most 
conducive to establishing the kind of rapport with suspects that helps interrogators elicit accurate 
incriminating information from them. 
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amount of improper "softening Up,,7 prior to confessions and fostering a more "correct" 
language and more fonnal attire by the interrogators). In other locales, detectives had for 
some time prior to the commencement of videotaping already adopted interrogation styles 
and habits of dress and vocabulary that were well suited to videos. 

In Huntington Beach, where detectives videotape the entire stationhouse interrogation, 
police reported that videotaping does affect the interrogator's ability to establish rapport 
with the suspect-"there is no dead time to establish a relationship with the suspect." The 
detective who expressed this view indicated that, although he initially opposed videotaping 
for this reason, he has nevertheless since come to prefer video documentation over 
methods used previously. Several of the standard techniques used to establish rapport with 
suspects (e.g., providing coffee, cigarettes, and the like) are still used by most agencies 
during the videotaped portion of the interrogation as well as during the pre-tape interview. 
(In Denver, the only rooms in the entire police facility in which smoking is pennitted are 
the interrogation rooms.) 

There are also agencies where police reported that videotaping temporarily forced an 
artificial, excessive, and cOWlterproductive fonnality or redundancy in the style of the 
interrogators. In such locales, interrogators' style reverted to a more acceptably balanced 
approach once detectives became comfortable with being videotaped and realized that 
their meticulousness was not necessary in order to present a professional and credible 
interrogation tape to other participants in the criminal justice system. In Kansas City, for 
instance, detectives in the early days of the videotaping program would "over advise" 
suspects concerning their constitutional rights during the video portion of the interview, 
with the result that some suspects began to change their minds about providing the video 
confessions they had agreed to give. Obviously, there are serious and delicate judgments 
to be made in this regard, and undoubtedly different observers would appraise individual 
cases and videos differently concerning whether detectives provided insufficient, proper, 
or excessive notifications and cautions to suspects concerning their constitutional rights. 
Some detectives in Washington, D.C. expressed the view that a slight drawback to 
videotaping is that the detectives have to be excessively careful about their language and 
demeanor. Prosecutors in that jurisdiction concurred that the detectives are not as "loose" 
on camera as they are off camera. A defense attorney in D.C. agreed: liOn the videotapes 
the detectives behave like perfect gentlemen. II On balance, the police and prosecutors 
indicated that videotaping had improved the effectiveness with which prosecutors can 
present confessions in court. 

A related concern with videotaping is that detectives who have been workihg an 
investigation nonstop for long periods of time may look so exhausted on camera that their 
appearance may not command the respect of those who later view the tape. For instance, 
a defense attorney in Kansas City reported having watched a videotaped confession in a 
homicide case where the interrogating officer had worked 20 hours straight, was tired, and 

7 An example of improper softening up cited by a defense attorney in San Diego is lying to 
a suspect about the potential penalties he or she may be facing (e.g •• telling a juvenile that he is 
subject to the death penalty. which is barred for juveniles by state law). 
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looked drunk on camera even though the detective was not in the least intoxicated. 

We encountered variations on these themes across the jurisdictions we visited. In 
Denver, police reported that interrogators' pre-tape style readily matches the street 
language of the suspects but that on videotape the officers' language is "very proper." 
Similarly, Fort Wayne police indicated that once the videotape rolls, the interviewers are 
"a bit more correct" in style. Prior to taping, detectives may holler to get a suspect's 
attention and may employ vulgarity or slang to communicate clearly with suspects. For 
instance. in a rape case, detectives have found that suspects are confused as to meaning 
if the police use a term such as "oral sex" rather than "blow job." Fort Wayne police also 
opined that often a detective wearing casual attire (e.g. a sport shirt rather than jacket and 
tie) will get more out of a suspect than one in a suit They explained that the detective 
in a suit is seen as "just another government worker, such as a welfare worker, who is out 
to screw the suspect" 

Profanity or slang is not confined only to pre-tape interviews in some jurisdictions 
but can be found on the recorded videotape. It is not at all uncommon for the suspects to 
use "street language" and occasionally the police will use it as well. Where the police are 
simply following the lead of the suspect's choice of terminology and are clearly doing so 
to facilitate clear communication rather than gratuitously or for intimidation purposes, 
police, prosecutors and judges in most of the jurisdictions we visited report that neither 
judges nor juries have adverse reactions to the police use of vulgarity or slang. In Tulsa, 
for instance, we viewed a videotaped confession in which the suspect's description of his 
assaultive behavior was "I kicked the ~--- out of him." Thus, it was not jarring and was 
tactically understandable when, later in the interrogation, the detective's matter-of-fact 
choice of words was, "So when you kicked the ---- out of him ... " 

A defense attorney in Washington, D.C. indicated that profanity by both the suspect 
and the police appears on the videotaped conf~ssions. The defense attomeys, he reported, 
hope that a juror will be offended by the officer's use of profanity. But in the District the 
police don't use profanity until the suspect does. "You can't argue that the cop is scum 
if your client is speaking dirtier," our interviewee conceded. Tulsa police reported that 
while vulgarity does get onto the videotapes, it does not get on as often as one might 
expect because the suspects as well as the police tend to Hclean up their act" for the 
camera. This happens as well in Kansas City. according to an experienced homicide 
defense attorney. 

Suspect self~control in the face of videotaping would not apply, of course, in 
jurisdictions where police videotape covertly and thus only the police have the advantage 
of knowing that their demeanor and language choice will be viewed in court. In agencies 
that videotape covertly, there is the possibility that a detective's "correct" language 
choices will seem odd to the suspect and may even suggest that the detective is somewhat 
naive in terms of the "ways of the street II As one detective put it in Huntington Beach, 
IIFor a department to be able to successfully videotape entire stationhouse interviews 
covertly, the detectives have to be sophisticated enough to realize that they are playing 
to the judge and ~he jury during the interview and yet still find ways to be convincing to 
the suspects." 
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Prosecutors in Fort Wayne indicated that they prefer taping recapitulations (rather 
than entire interrogations) so that detectives can use "plain language" during the p~·tape 
interview. On the other hand, prosecutors in San Diego prefer the taping of entire 
interrogations (which is what the San Diego Police generally tape) because, ar; one 
Assistant DA put it, "videotape keeps the cops acting like they have some sense. It keeps 
them from going for the jugular." This does not mean that the prosecutors oppose use of 
profanity when it makes sense in context. "Any experienced detective can get on the stand 
in court and explain why he used profanity," suggested a prosecutor. 

Departments generally take care to avoid any visual implications of coerciveness in 
the environment of the video interview room. This does not always mean that the suspect 
has handcuffs removed, however, as in the Metropolitan Police Department in 
Washington, D.C., where prudence dictates restraint since typically only one investigator 
is present in the room with the suspect. 

In some locales, police have worried prior to the adoption of videotaping that their 
interrogation "tricks of the trade" would become known to criminals and would eventually 
become less effective in suspect interviews. This concern was only expressed in one of 
our site visit agenCies, however, and detectives there report that experience has shown the 
fear to be unfounded. Similarly, our site visit agencies indicated that they generally did 
not worry in advance of commencing videotaping programs that they would acquire less 
criminal intelligence during interrogations than they received before videotaping was used . 
And their experience demonstrated that in fact there was no diminution in criminal 
intelligence gathered during interrogations. This was true both in agencies (most of our 
site visit locales) which videotape recapitulations and in agencies (such as Orange County) 
which tape entire stationhouse interviews. 

3. Impact on Allegations of Improper Police Interrogations 

Even where videotaping does not have a demonstrable impact on the outcome of 
criminal cases (to be discussed in the next principal section of this chapter), police in 
many jurisdictions we visited indicated that the pressures on them in court have been 
relieved because fewer allegations are made-and such allegations as are made are easier 
to defeat-conceming police use of coercion or overbearing techniques. While many 
defense attorneys feel a professional obligation to present arguments about coercive 
conditions of interrogation even though they see little hard evidence to support their 
claims, most defense lawyers we interviewed indicated that the existence of on-camera 
administrations of the Miranda warnings have pretty well halted allegations that detectives 
failed to apprise the suspect of his or her right to remain silent and to have counsel 
provided. 

The national survey revealed that a sizeable proportion (43.5%) of police agencies 
have experienced fewer allegations of improper police interrogation techniques by defense 
attorneys following adoption of the video program (Figure 24). No difference in the level 
of such allegations surfaced in 38.7 percent of the departments nationwide. And 17.8 
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Figure 24: Videotaping's Effect on Defense Claims of Improper Police 
Interrogation Techniques 

percent of the departments reported experiencing an increase in allegations of impropriety 
following the adoption of video documentation. Among our site visit jurisdictions, in 
Tulsa a defense attorney said that in some cases there has been an obvious break in either 
the audiotape or videotape and that this has lessened the credibility of the confession, 
sometimes resulting in either suppression of the confession or an acquittal. None of our 
site visit agencies indicated an increase in allegations of improper interrogations 
following adoption of videotaping, however. Still, several of our site visit departments 
said video had produced no difference in the number of such allegations. As noted above, 
however, defeating the allegations of coercion was easier for police and prosecutors using 
video confessions than it used to be with prior documentation methods. 

A Huntington Beach interrogation that we viewed provided a helpful, concrete 
illustration of how detectives, without browbeating tactics, can overcome a suspect's 
resistance to confessing. The suspect persisted for more than an hour in denying his 
identity. Detectives eventually showed him a photograph that showed him standing beside 
other family members. This provided the "chink in his defense" that eventually led the 
suspect to confess to beating his girlfriend and then stabbing and beating her to death with 
a hammer . 

In some locales, police suggested that they have long been free of allegations of 
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coercive interrogations-before the adoption of video. In San Diego, defense attorneys 
concurred in this view, and attributed the professionalism of the interrogation techniques 
in part to the fact that, even before the videotaping, audiotapes of interrogations helped 
to ensure that Miranda warnings were administered and that improper techniques were 
avoided. In other jurisdictions, interviewees cited changing times as requiring the benefits 
of videotape in attesting to the propriety of police tactics. Said a police sergeant in Orange 
County: "A policeman's word used to mean something. Today it has to be corroborated 
because we had overzealous police who ruined things for all police." A defense attorney 
in Orange County added the view that videotaping interrogations can be especially helpful 
in jurisdictions where there are racial tensions between the community and the police: 
"Videotaping can help reduce improper behavior by police and false assumptions among 
the public about police improprieties." 

In Denver, police indicated that investigator morale had improved due to the 
reduction in false allegations of police abusiveness during interviews. A Huntington Beach 
detective reported that videotaped interrogations cut down on the stress he feels when he 
goes on the witness stand at trials. In Fort Wayne, police said videotaping had no effect 
on morale because the defense bar continues to make false claims of duress or promises 
made-allegations which police treat as "just part of the job." ('The prosecutor in Fort 
Wayne reported, however, that other reasons might explain morale problems, since the 
police department for a year or two prior to our site visit had suffered several instances 
of police having been found guilty of committing crimes [drug dealing, sexual assault, 
etc.].) 

In Kansas City, prosecutors reported that videotape had produced a IIdramatic 
reduction in the number of claims of coerced confessions." While reportedly "there have 
still been some claims that detectives coerced the suspect prior to or following the 
videotaped statement, these have been few." A defense attorney in Kansas City said: "It's 
been a long time since a defendant has alleged physical coercion by the KCPD in 
obtaining a confession, although you do hear about psychological coercion, such as 
mothers saying the police have told them they would have their kids taken away unless 
they cooperated with the police." 

In New York City, a defense lawyer added to the illustrations of psychological 
coercion the assertion that police have told suspects: "Tell us you did it and we 'Illet you 
go." Or "Tell us what you did or we'll take your kids away." Or, he said, some police 
have told suspects they are holding the suspect's wife in another room. (A defense 
attorney in Washington, D.C. also cited one of her murder cases in which her client 
claimed he had·to talk to police to prevent intimidation of his family.) An Assistant 
District Attorney in the Bronx DA's Office, however, reported that the DA's Office has 
not had problems with videotaped confessions being subjected to claims of coercion, 
deprivation of food, or the like. And in Washington, D.C., notwithstanding the assertion 
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by one of our defense attorney intetviewees,8 an Assistant U.S. Attorney said that 
"videotaping has almost eliminated claims of coercion" by the police. Added an 
experienced murder defense lawyer in Kansas City: "When defendants see their 
videotaped confessions, they stop making claims of threats and intimidation by the 
police." 

Besides claims of coercion, we were interested to see what impact videotaping may 
have had on defense claims that police fabricated confessions (i.e., put words in the 
suspects' mouths). In Denver, defense attorneys reported that such claims have not been 
eliminated by videotaping ("many police interrogate with nothing but leading questions"), 
but have been reduced compared to the days of unrecorded confessions. In Fort Wayne, 
an experienced defense attorney reports that there are many fewer allegations of 
fabrication compared to what he saw early in his career. In San Diego, as in some other 
locales, we noted an interesting divergence of opinion on this and some other questions 
between public and private defense attorneys. The San Diego public defender whom we 
interviewed (whose office handles 90 percent of the homicide cases investigated by the 
San Diego Police) said that there has "definitely" been a reduction in allegations of 
fabricated confessions with the advent of videotaping. A private defense attorney said 
there has been no such reduction. 

An ancillary benefit of reducing the frequency or power of false allegations of police 
coercion or fabrication in some locales has been an improvement in the working 
relationship between police and prosecutors (this was reported in Adams County, 
Colorado, by an Adams County deputy sherift). In Denver, a prosecutor reported that 
videotaping has also made a big difference in the credibility which judges extend to the 
Denver police: In Huntington Beach, as well, police reported that judges and juries have 
more confidence in the police because they can "see into the interview room" and "see 
the professionalism of the interrogators." In St. Louis, police reported that videotaping has 
caused many criminal justice practitioners to perceive. that police are less likely to use 
overbearing interrogation techniques. Prosecutors in Washington, D.C. said that their own 
opinions about police interrogation tactics had not changed due to the adoption of 
videotaping (because they were already pretty familiar with the tactics and found them 
essentially professional) but that judges' opinions of police interrogation techniques had 
improved after adoption of the video documentation methods. Judges would also prefer 
videotaping, prosecutors suggested, because videos facilitated the process of making 
decisions on motions to suppress confessions. 

This is not to say that all criminal justice practitioners find police interrogation tactics 
more acceptable with video records. Although some defense attorneys readily expressed 
their belief in the legitimacy of most police interrogation techniques, in a couple of 
jurisdictions defense attorneys said video had no effect on their views of the police. For 
instance: "I do not believe that video will make the police straighter or more honest. 

8 A defense attorney in the District of Columbia argued that defense counsel are obliged to 
make a good faith claim of coercion when their clients make that assertion; he reported, however, 
that this claim does not prevail in the face of a videotaped confession. 
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Either the police will use improper tactics off tape or will be so full of themselves that 
they will act out anyway, regardless of the videotape rolling." Said another: 

"The suspect has been at the police station four to five hours before the 
videotaping [of a recap]. The police brow-beat the shit out of the suspect to get 
him to cooperate. He's too tired to resist any longer by the time they take the 
videotaped confession." 

Such opinions were not the common view among the defense bar we interviewed in 
several cities, however. Even among the most strident critics of the police, we found not 
a single allegation in any jurisdiction we visited that pclice or prosecutors had 
intentionally tampered with recorded videotapes-a concern that has been given some 
currency in the internationallitemture. 

4. Impact on Admission of Confessions in Evidence at Trial 

The general consensus among our site visit interviewees was that videotaping 
confessions facilitates their admission in evidence. In Huntington Beach, officials noted 
that the videotape saves a considemble amount of time that otherwise would be devoted 
to the detective's testimony about the dialogue that led the suspect to confess (recall that 
in Huntington Beach the police videotape the entire stationhouse interrogation).9 

Yet, even in locations where only recapitulations are videotaped, prosecutors find that 
video generally eases the process of gaining admission of the confession. In Kansas City, 
defense attorneys virtually automatically file a motion to suppress confessions, even when 
they are documented on videotape (to avoid charges of incompetent representation), but 
prosecutors and defense attorneys alike reported that these motions routinely fail, and the 
process of admitting the confessions is streamlined because of the video. As a defense 
attorney put it, "Judges dispense with the motions to suppress more quickly when the 
confessions are videotaped." Similarly, officials in New York City report that videotaping 
expedites the process of admitting confessions in evidence. 

Expediting judicial decisions on motions to suppress does not always mean a 
favomble decision to the prosecution, of course, and a judge whom we interviewed in 
Tulsa indicated that he has both admitted videotaped confessions in evidence and 
suppressed them. Still, the balance of the rulings is tipped heavily in favor of the 
State-more heavily since the advent of videotaping than it used to be in most 
jurisdictions!. 

A public defender in San Diego suggested that one of the reasons videotaped 
confessions are easier to admit in evidence is that they carry the credibility of containing 
the suspect's self-incrimination in his or her own words far more often than appears to 

9 We did not press the question whether there might be a trade-off between the time saved by 
the detectives not having to defend the pre-confession events and the time required to watch the 
video to discover whether the circumstances that led the suspect to confess were coercive. 
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be the case with written confession statements. A judge in the Bronx indicated that, in 
suppression hearings, if questions anse about the suspect's intelligent waiver of his or her 
rights, sometimes the videotape helps the court make an informed ruling-again, because 
of the ability to hear. the administration of the rights and to listen to and observe the 
responses made by the suspect in the context of the immediate. physical setting of the 
interrogation. This judge indicated that he always views the videotape in its entirety in 
ruling on motions to suppress but that experience has taught him that a judge would rarely 
need to see the entire tape to make an intelligent ruling. The most important elements in 
judging tlie voluntarlness of the suspect's statement are the "surrounding facts," he said, 
not the content of the statement eventually given. For instance, as a Denver judge 
reported, when the defense seeks suppression of the video statement on the grounds the 
defendant was drunk during the confession, a video on which the suspect looks stone 
sober can be highly influential. (At the same time, there are possibilities of having persons 
appear more-or less-sober on videotape than they actually are.) 

A prosecutor in Orange County cited an instance in which the visual elements of the 
interrogation clarified a point that otherwise would very likely have produced the 
suppression of a confession if it had been documented only on audiotape. This was a case 
in which the California Supreme Court eventually afftrmed a death sentence rather than 
require a new trial based on the erroneous admission of a video confession. The videotape 
allowed the reviewing court to see that, in getting angry at one line of questioning by one 
of three detectives in the room, the suspect was not asserting an objection to continuing 
the interview but instead was simply expressing aggravation at one of the three d.etectives. 
The suspect's facial expression, gestures, and eye contact shown by the videotape 
produced convincing evidence that what would have sounded on audiotape alone like a 
change of heart about talking with police about an alleged murder was instead a 
temporary resistance to a particular line of questioning and to the way in which a question 
was propounded by one of the participating interrogators. 

In Washington, D.C. an experienced prosecutor related that written confessions used 
to be attacked by defense attorneys on the ground that their clients could not read or 
write. The defense attorney would call the defendant to the stand to read his purported 
confession and he could not do so. This problel71 has been eliminated with videotaped 
confessions because in most jurisdictions there is not a written statement to place in issue. 
Yet another prosecutor in Washington expressed a somewhat different perspective. He 
opined that the existence of a videotaped confession does not necessarily make it easier 
to introduce confessions in evidence than it was in the days of written statements. In fact, 
he asserted, admitting the video in evidence may sometimes take longer than admitting 
a written confession because the detective has to sit with the prosecutor a..'ld review the 
videotape in it entirety. This last view was clearly the exception among our respondents, 
however. Prosecutors in Denver and Fort Wayne reported that videotapes in their 
jurisdictions had never impaired the admission in evidence of a confession or lesser 
incriminating statement. Judges in Denver and New York: City concurred that the same 
pattern could be identified in their respective jurisdictions . 

_. 
Still, there were reasons expressed why prosecutors sometimes might make a tactical 

decision to not offer a videotaped confession in evidence. In San Diego, for instance, if 
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the prosecutor judged that a detective would not be effective on the witness stand in 
laying the basis for admission of the videotape, the prosecutor would probably forgo 
prof erring the tape in evidence.10 But this factor obviously could inhibit a prosecutor 
from seeking to introduce a written confession as well-and arguably would have a more 
pronounced effect with a written confession. 

A Kansas City defense attorney reported that he once prevailed (following the 
admission in evidence of a videotaped confession) in persuading the jury that the 
statement was made under duress-not because of the words contained on the tape but 
because the interrogator looked "mean" on the tape and in court as well. It certainly is 
plausible that such considerations might lead a prosecutor to decline to offer in evidence 
a videotaped statement taken by such a detective, unless the evidence was crucial to the 
State's case. A judge in Denver offered the suggestion that, "if a police interrogator had 
a rubber hose sitting on the intelView table, this could impede admission of an otherwise 
acceptable confession." Similarly, if the videotape showed a detective playing with his gun 
or slapping his palm with a set of brass knuckles-although none of our interviewees in 
any jurisdiction suggested anything so blatant as these examples having occurred 
recentlyll-the video proof of such intimidation could thwart use of the confession at 
trial. 

A far more subtle and realistic concern about judicial appraisals of the voluntariness 
of a confession was noted by a Denver jurist. It is possible, he argued, with the 
videotaping of recapitulations, that a suspect might look "beaten down" when the 
videotaping starts-not because the suspect has been physically beaten but because he or 
she has "the horrible feeling of resignation; 'I did it and I've been caught. '" Still, this 
problem was presented as a hypothetical problem and, to our intelViewer's knowledge, 
had never arisen in Denver, despite the police department's long and active history of . 
videotaping recap confessions. 

In Fort Wayne a prosecutor suggested that if police used an excessive number of 

10 Even though the tape of an entire stationhouse interrogation contains most of the infonnation 
a judge needs to rule on the statement's admissibility, it is still necessary for police to lay a basic 
foundation for the introduction of the tape in evidence. Indeed, some of the procedural manuals 
.prepared by departments to guide personnel in videotaping interrogations and making subsequent 
use of the recordings explicitly set forth instructions on the information that must be provided in 
order to lay a proper basis for inttoducing videotaped suspect statements in court. 

11 We do not, of course, take our interviewee's comments as conclusive evidence that police 
in various jurisdictions around the nation always faithfully avoid coercive tactics. Occasionally, in 
recent memory ,scandals concerning coerced confessions have surfaced. In New York City several 
years ago, much of the command hierarchy in the NYPD was ousted in response to evidence that 
some detectives used electric stun guns to coerce a confession. In Chicago, community watchdog 
groups marched on City Hall in November 1991 calling for the dismissal of personnel who were 
similarly alleged to have use electric shocks and other means of torture to elicit incriminating 
infonnation from suspects (in that instance, suspected cop killers-see Jackson 1991, Jackson and 
Blau 1991), 
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leading questions, with the suspect simply saying "yes" or nodding in agreement 
throughout the videotaped confession, this might impair the introduction of a confession 
in evidence. The prosecutor reported that this had never actually happened in Fort Wayne, 
however. 

The District Attorney's Office in Orange County was also helpful in explaining the 
kind of reasons that might lead a prosecutor to decline to offer a videotaped intelViewin 
evidence (some of which naturally apply to decisions about proferring written or 
audiotaped confessions as well): (1) a Miranda violation;12 (2) poor technical quality; 
(3) poor police interrogation techniques (e.g., police being too sympathetic or reinforcing 
possible defenses, such as the defendant's intoxication); (4) questionable authenticity of 
the tape (e.g., if an agency used a previously recorded tape and there was confusion about 
extraneous material on the tape or if there was any evidence of tape tampering); (5) if the 
tape contains too much exculpatory information in relation to the incriminating content; 
and (6) if the investigation of the rest of the case was so strong that a potentially 
problematic video simply was not needed to prove the State's case. The District Attorney 
hastened to add that some of these problems had never arisen in Orange County, but that 
they all seemed to seasoned. prosecutors to be the kind of reasons that, if they arose, 
would inhibit the offer of a video in evidence in support of the State's position. 

A defense attorney in Denver added that videotapes are sometimes kept out of 
evidence if they contain inadmissible information, such as reference to the suspect's prior 
record. In most jurisdictions, however, such a defect woulct normally be dealt with either 
by stopping the tape in court and skipping past the objectionable portion or by editing the 
videotape prior to bringing it to court. The Bronx DA's Office, St. Louis Police 
Department and Orange County DA's Office, for instance, each have sophisticated video 
editing facilities, and in Washington, D.C. the Metropolitan Police Department and federal 
prosecutor's office have access to the FBrs tape editing technicians. A judge in New 
York City noted that there have been some cases in which the prosecution IIredacted" 
(excised) certain portions of the videotape because the deleted material was inadmissible. 
Where editing is done professionally (without questionable cuts in the middle of 
sentences, etc.) and the process and need for it are explained professionally to all parties 
and to the court, few problems seem to have been encountered with false accusations that 
the editing operated to the prejudice of the defendant. Sometimes, however, the llpoor 
man's edit"-fast forwarding the video past inadmissible portions and trying to find 
exactly the right place to resume playback-can "annoy jurors,1I as a Kansas City defense 
attorney reported. 

A public defender in Kansas City argued that assertions of rights by suspects are 
often ignored by police interrogators in many jurisdictions, his own included, but 
suggested that it becomes impossible to document those violations with a videotape of 

12 Miranda violations can sometimes be used to keep portions of videotaped confessions out 
of evidence. For instance, an assistant U.S. Attorney in Washington. D.C. recalled a case in which 
part of a videotaped confession was suppressed because of the lack of a new set of Miranda 
warnings when a recording resumed following a break. 

• 
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only the recapItulation of the interview. Thus, he asserts, one would expect either more 
confessions kept out of evidence or an improvement in police compliance with due 
process rules if entire interrogations were videotaped. Indeed, a defense attorney in 
Orange County, where entire interrogations are routinely videotaped, noted that 
videotaping saves court time because questions about the administration of Miranda 
warnings and questions about coerced statements are drastically reduced. On the question 
of expediting the court docket, a Kansas City defense attorney offered the view that some 
judges may "secretly" dislike videotaping because of the extra time that is required to 
recess proceedings and set up video mOnitoring equipment in courtrooms. This 
interviewee thought that judges interviewed on this topic would not own up to such 
misgivings and would generally offer praise for the process of videotaping confessions or 
interrogations. A judge in San Diego, however, readily reported that it is not true that 
videotaping interrogations cuts down on the work of judges. He indicated that defense 
attorneys always make suppression motions regardless of the method used to document 
the suspect interview. He did say that, as a judge, he likes videotaping because it assists 
the jury in figuring out what happened and, "after all, trials are supposed to be searches 
for the truth." 

5. Impact on Prosecution Preparation of Cases 
and Preparation for Plea Negotiation 

In our site visits, we asked prosecutors whether they have found an improvement in 
their ability to assess the strength of the State's case and, if necessary, prepare for trial 
as a result of videotaping. The conclusion was virtually unanimous that videotaping 
typically is helpful. In Denver and Fort Wayne, for instance, prosecutors were very 
positive about this "process" impact of videotaping. In Fort Wayne an interviewee said: 

"Videotaping is great for trial preparation. You can see how good the suspect 
will be if he testifies by looking at the videotape. This also helps a great deal 
with videos of witnesses-you can see how strong they will be on the stand. A 
suspect on TV confessing is inherently believable; people tend to believe what 
they see on TV. As a result, the existence of a videotaped confession helps 
strengthen the prosecutor's hand and helps him prepare for trial." 

Similarly, in Orange County, the DA's Office reported: "You learn a lot from the 
videotape: how sophisticated the defendant is, how he answers questions; how YOll might 
cross-examine. Videotape is an important aid in trial preparation." 

In Houston, the prosecutor's office does not see the Police Department's videotapes 
very often because the Department tapes mostly robbery confessions, which typically 
result in guilty pleas, and the prosecutor does not generally feel a need to view the 
videotape in negotiating robbery guilty pleas. Occasionally videos have been made of 
homicide confessions in Houston, however, and a prosecutor in that locale recalled a few 
cases in which his trial preparation was facilitated by watching the video. In one case, for 
instance, the defendant had lost 90 pounds between the time of the crime and the trial and 
appeared to be "a skinny old man in court," whereas on the videotape "he looked macho 
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and capable of killing. II This example demonstrates how videotape can be used to 
demonstrate a suspect's physical stature as well as his physical condition (tired, bruised, 
intoxicated) or emotional state at the time of the interrogation. 

In Kansas City, prosecutors said that "videotape has been a significant, powerful 
weapon in the prosecution of cases-much improved over the pre-videotape methods. II 
They added that videotapes of key witnesses and of lineups can be very powerful 
prosecution tools as well. Similarly, the Bronx County DA's Office gave video 
confessions high marks as materia!. valuable for both trial preparation and the negotiation 
of guilty pleas. Asked how often the recorded videotapes have played a significant role 
in plea negotiations, a Bronx County DA's office interviewee with nearly two decades of 
experience in that office responded: "regularly." 

Prosecutorial reviews of videotaped confessions as a tool in securing convictions (a 
point we will explore in the next principal section of this chapter) do not suggest that 
videos always produce favorable results for the State, but this is a different point from the 
question of facilitating prosecutor preparation for either trials or plea negotiation. Even 
if lithe news is going to be bad" from the prosecutors' perspective, at least he or she gets 
some advance warning of what is in store. 

Still, it could be argued that in some instances, the videotape documents aspects of 
case evidence problematic to the State that simply would have gone undocumented with 
other techniques for memorializing the content of interrogations or confessions. For 
instance, in W'ashington, D.C., officials reported that when there are weaknesses in a 
video suspect statement (e.g., detectives don't ask sensible questions or fail to cover all 
the bases in eliciting the statement), it can complicate the prosecutor's job because the 
jury now has highlighted for it on the video the strengths and the flaws of the 
Government's case. Now. the prosecutor has the burden of defending the videotape in 
court. Still, this same prosecutorial interviewee admitted that videotaped confessions, both 
as material for trial preparation and as prosecution tools during trials, are "uniquely 
powerful evidence. II Videotapes help prosecutors prepare, she reported, because 

"you know what the defendant's style will be. It's easier to see the person's 
mind at work visually. The detective asks a zinger of a question, and you see 
the response. Watching the defendant not react when he gets caught in a lie is 
very informative to the prosecutor in planning for trial. You would cross
examine such an individual differently. You might spring more traps on such a 
defendant, letting the jury see his lack of reaction.,,13 

Even if videotapes prove to contain information that complicates the prosecutor's 
work, however, the question then becomes whether the partisan interests of prosecutors 

13 This same interviewee expressed the strong opinion that having more witness statements 
videotaped by police during their case investigations would not help the prosecution "because in 
so many cases the witness' frrst contact with the police involves complete fabrications." As noted 
elsewhere, however, other prosecutors express great approval of videotaped witness statements. 
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in securing high conviction rates ought to outweigh their own professional obligations and 
the societal interests in establishing the truth in specific cases. As a San Diego prosecutor 
said: . 

"Videotape helps show the truth, which is what our office wants, even if it 
means charging the defendant with a lesser crime than might be charged in the 
absence of the videotape (for example, manslaughter rather than murder." 

Among the elements that many prosecutors cited in explaining why videotaped 
confessions or interrogations help them better prepare for trial or for plea negotiations are: 
(1) the suspect's and police officers' physical condition during the interview; (2) both 
parties' demeanor; (3) their attire; (4) their intonation; (5) their body language (e.g., if 
suspect nods "yes" or "no" in response to the interrogator's question that response can 
stand on its own without the interrogator having to demand a verbalization of the 
response); and (6) the circumstances on the night of the arrest. All of these elements, our 
interviewees noted, are normally impossible to capture from a written interview summary 
or transcript and most are lost in audiotapes as well. In jurisdictions where the police or 
prosecutorial interrogator's face is not visible on the videotape either because his or her 
back is to the camera or because the picture frame excludes all participants except the 
suspect, then the video of course will not be particularly informative about the demeanor 
or physical condition of anyone besides the suspect. Some prosecutors find this 
problematic and others do not. In Fort Wayne, the prosecutors place great emphasis on 
the impo~ce of seeing the demeanor and attitude of both the suspect and the police, 
which is why both are visible on the videotape (see the videotaping room floor plan in 
the previous chapter). 

A prosecutor in Orange County offered the view that his trial preparation and 
decisions about plea bargaining options are facilitated by videotapes because, among other 
reasons, videos help him distinguish genuine remorse from feigned remorse on the part 
of the suspect. Similarly, a San Diego assistant District Attorney observed that videotape 
shows the visual elements that give intonation meaning (for instance, a smile or frown can 
significantly alter the accurate interpretation of the identical words and tone). 

While most of the prosecutors we interviewed expressed the view that videotaping 
assists them in negotiating acceptable pleas, a San Diego prosecutor said that videotaped 
interrogations can cut both ways in terms of plea bargaining. Sometimes the video raises 
hopes on the defense side that they may be able to assert a defense (such as insanity or 
intoxication) that, but for the video record, might be harder to assert. One prosecutor in 
San Diego, who said he generally finds videotaped statements quite useful both for plea 
negotiations and for trial preparation, suggested that it would be even more helpful to 
have dashboard-mounted video cameras in police cars. Videotapes recorded under these 
circumstances could help make understandable for juries "curbside identifications," in 
which the victim spontaneously points to someone and says, "that's the guy who stole my 
purse" or committed some other offense. By presenting evidence which would clarify for 
juries the plausible way in which such identifications are made, some prosecutors believe 
that videotapes, would produce greater incentives for defense attorneys and their clients 
to settle cases by plea than by going to trial. 
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6. Impact on Defense Preparation of Cases, Preparation 
for Plea Negotiation, and "Client Control" 
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It is not only prosecutors who find videotapes useful for trial preparation and for plea ! 

bargaining, although the attitudes toward this documentation method on the defense side 
are considerably more mixed than the reasonably strong enthusiasm expressed by 
prosecutors. To a certain extent, we found in our site visit interviews that defense attorney 
attitudes toward videotaped confessions or full interrogations differ somewhat based on 
whether the defense attorney is a public defender fighting daunting caseloads or a private 
attorney feeling somewhat less pressure to move cases rapidly along.14 

The reasons why some defense attorneys reported finding videotaped suspect 
statements or interviews useful in trial preparation are similar on some dimensions to the 
benefits cited by prosecutors. The tapes clarify the suspect's and officer's physical 
condition, demeanor, attire (e.g., torn clothing-which could corroborate a defendant's 
claim that he got into a fight with the homicide victim and did not premeditatedly kill 
him), intonation, and the circumstances surrounding the interrogation (number of 
interrogators present, hour of day, fatigue, hunger, frustration, etc.). 

A public defender in Denver noted additionally that seeing the clock in the picture 
frame throughout the video helps her pin down when things are being said in relation to 
other statements and questions. The sequence of comments in the context of an overall 
interrogation can sometimes provide important insight into their meaning. She has also 
found it useful to watch the suspect's eyes during interrogation for evidence of drug 
effects, and has occasionally engaged psychologists or psychiatrists to testify as experts 
at trial about the possible influence of drugs on the testimony of the suspect shown in the 
videotape. 

A private defense arcorney In Oenver recounted a homicide case in which he 
addressed the problem of proving his client's drunkenness on the videotape by taking the 
client to a lab, having the doctor medically in.toxicate the individual to the point of legal 
drunkenness, and then showing that in both the lab test (recorded on videotape) and in the 
police videotape of the man'~ confession there were similar idiosyncratic behaviors. Thus, 
this individual, who was able to hold his liquor quite well, manifested in both of the 
videotapes the same subtle peCuliarities of speech pattern, which the individual did not 
manifest when he tested sober. Thus, even though the defendant did not appear, using 
conventional manifestations of intoxication, to be drunk on the police videotape, 
laboratory tests created grave doubt about the defendant's sobriety at the time of the 
videotaped confession. 

14 Many of the public defenders whom we interviewed seemed, because of the pressure to 
attend to many clients, to welcome tools which would help them expedite their cases. Videotaped 
confessions shortened the initial communications with their clients in which, often, the clients lie 
to their attorneys about what they did and what they said during the police stationhouse 
interrogation. 

4 
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The videotapes also can help the defense, our public defender interviewee in Denver 
reported, by capturing the silence-the pauses-in the interview, whose timing can 
provide meaning to the interview that would be lost in a written documentation of what 
transpired. A private defense attorney in Denver recalled a case in which his client was 
told that if he cooperated with police he would not be charged and that a co-defendant 
would be charged instead. The lawyer was able successfully to use the defendant's 
eagerness in confessing on the videotape as corroboration of the allegations of improper 
promises made. 

A public defender in Kansas City also expressed the view that the videotaped . 
confession helps the defense lawyer "check out the defendant's physical condition and 
demeanor. It shows if people are clearly psychotic or drunk, and it efficiently gets 
accurate infonnation to the defense attorney." An assistant District Attorney in Orange 
County indicated that in some cases the videotape has shown the defendant to be insane. 
In Tulsa, a defense lawyer indicated that the video can be very powerful in helping to 
defend a mentally retarded suspect who says "yes" to an incriminating question by police 
only after arduous efforts with leading questions. 

Even if the defendant is mentally competent, as a public defender pointed out in San 
Diego, the defense attorney can learn a lot about whether it would be tactically useful to 
place his or her client on the witness stand from watching how the defendant behaves and 
speaks on the videotape. A video may make it obvious that the defense interests would 
not be served by having the defendant testify, and it may alert the defense attorney to the 
need to attempt to explain apparent hardness on the part of the defendant For instance, 
as a Tulsa defense lawyer observed, "It is often true that a defendant will come off matter
of-fact about brutal crimes, and it's hard-but necessary-to try to explain why a person 
is grinning while telling you he just killed two people." 

Sometimes, as noted earlier, after a long, nonstop investigation, followed directly by 
the stationhouse interrogation, the investigating officers can look so disheveled and tired 
that their own state of mind or sobriety might be called into question, even though 
exhaustion is being misread as intoxication. Our public defender interviewee in Kansas 
City reported such an instance in which he attempted to persuade the jury in a murder 
case that the police conducting the interrogation were drunk. He failed to do so, but 
defense attorneys often feel they have little to work with, and anything they can use to 
plant the seeds of doubt injurors t minds is seized upon as a defense asset. 

In New York City, a defense lawyer used a videotaped murder confession to argue 
a "battered woman's syndrome" defense. The female defendant had killed her husband 
after years of abuse, and her crying, screaming, and other behaviors on the video that her 
lawyer characterized as manifestations of battered woman's syndrome provided useful 
evidence for the defense. A defense attorney in Orange County reported that videotapes 
have proved helpful in preparing a defense when they show the police purposely avoiding 
an exculpatory line of discussion that the suspect tried to bring up or pursue. 

In extreme cases, the videotape might help the defense plant especially fertile seeds 
of doubt. A New Y Clrk City defense attorney recalled a case some years ago in which an 
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audiotape rather than videotape had been made of the confession, and in which there were 
clearly audible recurring clicks on the tape. On investigation, the defense attorney learned 
that these were the clicks of the police officer's gun hammer falling repeatedly on the 
officer's (empty) gun in between each question. In Orange County, in a far less rare and 
less blatant example of the potential utility of videotapes to defense attomeys, a public 
defender indicated that it is much easier With a videotape than an audiotape to place the 
police officer's demeanor on trial. A private defense attorney in the same jurisdiction 
added the view that video allows the defense to see whether the interrogating officers are 
using any physical intimidation (e.g., suspect chained to the wall of the interrogation 
room). It is interesting to note that the notion expressed by the Orange County public 
defender that video facilitates raising the "transaction costs" for the police by criticizing 
their demeanor was not cited by either police or prosecutors as a drawback to videotaping. 
We infer from our site visits that the demeanor of the interrogators on videotape is 
such-to the extent that they are visible on camera, which varies from jurisdiction to 
jurisdiction-that they rarely give the defense any negative behaviors to seize upon. 

A public defender in Washington, D.C. cited a case several years ago in which a 
videotaped statement was helpful to the defense because the defendant had delirium 
tremens during the interrogation. While such physical conditions may be reasonably easy 
to detect, other more subtle conditions may be detectable in some jurisdictions and not 
in others depending on how much of a close-up view the camera provides. For instance, 
a suspect's tears may be invisible if the camera shot is not very tight, potentially 
prejudicing the defense's opportunity to introduce remorse as an element pertaining to 
culpability or sentencing. Other aspects of the videotaping procedures may also impact 
on the extent to which a suspect's remorse is masked. One of these procedures-the 
decision whether to videotape entire interrogations or merely recaps of their 
highlights-may substantially affect the depiction of remorsefulness. We will discuss this 
issue in a separate section later in this chapter. 

Still another circumstance in which several of our defense attorney interviewees 
either have found videotapes helpful in preparing for trial or for plea negotiations-or 
projected that they would find them useful if the situation arose-is in connection with 
the interrogation of non-English speaking suspects by police using interpreters. The 
videotape captures the precise translation, facial expressions and gestures used in the three 
points of each exchange-the police question or comment, interpreter's translation, and 
suspect's statement. Thus, the defense can hire an independent translator to scrutinize the 
video for erroneous translations that might have prejudiced the defendant. An experienced 
homicide defense lawyer in Denver said that although she had never had such a case, she 
could readily see the benefits, since a video might sow confusion on the suspect's face 
or an expression or gesture that suggests he means the opposite of whatever answer the 
translator ascribed to the him.1S 

15 In a different context, Americans have become accustomed, in watching the videotapes of 
Americans held hostage in the Middle East, to the way in which individuals making false self
incriminating statements can use body language, facial expressions, obscene gestures or other hand 
signals, inflection and other techniques, either voluntarily or instinctively, to display the inSincerity 
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A police executive in Denver indicated that he is aware of a number of interrogations 
of Spanish-speaking suspects in which a Spanish speaking detective was used. Even 
though such interrogations eliminate the gO-between interpreter, there is still the issue of 
the accuracy of the translation eventually made for use by the lawyers on both sides and 
the court. A defense attorney in Kansas City told of a murder case he had in which a 
Spanish-speaking State's witness had his statement videotaped, and the defense was able 
to soften the impact of the testimony by hiring its own interpreter to critique the 
translation provided on the videotape. 

In New York City, the Bronx District Attorney's Office pointed out that videotaping 
interrogations involving interpreters has not only proven useful to the defense on occasion 
but is often helpful to the prosecution. Prior to videotaping, if the prosecution in the 
Bronx sought to introduce in evidence a written, English language confession articulated 
by an interpreter based on a foreign-speaking suspect's interrogation, and if the interpreter 
was not available when needed in court, it was "virtually impossible" to establish the 
admissibility of the English language confession. Defense attorneys in San Diego reported 
that, in fact, some of the interpreters who have been used in police interrogations have 
been accused by Spanish-speaking attorneys of providing inaccurate interpretations of 
interrogations. 

A defense attorney in Orange County noted one of the more subtle reasons why it 
can help the defense to capture on videotape an interrogation of a suspect who has only 
marginal fluency in English but nevertheless is interviewed in English. Many persons 
having only minimal skills in the language they are attempting to speak, the attorney 
argued, develop the habit of saying "yes" when they are not certain of the meaning of a 
question they are asked. With such people, a video could make a substantial difference 
in clarifying their true meaning or at least suggesting that their affinnative responses are 
the product of confusion. 

Even with persons whore mother tongue is English, noted a Tulsa defense lawyer, 
if they have heavy accents; a videotape record of the interrogation can make it much 
easier than an audiotape record to understand what is being said. A Washington, D.C. 
defense lawyer noted that a verbatim audio-video record of the precise words used by 
police and suspects (either in stationhouse interrogations or in undercover operations in 
which the defense might claim entrapment) can prove very useful to the defense. She has 
hired a linguistics expert from time to time for murder trials to comment on the language 
used in a videotaped conversation between police and the suspect to attempt to establish 
that her client's words, in the context of the questions asked, do not carry the meaning 
ascribed to them by the prosecution. 

of the words they are mouthing. Such clues to coercion could appear either in interrogations 
involving translations or in situations in which police have, during pre-tape interrogation, planted 
ideas in suspect's minds and employed unprofessional tactics to induce false confessions. 'The 
science of reading body language (eye contact and movement, nervous gestures or ticks, etc.) as 
a window into an interviewee's truthfulness is of course a pan of basic training for police 
interrogators. 
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It is important to note that the ways cited above in which videotapes can help and 
have helped defense attorneys prepare for trial occur with wide variability. Most defense 
attorneys agree that, if their clients are going to confess (all attorneys would of course 
rather their clients simply refrained from talking with police), they prefer that they confess 
on video because at least that gives the defense infonnation to work with in tenns of 
demeanor, intonation and the other elements noted above. Still, some defense lawyers 
would rather have written confessions, purely as a defense tactic, because they are easier 
to attack as the product of coercion or fabrication. Some of our defense attorney 
interviewees who made this point about tactics distinguished their attitude toward 
videotaping interrogations or confessions based on their role as defense attorneys and as 
citizens. Said one: liAs a defense lawyer, I hate videotaping. As a citizen, needing the 
protection of the police against criminals, I love it." 

Several defense attorneys-especially public defenders struggling to process large 
case loads-indicated that, although videotaped confessions may not help them win their 
clients' freedom, the tapes do assist them in establishing the tlclient control" needed to cut 
through their clients' false assertions about what transpired in the police interview room. 
For instance, in Kansas City a public defender reported that one of his clients claimed he 
was drunk and therefore could not remember what he had told the police during 
interrogation. Yet the videotape revealed the suspect to be sober and his incriminating 
statements to be voluntary and unambiguous. This greatly facilitated a more honest and 
expeditious exchange between attorney and client. In Fort Wayne, a defense lawyer 
recounted a case in which the defendant told his attorney that he was wearing a red 
windbreaker during the interrogation (a point relevant to identification). Yet the videotape 
clearly showed the windbreaker to be a bright pink. When shown the video, this attorney's 
client desisted in this counterproductive assertion. 

A Kansas City defense attorney reported that judicious use of the videotape will tlget 
the defendant to stop protesting innocence to the defense attorney if in fact he is guilty." 
Another defense attorney in the same locale indicated that the existence of a videotape 
documentation of his client's confession has definitely helped him decide whether to go 
to trial or seek a negotiated plea of guilty. As a defense lawyer in New York City put it: 
til don't want to try guilty defendants. I only want to go to trial with people who claim 
they are innocent." A prosecutor in San Diego offered the observation that, as between 
criminal defendants and their attorneys, the defendants will typically dislike videotaping 
more than their lawyers will.16 

In many other instances. defense attorneys have played the videos for their clients 
to expedite the process of getting the defendants to come to grips with the reality of their 

16 It was universally true among our defense attorney interviewees that they reponed rmding 
it much easier to represent a defendant they believe is guilty than one they believe to be innocent. 
As a Tulsa defense attorney specializing in murder cases explained: "It's very difficult to represent 
a person you know is innocent. You have his life in your hands, and you lie awake nights 
worrying. When a videotape establishes the defendant's guilt; the work of the defense attorney is 
less stressful." 
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circumstances and to participate in plea negotiations designed to secure sentences less 
stringent than those they might receive following a full trial. As a defense attorney in 
Denver explained, the videos can be useful not only in getting the defendant to own up 
to what he did, but in helping the defendant's family accept the fact that he or she really 
has done something wrong. A Tulsa defense attorney said that videotaping fosters client 
control and control over influential relatives and friends because it can convince them that 
the defendant has small chance of success if the defense demands a trial. 

Moreover, for defendants who are attempting to be honest with their attorneys, the 
videos can help jog memory about details of the interrogation that may be useful to the 
defense (either in negotiating pleas or in preparing for trial). Attorneys in Fort Wayne 
have used videos with their clients not only to attain appropriate cooperation from them 
but to support arguments that the defendant's cooperativeness on the video is evidence of 
a capacity to be rehabilitated as a responsible member of the community. An Orange 
County defense lawyer said that a videotape suggesting a basis for raising an insanity 
defense can sometimes be helpful in persuading the prosecution to agree to what the 
defense considers a favorable guilty plea. 

Some jurisdictions, such as Washington, D.C., at least in recent years, have rarely 
had plea bargaining in murder cases (the type of cases in which videotapes are most 
frequently made of suspect confessions or interrogations). Thus, one would not expect any 

. IIproceSS effectsll of a videotaping program to show up in the form of assisting defense 
attorneys with the IIclient controlll needed for plea negotiations. As a Washington, D.C . 
defense attorney observed-in a comment equally applicable to some other defense 
lawyers' difficulties in using videotapes in other jurisdictions to facilitate client 
cooperation with plea bargaining-it is often difficult logistically to show the videotaped 
confession to incarcerated defendants. Frequently, the first time defendants held in pre
trial detention in certain jurisdictions get to see their videotaped confession is in the 
courtroom (typically at the preliminary hearing). Arrangements can be made to show the 
videotape to the defendant in the prosecutor's office, but in some locales this is a 
burdensome procedure. 

7. Impact on the Timing of Guilty Pleas 

We will discuss later in this chapter the perceived impacts of videotaping on the 
number of guilty pleas entered and the severity of the sentences negotiated. Hen~, 
however, we note briefly the perceptions of practitioners concerning whether videotaping 
programs have effected any change in the timing of guilty pleas. InteIViewees reported 
different results across our site visit jurisdictions. In Denver, Bronx County. and Kansas 
City, defense attorneys speculated (no relevant statistics had been compiled) that there is 
a slight decrease in the time after arrest when glI1ilty pleas are entered. The estimated 
effect in Kansas City on homicide rases was a reduction in the time between arrest and 
guilty plea from a period of six to eight months for defendants whose confessions were 
documented by some means other than videotape to a period of two to four months for 
defendants who confessed on video. The public defender's office in Kansas City suggeL\!erl 
that there were cost savings for that office associated with the entry of earlier guilty ple'3s . 
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But in Fort Wayne one defense attorneys sal ,le impact on the timing of pleas was 
minimal. Yet, in the same jurisdiction another defense attorney and a judge (who fonnerly 
worked as a defense lawyer) suggested that earlier pleas had resulted, at least in serious 
cases and where the defendant is represented by a public defender. No effect on the 
timing of pleas would be anticipated in jurisdictions, such as Orange County, Washington, 
D.C., and Houston, where prosecutors have a policy of taking almost all homicide cases 
to trial. In Orange County, a public defender reported that, in the rare plea agreement in 
a homicide case, the plea typically comes at the last minute, regardless of the existence 
of a videotaped interrogation. But the prosecutor's no-plea-bargaining policy in Orange 
County does not extend to sex cases, where a public defender suggested that the adoption 
of video documentation did have an effect in speeding up the entry of guilty pleas. 

8. Impact on Judges' Processing of Cases and Judges' and Jurors' 
Consideration of Evidence and Arguments 

For the most part, judges we interviewed cited the same kinds of beneficial attributes 
of videotaping as were cited by police, prosecutors and defense attorneys. We will not 
reiterate those attributes in any detail here. But a few additional obseIVations are worth 
including at this juncture. A judge in Houston expressed the views of many of his 
colleagues around the country when he obseIVed that videotaping has helped the 
judiciary's efforts to see that justice is done in cases brought before them. "It makes 
police work more credible," he explained. He acknowledged, however, that 

tithe police dOI'l't always like videotaping because they believe it cramps their 
style. They believe juries are not in tune with the reality of how the police must 
act to get confessions, and they worry that juries won't understand the need for 
trickery, cajoling, and the like." 

Yet, there is evidence from every jurisdiction we visited that judges and juries alike do 
indeed understand and accept as legitimate a variety of lawful tactics regularly employed 
by detectives around the nation. 

Most judges in most jurisdictions indicated that, as one put it, "juries really like 
videotapes. This fonn of evidence holds the jurors' interest." A defense attorney in Fort 
Wayne concurred: "The jury will be on the edge of their seats when the prosecutor says, 
'Ladies and Gentlemen, we have a movie of the defendant telling what he did on the 
night in question.' This generates great jury interest." 

Judges reacted as well to the fiscal implications of videotaping coJlfessions or 
interrogations. In Denver, trials involving videotaped confessions were said to be shorter 
by hours or even sometimes by days than would be the case with a different method of 
documenting the defendant's statement. A judge in Fort Wayne said that he likes 
videotaping and would favor the taping of entire stationhouse inteIViews ratller than only 
recaps, despite the fact that he would "hate the idea of lengthening trials from one day to 
two days because of having to admit a four-hour interrogation videotape in evidence." 
(Most felony cases in Fort Wayne reportedly are tried in one or two days at present.) A 
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judge in New York City indicated that videotaping confessions has not prevented court 
time from being taken discussing the pre-tape statement given to police by the defendant. 
The prosecutors bring the issue up for fear the defense attorney will make an issue out 
of the voluntariness of the video statement taken by the prosecutors. But by increasing the 
plea rate (a point to which we will tum later in this chapter), judges report that 
videotaping does save some court costs. 

In sum, our judicial interviewees expressed the view that judicial detenninations to 
admit confessions in evidence and to convict or acquit are more credible to the public and 
to the rest of the criminal justice system when the suspect's police interview or at least 
its highlights are captured on videotape. Thus, videotaping lends greater legitimacy to the 
justice system-a commodity sometimes in short supply. 

9. Attitudes Toward Videotaping of Entire Stationhouse 
Interrogations Versus Recapitulations 

In Chapter 4 we discussed the frequency with which departments videotape entire 
interviews as opposed to what we have called recapitulations17 of those interviews. Here, 
we explore the reactions we heard from criminal justice practitioners to the issues 
presented by an agency's deCision to videotape either entire interrogations or recaps. 

lust as we learned from our national survey and from discussions with criminal 
justice practitioners around the nation during the course of our study that practitioners 
hold strongly divergent views on the merits of videotaping versus other documentation 
methods, we discovered in our site visits that equally ardent and opposite views are held 
about how much of the stationhouse interrogation to videotape. As a general proposiOol). 
police in each jurisdiction we visited were highly enamored of their own procedure, and 
had difficulty imagining why their counterparts elsewhere preferred taping either more or 
less of their interviews. But loyalty to local police videotaping practices was not so 
unifonnly expressed among local prosecutors or judges;· and defense attorneys in almost 
every jurisdiction reported that, if they have to live with a videotaping program, they 
would strongly prefer the videotaping of entire interviews over the taping of recaps. 

A defense attorney in Fort Wayne explained his opposition to taping recaps: "The 
police should videotape from the start of the stationhouse interrogation, so you don't just 
have leading questions with 'yes' or 'no' answers, which is the typical videotape I see." 
A judge (and fonner defense attorney) in the same jurisdiction added: "Defendants often 
say, 'The tape was what the police told me to say!" A defense attorney in New York: 
City put his assertion bluntly: "The videotapes show suspects who have been Pavlov
dogged into a reaction during rehearsals." 

17 In the intemationailiterature, more partisan terminology is often used, such as "rehearsals" 
and "dry-runs" to characterize the pre-tape conversation and "rehashes" to designate the taped 
portion. 
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Among our site visits, there were a couple of defense attorneys who did not express 
strong opposition to the taping of recaps, as with one public defender in Washington, D.C. 
who asserted: "I oppose taping entire intelViews because that removes the defense 
attorney's ability to argue coercion prior to the taping. II A colleague in the same office 
disagreed, arguing that it was more important to prevent the coercion than to preserve the 
capacity to capitalize on it in court. 

Detectives who videotape entire stationhouse intelViews (a~, in San Diego, Orange 
County, and Huntington Beach) are perplexed at why detectives elsewhere would be 
willing to take the risk of losing potentially valuable infoimation that a suspect says 
spontaneously and might not be willing to repeat subsequently on videotape after an 
opportunity to reflect en its potentially incriminating importance. A prosecutor in 
Wasl1Jngton, D.C. concurred: 

"There is a risk in videotaping oI)ly recaps: In a number of cases the suspect has 
given an oral statement, but then refused to have it written down and sign it 
There's the risk that taping only the confession. which requires the re
administration of Miranda rights. will produce an objection by the suspect to 
videotaping the confession. The confession would have been captured if the tape 
had been running from the start. II 

Nor do detectives who tape whole interviews accept the notion that lawful. 
professionally accepted. aggressive or deceitful interrogation tactics will prove alanning 
to judges or jurors when captured on videotape. Yet. detectives and prosecutors 
accustomed to videotapes of recaps only cannot fathom how their counterparts elsewhere 
can elicit clearly inCriminating statements from suspects when their taped discussions 
include myriad tangents and a host of exculpatory claims. Nor can recap-tapers understand 
how their own organizations and the criminal justice systems in which they operate could 
absorb the costs of videotaping entire intelViews (often running several hours in 
length).18 

Our site interviews illustrate the perspectives practitioners hold on the question of 
how much of an interview to videotape and the kind of process and outcome 
consequences that might attach to that decision. In Denver, where nonnally the police 
videotape only recapitulations (although sometimes they videotape "cold turkey." as one 
detective put it). the police explained why they would be uncomfortable videotaping from 
the beginning of the interview: "I'm concerned," said one detective. 

"that the DA or jury would be uncomfortable with some of the mind games I 

18 Several times during the course of our site visits and since then we have reflected on how 
valuable an exercise it might be, as a follow-up to this study, to sponsor a national information
she,ring conference for homicide investigators and prosecutors in which they described in their own 
words what videotaping procedures they use, why they fmd them desirable, and had a chance to 
dirJogue with equally professional colleagues who employ and embrace substantially different 
approaches. 
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play with suspects-appealing to the suspect's conscience, religiosity, etc. Some 
people feel that it's inappropriate to appeal to a suspect's conscience in getting 
him to confess. I don't." 

The desire for control over the interrogation's content and predictability are elements 
noted by several police or prosecutors to explain their discomfort with taping from the 
outset of the interrogation. In Fort Wayne, a police official said: 

"The idea of videotaping from the beginning of the intelView is not appealing 
because I don't know what the suspect will say. He may not want to confess, 
and the Department basically documents only incriminating infonnation." 

There is also the concern that a suspect will be inhibited to begin talking with a videotape 
rolling. A Fort Wayne detective expressed this concern, although others in our site visits 
thought it equally plausible that the suspect would feel more comfortable talking with 
police since he or she could be assured that everything he or she wished to say would be 
captured and be shown in court without the police or prosecutors picking only the parts 
most favorable to them. A prosecutor in Fort Wayne offered still another reason for 
preferring recaps: "Often the interview doesn't start out very polite. Videotaping from the 
beginning would inhibit the police and possibly the suspect." "I think videotaping the 
entire intelView would scare the suspects to death, that they would refuse to talk," 
concurred a police manager from Kansas City . 

In Kansas City, another senior administrator expressed the view that expediency is 
the prime reason that agency videotapes recaps: "The entire interrogation can run a long 
time (two to five hours). The cost of taping all that would be substantial." Another police 
administrator in Kansas City said he had additional concerns about taping from the outset: 
"You won't get the truth the first time around, and the defense attorneys will make use 
of the exculpatory statements. I can't believe there are actually departments that videotape 
from the start." A defense attorney in Kansas City expressed the same skepticism: "I do 
not believe that the police anywhere really videotape tlle entire interrogation. I think they 
prime the suspect prior to taping." Another Kansas City investigative specialist asked, 
"Where a department tapes from the beginning, what do you do if the interrogator makes 
an error? Do you deny that the videotape exists? Once the Kansas City Police 
Department makes a videotape, it's a pennanent record." 

Prosecutors in Kansas City agreed that videotaping entire interviews would be 
undesirable. A public defender in the same city reported that he would prefer to see the 
police videotape the whole interrogation, but said he understands that expense would be 
a major factor, as would police concern about disclosing tactics and techniques. One of 
the tactics he predicted police would be loath to disclose is the proper administration of 
Miranda rights at the outset of the interrogation, followed by a refusal later in the 
interrogation to acknowledge the suspect's change of heart and assertion of his right to 
remain silent or have ~ attorney provided. "You can't capture that problem on a 
rehearsed confession t&pe," this intelViewee noted. Said a private defense attorney in 
Kansas City, "from a tactical point of view, I would rather see either entire interrogations 
videotaped or no videotaping at all." A defense lawyer from Tulsa said often he is more 
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concerned about the content than the completeness of the taped interview. illustrating, he 
commented: "If I knew my client would be remorseful, I'd want a videotaped 
interrogation." 

Even where no question is raised about the legality of the interrogation tactics used, 
concerns could arise about disclosing police techniques to defense lawyers who might 
school their "regular" clients, such as drug dealers or organized crime figures. A 
prosecutor in the nation's capital found plausible the concern that defense attorneys might 
"school such clients on how to defeat interrogations by showing them videotapes from a 
collection of interrogation tapes they could amass through discovery in their various 
cases." Clearly, the more complete the interrogation contained on the tape, the more 
potential instructiveness it would have for teaching "defensive tactics" to criminal 
interviewees. 

One of the concerns that surfaced in several jurisdictions is the effect that videotaping 
entire interrogations versus recaps has on accurately depicting the remorsefulness or 
callousness of the suspect at the time of the interrogation. A number of defense 
representatives, some judges, and an occasional prosecutor thought it plausible that the 
videotaping of recaps would artificially conceal a suspect's genuine remorse. They 
reasoned that by the time the tape recording commences, the suspect has been asked to 
repeat his or her story incessantly, to the point where the story comes out without the 
emotional content it had in the first or early iterations. A Bronx District Attorney allowed 
that some suspects may look less remorseful than they truly feel on homicide confession 
videotapes for this reason. In Fort Wayne, a defense attorney told us: 

ItThe police will nonnally wait until the defendant calms down to run the 
videotape. They will not videotape while the suspect is distraught. Even if this 
is done out of compassion, the effect often is that the defendant appears 
excessively callous on the videotape because he is relatively cool and 
unemotional while telling of committing a horrendous crime." 

In Kansas City, a defense attorney reported his dislike for recaps because "the defendant's 
demeanor is misleading: he looks artificially cold because he is no longer crying by the 
time they run the videotape." Said a Denver defense lawyer: "Videotaping a recap can be 
misleading because it makes the suspect. look colder than he is because he has told the 
story several times when it is finally taped." Even though he argued that lithe police in 
Denver get the statement the way they want it, and then tape it," this defense lawyer 
offered: "But no enonnous injustices are done." 

A judge presiding in Bronx County found little basis in fact for concerns about 
concealed contrition. He opined that, in his 12 years on the bench, having sentenced about 
150 major felony offenders, he "can never remember a single defendant showing 
remorse." Still, even this jurist allowed the possibility that some defendants might look 
artificially callous on recap tapes because of the repetition of their confessions. A 
prosecutor in Tulsa said he doubted that a suspect's telling of his tale of predation would 
get increasingly callous with each reiteration, a point with which a Fort Wayne prosecutor 
concurred. The Tulsa prosecutor did allow, however, that he could think of at least one 
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case in which a defendant's "matter-of-fact, nonemotional, unremorseful demeanor in 
telling about a brutal murder got him the death penalty instead of life imprisonment." 

A defense attorney in the same jurisdiction replied that "the matter-of-factness usually 
comes after retellings; the tone and manner change." Another defense lawyer in Tulsa 
suggested that "a defendant who cries during the interrogation may help himself." He also 
suggested that, among the detectives he knew, some could be less effective in questioning 
suspects if they turned the videotape on at the outset of the interrogation. "Good 
detectives can pull it off," he argued, "but not all are that skilled." The kind of re:''P0nses 
this attorney has received when he has asked Tulsa detectives why they don't routinely 
videotape from the inception of the stationhouse interrogation include: "The equipment 
wasn't available," " the suspect hadn't signed the waiver yet," and "I was waiting for 
another officer to get in from the crime scene." 

A defense lawyer in Orange County observed that simply switching from taping 
recaps to entire interrogations is not a guarantee against induced callousness on the part 
of the suspect: 

"Even if the amount of undocumented conversation is drastically reduced, the 
damage can still be done in a brief exchange. For example, an interrogator's 
casual comment before the videotaped intelView starts that the victim was an 
ass-- can put the suspect in a frame of mind where he's callous during the 
videotaping in his references to the victim." 

A judge in New York City noted that the seemingly most trivial comment by a 
suspect during interrogation might prove to be crucially important later at trial. For 
example, as noted earlier in this monograph, a suspect might say, "I was there but I didn't 
do anything." Coming in the context of an otherwise purely exculpatory statement, it may 
not seem clear at the time of the interrogation that the suspect's admission to being 
present at the scene of the alleged crime would be crucial if the defendant switches his 
defense strategy and later offers an alibi. Capturing the "I was there ... " admission on 
videotape will very likely rule out an alibi defense at trial. "It is important to remember," 
noted this judge, "that the defense strategy in any case will be based on the holes in the 
police investigation." So failing to close the loophole of an alibi defense may invite it. 
Failing to realize the potential importance of the suspect's admission to being present at 
the crime scene when the suspect makes no hint of an intent to assert an alibi, a police 
investigator might decline entirely to videotape even a recap of the interview on the 
grounds that it would purely exculpatory. Even if the interviewer saw the importance of 
capturing the admission to being present by the time a recap tape was suggested, the 
suspect might decline to reiterate his admission. 

A detective sergeant in Orange County expressed the view that his agency videotapes 
entire interrogations in order to avoid claims of coercion based on the pre-tape interview. 
The defense bar in Orange County reported skepticism that the video recording really does 
commence at the outset of the stationhouse interrogation; they believe that "dry runs 
occur," that "tapes are stopped" and that "the police only videotape when doing so would 
prove useful to the DA." Indeed, this approach to videotaping-taping recaps that seem 
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like they will be favorable to the State-is the approach favored in a manual entitled 
California Peace Officer's Legal Sourcebook (the copy we saw was revised through 
September 1988). It is apparently privately published, but widely available throughout 
California. Section 7.33-d of this volume urges detectives to videotape only 
recapitulations-advice ignored by a number of law enforcement agencies in California 
that we visited and presumably by others that we did not have an opportunity to contact 
in person. 

A San Diego prosecutor explained that the police in his locale videotape entire 
interrogations to eliminate confusion about statements being taken out of context. He did 
concede, however, that if detectives personally know the suspects, they will sometimes 
talk prior to the taping, even though the expected procedure is to videotape the entire 
interview. An experienced public defender in San Diego confirmed, however, that as a 
general rule the San Diego Police will "tum on the videotape from the beginning of the 
interview, without a dry run first." Similar credence was given in Huntington Beach by 
a defense attorney to the statement by police there that they tape "unrehearsed 
interrogations." Commented a defense attorney in Orange County: 

"Often it is not hard to tell whether there has been any important conversation 
prior to beginning the taping. For instance, it's a dead give-away if, at the outset 
of the videotape, the suspect, replying to a question, says to police, 'As I told 
you before ... '. Nonrehearsed interrogations tend to have open-ended questions; 
rehearsed ones tend to have much more leading, closed questions." 

In Tulsa, different detectives make different decisions about how much of an 
interview to videotape. "Some suspects are scared of cameras, and will give you only 
audio statements at first," explained one detective. Another detective reported that, as soon 
as he feels comfortable that a suspect will talk to him at all (even prior to eliciting any 
incriminating statements), he will turn on the videotape and leave it running for the 
duration of the interview. The validity of this assertion was supported by our review of 
a videotape in Tulsa which contained purely exculpatory statements by the suspect. As 
noted elsewhere in this report, Tulsa Police whom we interviewed indicated that the 
Department had plans in the near future to begin experimenting with routinely videotaping 
entire stationhouse interrogations. 

In Washington, D.C., defense attorneys have argued in court that the police should 
videotape entire interrogations, but they have not prevailed. And, as the police reported, 
"no videotaped confessions have been suppressed, so we have not felt obliged to 
videotape entire interviews." This is not to imply that the Metropolitan Police in 
Washington videotape on a strictly adversarial basis, for we observed more than one 
previously recorded videotape in that jurisdiction which appeared to be a reasonable effort 
to capture the essence of a purely exculpatory statement made by the suspect during an 
untaped prior interrogation. . 

Prosecutors in Washington noted the importance of having the polir.:e tum on the 
videotape as soon as they realize the suspect is making a 
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"useful statement-either an incriminating or a false exculpatory statement. If 
the detective waits too long he wil110se the false exculpatory statement-which 
can be useful at trial to show the defendant's propensity to lie-because the 
suspect will soon come to realize during the interrogation that the police know 
the statement is false." 

There were divergent preferences among the Assistant U.S. Attorneys whom we 
interviewed in Washington concerning whether to videotape entire interrogations or 
recaps. Said one who advocated taping from the outset: "If you don't tape from the 
beginning, infonnation may be lost. The police may not realize until later in the case that 
a comment (such as a false exculpatory statement) is crucial to the case." He argued also 
that taping whole interviews "would undercut accusations of coercion." But a colleague 
in the prosecutor's office noted, as the police had in a separate interview we conducted, 
that the prosecutor's office does not lose confessions in D.C. because of accusations about 
coercion. She did admit, however, that the prosecutorial staff has to work harder with 
recaps in which coercion is plausible than they might if the entire uncoercive interview 
had been captured. 

Still others on the D.C. prosecutor's staff finnly opposed the idea of taping entire 
interrogations, even though they conceded that seeing more of the interrogation might be 
infonnative to them in trial preparation because they would learn more about the suspect 
Said another prosecutor in Washington, who described himself as "ambivalent" about the 
idea of taping more than just recaps: 

"The best police interrogators are those who warm a suspect up. They don't use 
intimidation tactics (except maybe with witnesses). So the question is whether 
one wants to see those rapport-building tactics on videotape." 

He noted also that the idea of videotaping an "entire" interrogation loses much of its 
meaning in warrant arrests, where the investigating officer will be in on the arrest and will 
usually start talking with the suspect from the moment the arrest is made in the field, long 
before arriving at the stationhouse and being ready for the taped interrogation.19 "When 
the Metropolitan Police Department's videotaping first began," this prosecutor recalled, 

"I was concerned that the taping would not begin at the outset of the interview. 
Over time, however, most of my colleagues and I have concluded that, while 
there might be a better way, the way the Police do it has certainly been very 
effective. " 

A judge in TQlsa allowed that a defense attorney potentially could "make points" with a 
jury over the "rehearsal" interrogation prior to the videotaping. "But the police could 
overcome that," he noted, "by recounting at the beginning of the taped interview what 
transpired before the videotaping began." A number of the agencies we visited have a 

19 Theoretically, at least, police could address this concern, as the Christopher Commission 
recommended the Los Angeles Police do, by employing video recorders in the field. 
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simple but effective script or list of points for detectives to cover at the commencement 
of the taped interview, including soliciting the suspect's description of how he has been 
treated by the police prior to the recorded interview. 

10. Impact on the Number of Police Present at the Interview 

Some criminal justice commentators have expressed the opinion that videotaping 
would present a cost-savings to the criminal justice system because it would allow for 
fewer officers to be present at the interview (since the second officer would not be needed 
for corroboration). In most agencies we surveyed, as Figure 25 shows, there was no 
change in the number of police present during interrogations following the adoption of 
a videotaping program. There was a decrease in personnel present in 23.5 percent of the 
agencies, and an increase in only 2.2 percent. 

In our site visits, we found no change in the number of detectives present as a result 
of videotaping. Practices varied across jurisdictions, however. For instance, the general 
practice in Fort Wayne was to have one detective in the interview room plus one video 
operator in the equipment control room. In St. Louis, standard operating procedure has 
long been to have two investigators present during the interview .in case one of the 
officers is not available for testimony in court. In the Bronx, a typical interview at a 
police precinct station will have one or two police officers present, the Assistant DA 
taking the statement, and a video technician from the DA's Office . 
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Figure 25: What Effect Has Videotaping Had on the Number of Police Present at 
Interrogations? 

11. Impact on the Duration of Suspect Interviews 

Not only has videotaping had littJ.e effect on the number of police personnel present 
during interrogations, it has also had minimal impact on the length of suspect inteIViews. 
Figure 26 shows the results from the national survey: 81.2 percent of the videotaping 
departments reported no effect on the length of stationhouse inteIViews, whereas the 
length decreased for 6.3 percent of the agencies and increased for 12.4 percent 

During our site visits, we leamed that in Houston videotaping of robbery suspects' 
statements has apparently shortened the interrogations because, without the recording, 
when a suspect confessed to a number of robberies during the interview it was much 
harder to keep the separate cases clear. The general approach used by robbery detectives 
in Houston with suspects confessing to multiple offenses is to leave a 20 to 30 second 
pause on the videotape between confessions to different robberies. This allows the 
separate confessions to be used in different trials without encountering the need to delete 
discussions of other offenses. Houston detectives reported that it is typical in their 
jurisdiction for robbery suspects to confess to 10 to 15 separate offenses during a single 
police interrogation. 
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Figure 26: Effect of Videotaping on Duration of Interrogations 
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In Kansas City, video unit personnel indicated that videotaping saves detectives' time 
in taking oral statements. In Huntington Beach, where the police tape entire stationhouse 
interrogations, detectives were not sure whether videotaped interviews are shorter than 
interviews documented by other methods, but they suggested that video interviews save 
court time and also avert "wear and tear" on detectives, who face less stress during the 
process of introducing the confession in evidence. 

12. Satisfaction of Criminal Justice Practitioners with 
Technical Aspects of the Video Recordings and Equipment 

Our national survey of police and sheriffs' departments revealed, as shown in Figure 
27, high levels of satisfaction with technical aspects of videotaping equipment. Equipment 
malfunctions or errors due to operator mistakes have been a "major" problem for only 7.2 
percent of the nation's police agencies that are videotaping confessions or interrogations. 
About a third (34.4%) of the departments have had a minor problem of one sort or 
another, but nearly 60 percent (58.4%) have had no problems at aU. 

We also heard high levels of satisfaction with teclmical aspects of the videotaping 
process in our site visits. Among the police, Denver interviewees were generally satisfied 
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Figure 27: Have Videotape Equipment Problems Been Major or Minor? 

with such aspects as ease of operation, design elements intended to minimize operator and 
machine error, and sOWld and picture quality. One interviewee suggested that additional 
improvements in audio quality might result from better soundproofing in the intelView 
room. Denver employs a flashing red light outside the videotaping room to remind 
personnel to be quiet during a taping session, but this does not always accomplish its 
intended purpose. 

Police in Fort Wayne and Houston were also generally pleased with the audio and 
video quality of their recordings and with the reliability of their equipment Fort Wayne 
Police as of the time of our site visit videotaped in black and White, which presents the 
advantage of sharper images than color videos capture but the disadvantage of concealing 
certain details (e.g., skin discolorations revealing bruises or the color of evidence when 
that is relevant). In Houston, police said they might like to further improve the video 
clarity (which is actually quite good) and change the camera angle. During our site visit, 
the camera was in a fixed mounted position on a wall near the ceiling, resulting 
occasionally in not being able to see the suspect's face when his or her head was tilted 
downwards. Police in Houston also made the readily implementable suggestion that their 
microphone mixer should be powered by alternating current rather than direct current (this 
requires only a simple Ale adapter), since they had occasionally had a battery run down, 
complicating the recording of the audio elements of the interview. 
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In Huntington Beach. which boasts a state-of-the-art covert videotaping system, 
police were "very satisfied" with the technical perfonnance of their equipment. They 
reported no distortion in the visual image using the pin-hole lens on their concealed 
camera and reported "good audio" quality on the recordings. In Kansas City, not only are 
police satisfied with technical aspects of the recordings, but a detective working in the 
video unit reported having to go to court only five or six times over a three year period 
to authenticate the ~quipment and technique used to videotape, which he suggested speaks 
well for criminal justice system acceptance of the machinery and methods. 

Bronx DA' s staff and St. Louis Police, whose equipment is of professional television 
quality, also report being very pleased with the technical perfonnance of their videotaping 
equipment. In San Diego, police were satisfied with the visual aspects of the tapes but 
disappointed with the audio quality of some of the recordings. They report "too much 
echo," which is not surprising with the microphone concealed in a wall thennostat some 
distance from the interview participants. Another related audio problem in San Diego is 
that, although the detective is usually audible, it is sometimes difficult to hear the suspect 
clearly when he or she speaks softly. Too much echo is the complaint in Tulsa as 
well-there apparently the result of insufficient soundproofing (e.g., there is no carpet on 
the floor of the interview room). In Washington, D.C., occasional drop-outs in sound have 
occurred, although generally speaking the video and audio quality of the recordings have 
been excellent, despite the expectation one might develop from observing the humble 
physical appearance of the interview room. 

Kansas City police, generally pleased with their equipment and quality of the tapes, 
noted that painting the walls in the interview room beige might present the best quality 
video image for suspects of all skin hues. In Orange County, where the Sheriff's staff 
were pleased with their equipment, they offered the advice to colleagues in other 
jurisdictions to be sure to set up and test on-site any videotaping equipment a department 
is inclined to purchase. They also recommended that only trained personnel (as opposed, 
for example, to untrained fellow detectives) operate the videotape equipment-a lesson 
learned the hard way through operator error. 

Prosecutor, defense counsel and judicial reactions to the technical quality of 
videotapes and the video equipment generally tracked the reactions in each jurisdiction 
of the police. In San Diego, for instance, prosecutors noted that their video playback 
equipment sometimes malfunctions when they want to show a videotape in court. They 
noted that the courtrooms are old and poorly configured for showing videotapes. One 
prosecutor observed: liThe people who design courtrooms aren't trial lawyers; they're 
judges and architects." In Tulsa, a prosecutor noted occasional problems with operator 
error--pushing the wrong button on the recorder and having to redo the video portion of 
the interview. 

In Washington, D.C., prosecutors were somewhat more critical of equipment and 
operator quality than were the police, noting there are sometimes gaps in the videos 
because someone has asked for technical reasons to have the tape temporarily turned off 
and that there are missing portions of interviews because someone has forgotten to change 
an audio or video cassette. Also, there are times when the detective can be heard clearly 
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but the suspect cannot. Sometimes, budget pressures have forced the police to buy cheap 
audio or videotape, resulting in drop-out problems due to defective spots on the tape. In 
one instance, involving a bank surveillance tape rather than an interrogation tape, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office reports that the police watched the video so often that they literally 
wore it out-but had neglected to make a back-up copy, presenting serious challenges for 
the lawyer prosecuting the case. Prosecutors in Washington estimated that the technical 
problems about which they complained in our interview occurred in approximately 25 
percent of the taped interviews. 

A public defender in Denver said that she and other courtroom participants often had 
problems in open coun clearly hearing the defendants on the videotapes. A private defense 
attorney in Denver said his problems with the quality of videotapes only arose if the copy 
he received was a third generation copy (i.e., a copy of a copy). He was able to avoid this 
problem by getting a copy from the police of their master recording. 

Reflecting a historical perspective, a defense attorney in Orange County noted that 
the videotaping equipment and tapes malfunction far less often than did the audio 
recordings the Sheriff's Depanment used to make on hand-held mini-recorders. Defense 
attorneys in San Diego echo the complaints about poor sound quality made by police and 
prosecutors alike. Also, a defense attorney noted that the video recordings in San Diego 
are black and White, and said he would rather have color videos, for the reasons noted 
above in our mention of the black and white recordings in Fort Wayne . 

Defense counsel in Tulsa complained about the amount of ambient (background) 
noise on the recordings, due to the fact that the microphone is mounted on the camcorder 
rather than being placed on the interview table in front of the participants. Tulsa's police 
already had plans to change their microphone placement when we made our site visit (A 
"shotgun" microphone mounted on the camera is another possible solution to the problem 
they have encountered in Tulsa.) In Washington, D.C., 'the public defender complained 
not about equipment reliability but about design elements: the camera's frame is too large 
to pennit the kind of close-up view of the suspect that ~ould reveal tears or other 
indications of remorse. 

Judges had no problem with technical aspects of the video recordings or equipment 
in most of the jurisdictions we visited. In New York City, a Bronx County judge reponed 
he had good audio quality during playback in his courtroom despite the fact that his 
courtroom has "lousy acoustics." In Denver, a judge indicated it would be great if the 
video player could be connected to the large-screen monitors already installed in the 
courtroom for video arraignments rather than having to be plugged into more traditional 
size monitors. But no complaints were voiced about the technical qUality of the recordings 
by the judiciary in that locale. 

D. The Effects of Videotaping on the Outcome 
of Criminal Investigations and Cases 

We noted earlier in this chapter that motions to suppress videotaped confessions 
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rarely succeed in any of the jurisdictions we visited. That result could be considered a 
process impact relating to prosecutorial handling of cases or an outcome effect in tenns 
of the success of the police investigation.2o In this final section of this chapter, however, 
we touch on the perceived effects of videotaping on several criminal justice decisions 
which most would treat as outcome measures: charging decisions (reflecting favorable or 
unfavorable outcomes of investigations), guilty plea rates, conviction rates after trials, and 
sentence severity. Although we did not specifically address the issue of police clearance 
rates (the rate at which pending cases are closed on the police docket with the arrest of 
a suspect) in our national surveyor site visits, it is also possible that videotaped 
interviews of persons not yet considered suspects-or at least not yet 
arrested-contributed to the improvement of police clearance rates. This is one of several 
questions that deserve closer attention in any follow-up studies of the effects of 
videotaping on criminal justice processes. 

We asked prosecutors whether they believe videotaping has produced an increase in 
the proportion of suspects charged by them with serious felonies. This was not always an 
easy question for our interviewees to answer. The District Attorney's Office in Denver 
simply was not sure, although our interviewee offered the opinion that, although charges 
flIed might not be more numerous or more serious, they might be more. appropriate as 
a result of videotaping. For example, a prosecutor might charge second-degree rather than 
first-degree murder after viewing the video interrogation. In Fort Wayne, the prosecutor 
said there probably had not been any impact one way or the other on the charging rate. 
Our interviewee acknowledged that there has been an enonnous increase in the number 
of felony cases filed in that jurisdiction in recent years, but he could not attribute any 
significant portion of this increase to the Fort Wayne Police Department's adoption of 
videotaping to document confessions. Still, the prosecutor reported that videotaped 
confessions are an excellent tool for the prosecutor making the charging decision. He has 
used the videotape to learn first-hand what statement was made to police and, at times, 
to restrain police eagerness to see a case prosecuted without sufficient regard to the 
quality of the case. 

In Houston, the DA's office rarely sees videotapes for charging pUl'pOses since most 
of the cases having videotaped confessions (robberies mostly) are plea bargained. In 
Kansas City, prosecutors noted no effect on charging decisions due to suspect videotapes, 
but indicated that victim videotapes in child molestation cases had indeed made a 
difference in the number charges ftled by the prosecutor's office. Similarly, videotapes of 
key witnesses in Kansas City have made a difference-increasing the fIling of 
charges-because these tapes allow a case to continue even if the key witness dies or 
othelWise becomes unavailable to testify at trial. In San Diego and Washington, D.C., as 
well, prosecutors reported that suspect videotapes do not make any substantial difference 
in charging decisions. 

J 

:w The distinction is not of significance for our purposes in this monograph, since we use the 
delineation of process and outcome impacts merely as an organizing principle for our presentation 
of study findings. 
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But more significant effects were noted by most of our interviewees in relation to the 
number and seriousness of negotiated guilty pleas. In Denver, a prosecutor said he has 
negotiated a higher proportion of what he views as satisfactory guilty pleas-for higher 
charges-as a result of videotaping. "This," he suggested, "is videotaping's main Mngth 
in Denver.1I The Denver prosecutor's office also asserted: "Videotapes persuade the 
defense attorney to advise the defendant to punt [plead guilty]." A Denver police 
investigator concurred: "There are a lot more guilty pleas than there would be since the 
adoption of videotaping." 

In Fort Wayne, prosecutors report having negotiated more guilty pleas-but not 
necessarily for higher sentences-as a result of the Department's adoption of a 
videotaping program. Prosecutors in Kansas City and New York City similarly reported 
more guilty pleas-and for higher sentences-because of video documentation. One 
prosecutor in the Bronx DA's Office reported that, of ten murder cases he had involving 
a videotaped confession, every one ended in a guilty plea. In Washington, D.C., where 
the U.S. Attorney's Office shortly before our site visit had adopted a no-plea-bargaining 
policy in homicide cases, a prosecutor interviewee reported that videotaped confessions 
until that policy change definitely prompted a higher-rate of guilty pleas in murder cases. 
"You got a stiffer sentence, and the judge feels more comfortable imposing a stiff 
sentence, with a video confession," he indicated. 

A public defender in Washington confirmed the report that "defense attorneys are 
more likely to accept a plea where the defendant is on videotape confessing." In Tuls.a, 
a prosecutor said: 

"The impact of videotape on guilty plea rates was profound. A good defense 
attorney could make hay out of an audiotape; but this has not happened with 
videotapes. Video is a fantastic tool. If a good confession is preserved on 
videotape, the cas~ is over." 

Police in San Diego expressed the view that videotapes alone have not produced 
guilty pleas in their jurisdiction, but anticipated there would eventually be cases like that 
which they would handle. In Tulsa, however, police reported that 

"videotape is the main reason for higher guilty plea rates. It's not any changes 
in the nature of the homicides being committed. How many ways can you kill 
a person? They've been killing people since the earth cooled, and they'll kill 
them until it burns up again. The difference in the guilty plea rates in this area 
is our use of video documentation. As soon as the defense attorneys around here 
fmd out that their clients have given a videotaped confession, the cases are plea 
bargained out. With audiotape, we didn't get nearly so many pleas. The 
defendant could still claim the police held a gun to his head or had a foot on his 
throat." 

A detective with considerable experience in Tulsa suggested that, reflecting on his nearly 
two decades of homicide investigations, about 90 percent of the suspects whom he 
videotaped confessing pled guilty, whereas about 75 percent of those who confessed on 
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audiotape pled guilty. With stenographic documentation (prior to use of audio recordings), 
about 50 percent of this detective's interrogated suspects pled guilty. 

The results of our national police agency sUlVey on the question of whether 
videotaped confessions have helped secure guilty pleas are depicted in Figure 28. More 
than three-fourths of all responding agencies expressed the view that videotaped 
confessions or interrogations had helped "a lot" (55.4%) or "somewhat" (27.3%) in 
securing guilty pleas. 
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Figure 28: Has Videotaping Helped Secure Guilty Pleas? 

HalpedaLot 

Nearly as large a percentage of the nation's law enforcement agencies suggested that 
videotaping had proved useful to police and prosecutors in securing convictions in trials, 
as shown in Figure 29. Nearly 82 percent of the responding departments said that 
videotaped suspect statements helped "a lot" (41.6%) or "somewhat" (40.3%) in this 
regard. Indeed, in the case of both guilty pleas and convictions, not a single responding 
agency suggested that videotapes had in any way "hindered" the accomplishment of the 
State's purpose. 

Among our site visit jurisdictions, there was also a reasonably strong consensus that 
videotaping had played an identifiable role in securing at least some convictions after 
trials. In Orange County, a Sheriftts investigator reported that not only have videotaped 
interrogations facilitated convictions, they have also at times shortened trials-in one 
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Figure 29: Has Videotaping Helped Pollee Ie Prosecutors Secure Convictions? 

instance he could recall the video persuading a jury to come back with a verdict more 
quickly than they otherwise would have in a death penalty case. In St. Louis, police 
reported never having lost a murder trial. that involved a videotaped confession (although 
they reported that their murder conviction rate even without videotaped confessions is 
above 90 percent-above average nowadays). 

In San Diego, a prosecutor suggested that videotapes usually help him secure 
convictions but sometimes do not. "The big question in homicide cases," he said, 

"is intent. If the suspect on the videotape is crying his eyes out, saying he didn't 
mean to shoot the victim, this can hurt the prosecution's ability to prove intent. 
On the other hand, I have used the video to refute claims by a suspect that he 
was high on dope or insane during the interrogation." 

Police in WashingtOn, D.C. asserted that in several cases, the videotape was the 

"convincing evidence for conviction. We have obtained convictions that might 
not otherwise have been obtained through use of the videotapes; for instance, 
in cases in which the suspect's body language was very important to the jury." 

A judge in New Yolk City, where most homicide cases end in guilty pleas, related the 
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way he used to respond as an assistant District Attorney when the defense attorney would 
argue to a jury that the videotaped confession had been coerced or induced by the police. 
He would address the jury with the question: 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, what would it take to get you to falsely confess to 
killing somebody? Ten days on the rack? But Ladies and Gentlemen, the 
defendant was arrested just two hours before the interrogation. And look at the 
videotape. Does the defendant look like he was beaten?" 

In Fort Wayne and Denver, police reported that a videotaped confession had never 
been the factor which led to an acquittal in a homicide case, whereas the same could not 
be said for challenged confessions documented with more traditional methods. 

We inquired also about the possible effects of videotaping confessions on sentence 
severity-either as a consequence of guilty pleas or following trials. In Denver, a 
prosecutor suggested that videotape's major strength is that "you dispose of the case at 
a high level [serious charge} without trial." A Denver judge indicated that seeing a 
defendant's honesty on a videotaped interview can foster leniency, as can seeing remorse. 
So videotape does not always cut in the direction of aggravation. A public defender in 
Denver reported that videotaping has had no apparent effect on sentencing. She argued: 
liThe documentation of an offender's acts is not what influences sentencing decisions . 
Judges today are more influenced by legislative and societal pressures for longer 
sentences." A private defense attorney in Denver did not agree that videotaping had no 
effect whatsoever in sentencing. He cited two or three of his own cases in which the 
existence of the videotaped confession, showing a remorseful and cooperative defendant, 
operated to mitigate the sentence. And he cited another case in which a sentence was 
enhanced because the video showed his client to be cooperative but unremorseful. 

In Fort Wayne, the police reported that videotaping has generally fostered more 
severe sentences when, as is frequently the case, the suspect is matter-of-fact in recounting 
his commission of a serious crime of violence. During the ten months preceding our site 
visit in Fort Wayne, there had been two cases with videotaped confessions which resulted 
in guilty pleas to about 90 years of imprisonment each. Still, police and prosecutors in the 
same jurisdiction did not always report similar perceptions in response to our inquiry, and 
Fort Wayne is a case in point, for a prosecutor there expressed the view that "videotapes 
have had little impact on the sentencing process and sentence severity." A judge in Fort 
Wayne reported: 

"A videotape probably would not help a judge in sentencing on a plea bargain. 
But in a guilty plea entered without plea bargaining, the videotape would 
probably help the judge at sentencing." 

Presumably the difference being represented by the Fort Wayne jurist has to do with 
whether or not the prosecutor and defense attorney have negotiated a specific sentence 
which the State recommends to the court. In the case of a spontaneous guilty plea. the 
court may feel more inclined to review the videotape than after a negotiation process has 
transpired. 
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In St. Louis, police expressed the view 'that videotaping has had an impact on 
enhancing the length of sentences imposed. In Orange County, the District Attorney's 
Office said that "neither audiotape nor videot,ape has made any difference in sentence 
severity." A public defender in Orange County ,agreed, but a private defense attorney did 
not concur: "Sometimes a videotape will help reduce the sentence if the defendant is very 
distraught." In San Diego, police reported that videotapes have not played a role in 
sentencing, although our interviewee could readily see the potential benefits of considering 
the video statement in sentencing. He also thought that videotaped interrogations as a 
sentencing tool could cut both ways, mitigating a ~lentence for remorseful defendants and 
aggravating the sentence for "sociopathic killers, for whom killing-and talking about 
killing-someone is as casual as stepping on an ant." A public defender in San Diego had 
no knowledge whether videotaping had impacted on sentence severity, but speculated that 
"a sobbing confession might show remorse and influence a judge toward leniency." 

In Houston, prosecutors suggested that, although they rarely see videotapes in 
homicide cases (because homicide detectives in this jurisdiction prefer not to use video 
documentation), they could well imagine that a videotaped confession showing a 
defendant calmly recounting the facts of a killing would be helpful to the prosecution at 
sentencing time. Indeed, a judge in Houston reported that videotapes have a "definite 
impact on sentencing. Videotape helps in punishment decisions because it shows a 
suspect's remorse or lack of remorse," 

A prosecutor whom we interviewed in Kansas City ~laid that videotaping "generally 
leads to more severe sentences, unless the suspect expresses remorse on the tape." A 
defense attorney in the same city expressed skepticism about this assertion, but on further 
questioning agreed that sentences might be longer in pled cases having videotaped 
confessions than in pled cases lacking video documentation for a confession. He insisted, 
however, that the difference in sentence would be slight. A fellow defense attorney in 
Kansas City disagreed, reporting: 

"On pleas, generally the existence of a videotape confession makes no difference 
in the time given; but in contested cases (at least in homicides), the jury sets the 
sentence and will definitely give more severe sentences because of a videotaped 
confession. " 

In Tulsa, a prosecutor recalled a homicide case in whlich he is convinced the 
videotaped confession persuaded the jury to vote a deaL; penalty instead of life 
imprisonment. A judge in that jurisdiction indicated that when a guilty plea is presented 
to him he never looks at the videotape, although he acknowledged that the video might 
influence the deal struck by the prosecutor and defense attorney" A defense attorney in 
New York City expressed doubt that videotaping had any effe,ct on sentencing. It is 
important to recall, however, that in the Bronx, as in St. Louis, videotaping has been the 
standard practice for about two decades. As a result, attempting tIt> assess videotaping's 
impact on changing sentencing or other procedures can be a highly speculative 
undertaking since memory of earlier conditions is vague and so mallY other factors likely 
to impact on criminal justice decisionmaking have arisen in the p,ast 20 years. A New 
York City judge, whom we quoted earlier, suggested that while theol'l~tically a defendant's 
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remorse on a videotape might produce some leniency in sentencing, in 12 years on the 
bench he had yet to encounter a killer who expressed remorse. 

E. The "Bottom Line" 

While we asked many questions of many practitioners during both our site visits and 
national survey designed to get at particular kinds of perceptions they tnight have of 
videotaping's process and outcome effects, we also asked some "bottom line" kind of 
questions. In our national survey, for example, we inquired of police agencies: "On 
balance, how useful or harmful has videotaping been for police?" The answers are shown 
in Figure 30. A striking 97 percent of all departments in the nation which are videotaping 
either confessions or full interrogations find videotaping "very useful" (65.8%) or 
"somewhat useful" (31.3%). An additional 2.5 percent of the agencies find this use of 
electronic technology "neither harmful nor helpful,lI and less than one percent cited the 
practice of videotaping as "somewhat harmful." 
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Figure 30: On Balance, How Useful or Harmful Has Videotaping Been for Police? 

As we discovered in our site visits, this overall reaction was not always predicated 
on being able to cite concrete outcome effects of videotaping. In San Diego, for instance, 
even though the police could not link videotaping with improvements in case results. the 
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police explained that they strongly support the practice 

"because using modem technology is the appropriate way to do police work. 
Not using video would be like not using state-of-the-art fingerprint analysis 
equipment. If better tecMology comes along, and its cost is reasonable, police 
should experiment with it if there is a reasonable chance that it can assist them 
in their work." 

We also asked practitioners in our site visits: "If the depamnent were today deciding 
for the first time whether to commence videotaping of interrogations, based on what you 
have leamed over the past several years, should the depamnent decide to begin 
videotaping?" The responses were unanimously affinnative. We asked also what 
modifications might be suggested, and there were relatively few. In St. Louis, a police 
interviewee recommended videotaping all stationhouse interrogations, not just homicide 
case interrogations, to avoid charges of police misconduct In Denver, Huntington Beach, 
and Orange County, police indicated they would "welcome the continuation and expansion 
of the videotaping of interrogations. II Prosecutors in Denver, Fort Wayne, Houston, and 
San Diego echoed this sentiment. Prosecutors in some jurisdictions, as noted above, also 
recommended taping from the inception of the stationhouse interview rather than taping 
only recapitulations. The general consensus among judges whom we interviewed_ was also 
in favor of videotaping, after weighing all the various costs and benefits it might offer. 

Defense attorneys were predictably more mixed in their llbottom linell reactions to 
videotaping. A public defender in Denver said she would favor videotaping but only if 
done from the outset of the stationhouse interrogation. Ideally, although she believed this 
may not be feasible in the foreseeable future, she said she wished police could be wired 
for sound and pictures on the street, so that statements made to police prior to 
transportation to the police station interrogation room could algO be memorialized 
objectively. This is, of course, analogous to the recommendation made some months ago 
by the Christopher Commission in Los Angeles. A defense attorney in Fort Wayne also 
said he would favor videotaping of entire stationhouse interviews. He observed that the 
police should prefer this as well, even though he recognized they do not in that 
jurisdiction. IIVideotaping entire stationhouse interrogations,1I he argued, IIwould -allow 
other police besides those involved in the interview to spot new leads unnoticed by the 
interviewers." 

In San Diego, the public defender said he would welcome the continuation and 
expanded use of videotaping: 

"You can't lose by using it It will help you better assess your case and avoid 
getting bushwhacked and getting your client convicted of a greater charge. The 
bottom line is that I see no drawback to videotaping from the defense 
perspective. II 

Still, defense attorneys in some other locales differed, sometimes, as noted earlier, sharply 
distinguishing their dislike for videotaping as a powerful prosecution tool from their 
appreciation, as citizens, of this application of technology. In the end, considering both 
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our national survey and our site visits coast to coast, the weight of opinion among 
criminal justice practitioners who are aware first hand of the nature, extent, and effects 
of videotaping interrogations and cohfessions seems reasonably clear: Despite variations 
in certain procedures (e.g., taping full interrogations versus recapitulations and taping 
overtly versus covertly), the videotaping of suspect statements is a useful, affordable step 
on the road toward a more effective, efficient, and legitimate criminal justice system . 
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18/ 

19/ 

20/ 

21/ 

22/ 

23/ 

24/ 

'1.5/ 

26/ 

27/ 

PERF SURVEY OF VIDEOTAPING PRACTICES AMONG 
AMERICAN LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 

01. Flrsl I'd like to ask you whether your agency has eyer used video technology to 
record stallonhouse Interrogations or confessions of criminal suspects? -' 

YES .............................................. 1 (SKIP TO Q. 7) 
NO ............................................... 2 

02. Does your agency have any plans to yldeotape station house Interrogations or 
confessions In the near future? 

YES ............................................. 1 (SKIP TO O. 4) 
NO .............................................. 2 

03. What Is the main reason your agency does llQ1 plan to videotape Interrogations or 
confe~slons1 Is It because ...... 

It's too cosily, or ................................................................................. 1 
there Is opposition to videotaping, or ................................................. 2 
both? .................................................................................................. 3 
OTHER REASON .................................................................................... 8 
DON'T KNOW ............... , ........................................................................ 9 

Q4. I'd like to ask about other ways your agency may have used m Is planning to use 
video technology. I'll read you a list of possible uses and for each one, please teli me 
whether your agency has eyer used video technology In Ihls way or has any plans 10 useJj 
In this way In the near future. First, has your agency every used video technology .... 

B. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

.\0. 

f. 

g. 

YES, NO, 
HAVE ~VENJT 
usep 1JSEP 

NO, BUT 
PlANNING DONT 
lOUSE IT ~ 

to record lineups? ....•................................. 3 ......... 8 ••••• 1 ......................... ,2 ................. 9 

to monitor prisoners In your lockup 
wllh closed circuit TV?Ij .................... o ••••••• 3 .............. 01 •..•.•••••.••.•....••.... 2 .. 0 ..... ' ........ 9 

to document crime scenes1 ........................ 3 ............... 1 ......................... 2 .................. 9 

to document vehicle accident scenes? ........ 3 ............... 1 ......................... 2 .................. 9 

to conduct surveillance and document 
undercover operatlons? ............................. 3 ............... 1 ........................ 2 .................. 9 

to record In-progress events from 
cameras mounled In marked police cars? .. 3 ................ 1 ........................ 2 .................. 9 

to record crime victim testimony, such 
BS child molestation vlctlms1 .................... 3 ................ 1 ........................ 2 ................. 9 
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Has your agency every used video technology .... 

h. to record eyewitness testimony, such 
as when witness Is unable to testify a' 

YES, NO, 
HAVE HAVEt-OT 
USED lJ.S.EQ 

NO, BUT 
PLANNING 
TO USE IT 

DONT 
OOW 

trial? .......................................................... 3 ................ 1 ........................ 2 .................. 9 

I. to record the breathalyzer or other 
sobriety test of drunk driving suspects? .... 3 ................ 1 ........................ 2 ........... " ..... 9 

J. to record crime re-enactments by 
criminal suspects? ..................................... 3 ................ 1 ........................ 2 .................. 9 

QS. Would you be willing to provide further Insights about videotaping to the director 01 
this study II he has any follow-up questions? 

YES .............................. ; ................. 1 
NO ................................................... 2 (THANK RESPONDENT; 

POLITELY TERMINATE) 

Q6. Let me record your name and some Information needed to contact you: 

RESPONDENT'S NAME: ____ , ______ _ 

RESPONDENT'S TITLE: _________ -'--

RESPONDENT'S WOR~ PHONE: L-J _____ _ 

RESPONDENT'S AGENCY/CITY _________ _ 

Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions. The Information you have 
provided will be very helpful for understanding videotaping practices across the nalion . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• 

Q7. Approximately how many years ago did your agency first begin using videotaping to 
record statlonhouse Interrogations or confessions 0' criminal suspects? Was It ...... 

Less than one year ago, .................. 0 
One year, ......................................... 1 
Two years, ...................................... 2 
Three years, ................................... 3 
Four years, ..................................... 4 
Five years ago, or ........................... 5 
More than five years ago? .............. 6 
DON'T KNOW ................................... 9 
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08. Before your agency started this videotaping, approximately how long, If at all, did 
your agency have a program of making audio recordings of at least some station house 
Interrogations or confessions of suspects? Was It ... . 

less than one year, ......................... O 
1 to 3 years, ................................... 1 
4 to 6 years. or ••...•.•.•........... "' .•.•... 2 
7 or more years? .......................... 3 
DID NOT MAKE AUDIOTAPES ........... 8 
DON'T KNOW ••...••••.•••••..•....•.•.••..•.••• 9 

09. In what types of cases does your agency videotape slatlonhouse Inlerrogatlons or 
confessions of suspects? Does It videotape ..•.• 

~ W OK 
a. homicide cases? ....................................................... 1 ......... 0 ......... 9 
b. aggravaled ballerles or aggravated assaults? ........ 1 ......... 0 ......... 9 
c. rapes or criminal sexual as58ulls? ........................ 1 ......... 0 ........ 9 
d. armed robberies? .................................................... 1 ......... 0 ......... 9 
e. strong arm robberies? ............................................ 1 ......... 0 ......... 9 
f. burglaries? ............................................................. 1 ......... 0 ......... 9 
g. other property crimes besides burglaries? ........... 1 .......... 0 ........ 9 
h. drunk driving cases? ............................................. 1 .......... 0 ........ 9 
I. other types of cases? ............................................. 1 .......... 0 ........ 9 

010. For the calendar year 1989. what Is your besl estimate of the lotal number of 
cases In which your agency videotaped statlonhouse Interrogations or confessions of 
suspects? Would you say the total number of cases was ..... . 

less than 5 ................................... 0 
5 to 10 ......................................... 1 
11 to 15 ....................................... 2 
16 to 20 ....................................... 3 
21 to 25, ...................................... 4 
26 to 50. or ................................. 5 
more than 50? ............................. 6 
DON'T KNOW ................................. 9 

Q11. Of the homicide suspects who are willing to talk wllh your Interrogalors. what 
percentage would you estimate afe videotaped glvino statem.enJs? We realize It may be 
hard to estimate, but an educaled guess would be useful. Would you say .... 

zero percent are vldeotaped, ......... O 
between 1 and 20 percent ............. 1 
21 and 40 percent, ........................ 2 
41 and 60 percent, ........................ 3 
61 and 80 percent. or ................... 4 
between 80 and 100 percent? ...... 5 
DON'T KNOW .... · .. " ........................... 6 

3 
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012. Under different state laws and department policies, some agencies videotape 
stationhouse Interrogations overtly and others do so covertly. 00 your Interrogators 
generally 1.nhllm Ihe suspect, prior to videotaping, that they Intend to videotape? 

YES, SUSPECTS ARE INFORMED .... 1 
NO .................................................. 2 
DON'T KNOW .................................. 9 

013. If a suspect asks to give his or her statement without being videotaped, will your 
agency honor this request. ... 

always,Io ......•....••........................... 4 
usua'Iy , .................. ~ ............. , .. , .... 3 
sometimes, or .............................. 2 
never? ........................................ 1 
DON'T KNOW ................................ 9 

014. Is any of the videotaping equipment (camera.Q.[ microphone) readily visible to the 
suspect during the Interrogation? 

YES ................................................. 1 
NO .................................................. 2 
DON'T KNOW .................................. 9 

015. Some agencies videotape the .e.o1lre. stallonhouse Interrogation (which may last 
several hours); olhers conduct an Initial period of Ulllaped Interrogallon and then decide 
whether to videotape a statement. Does your agency generally videotape the .e.n.tlrB. 
Interrogallon or videotape only after an Initial Wlaped Inlerrogation? 

VIDEOTAPES ENTIRE INTERROOATION ....................... 1 
ONLY AFTER INITIALWTAPED INTERROGATION ....... 2 
DON'T KNOW ............................................................... 9 

•• We recognize that every suspect and every Interrogation Is different, but we want to 
ask you to give us a few generalizations about the effects of videotaping. 

Q16. In your opinion, do you think your agency's videotaping generally causes suspects 
10 be Dllllil willing to talk with your Interrogators, l.!ls.s. willing to talk, or makes D.Q 
difference? 

MORE WILLING TO TALK .............................. 3 
LESS WILLING TO TALK ............................... 1 
MAKES NO DIFFERENCE ............................... 2 
DON'T KNOW ................................................ 9 

Ot 7. Do you believe videotaping has produced IIl.Q1i self·lncrimlnating In'ormatlon, 
le.s.s. self·lncrlmlnatlng Informallon, or has had no effect? 

MORE INCRIMINATING INFORMATION ......... 3 
LESS INCRIMINATING INFORMATION .......... 1 
NO EFFECT ................................................... 2 
DON'T KNOW ................................................ 9 
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52/ 

53/ 

54/ 

55/ 

Of 8. Compared with other methods of documenting confessions, do you believe 
videotaped confessions are .... 

much more convlnclng, .............................. 5 
somewhat more convlnclng, ....................... 4 
somewhat less convlnclng, ......................... 2 
much less convincing, or ........................... 1 
are no different than other methods? ........ 3 
DON'T KNOW ............................................... 9 

Q19. As a result of your agency's videotaping confessions, has the number of courtroom 
allegations by defense attorneys about Improper police Interrogations .... 

Increased, ...................................... 3 
decreased, or .................................. 1 
remained about the same? ............. 2 
DON'T KNOW .................................. 9 

020. How much has videotaping helped or hindered your agency In obtaining 
conylcllons? Has It.... . 

helped a lot, ................................... 5 
helped somewhat, ......................... .4 
hindered somewhat, ....................... 2 
hindered a lot, or ........................... 1 
h~d no effect on convlcllons? ....... 3 
DON'T KNOW .................................. 9 

Q21. How much has vldeo/,aplng helped or hindered your agency In obtaining ~ 
~? Has It ..... 

helped a lot ..................................... 5 
helped somewhat, ........................... 4 
hindered somewhat, ....................... 2 
hindered a lot. or ........................... 1 
had no effect on guilty pleas? ........ 3 
DON'T KNOW .................................. 9 

022. How much has videotaping helped or hindered the ~ of your agency's 
Interrogations? Has It ...... 

helped a lot, ................................... 5 
helped somewhat, .......................... 4 
hindered somewhat, ....................... 2 
hindered a lot, or ........................... 1 
had no effect on the quality 

of Interrogations? ............. 3 
DON'T KNOW ................................... 9 

5 
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59/ 

601 

• 

Yideotaping Interrogations & Confessions 

023. In your agency's attempts to record clearly vIsible and audible videotapes, have 
technical equipment problems or equipment operaUor errors been a ..... . 

major problem ............................ 3 
minor problem,or ....................... 2 
no problem at aIl1 .............. " ....... 1 
DON'T KNOW ................................ 9 

024. Comparing the period before your agency adopted videotaping with the period 
since, has videotaping generally Increased, decreased, or had ruuill.eQl on the number of 
police personnel who are present during a typical Interrogation of a suspect? 

INCREASED .................................. 3 
DECREASED .................................. 1 
NO EFFECT ................................... 2 
DON'T KNOW ................................ 9 

025. Comparing the period before your agency adopted videotaping with the period 
since, has videotaping, on average, Increased, decreased, or had no effect on the renruh of 
stallonhouse Interrogations (that Is, number of hours)? 

INCREASED .................................. 3 
DECREASED .................................. 1 
NO EFFECT ................................... 2 
DON'T KNOW....................... " .. 9 

026. Some departments not currently videotaping are reluctant 10 start because they 
worry Ihat they would have to go to the expense of taping all felony Interrogations to 
avoid accusations lhat the police had something to hide In .untaped Interrogations. Since 
your agency first began videotaping confessions, have cases with untaped confessions 
been .aasl.e!, harder, or no different for your detectives and prosecutors to present In 
~? . 

EAS'ER .. " .............................. " ...... 1 
HAROER ....................................... 3 
NO DIFFERENT ............................. 2 
DON'T KNOW ......... ; ...................... 9 

027. How did most of your agency's Interrogators feel about videotaping Interrogations 
when your agency first adopled videotaping? Old they .... . 

strongly approve, ........................ 5 
mildly approve, ........................... 4 
express mIxed 'eellngs, ............... 3 
mildly disapprove, or .................. 2 
strongly dlsapprove? ................... 1 
DON'T KNOW ................................. 9 
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61/ 

62/ 

63/ 

64-65/ 

66-67/ 

02B. How do most of your agency's Interrogators feel rulYi about videotaping 

Interrogations? Do they ..... 

strongly approve, ......................... 5 
mildly approve, ............................ 4 
express mixed feellngs, ................ 3 
mildly disapprove, or ................... 2 
strongly disapprove? .................... 1 
DON'T KNOW ................................ ··9 

029. Considering all Ihe factors that make your agency's videotaping practices either 
attractive or unattractive 10 Interrogators, on balance, would you say your agency's 
videotaping of Interrogations or confessions Is ...... . 

very uselul, ................................. 5 
somewhat useful, ........................ .4 
neither useful or harmful, .......... 3 
somewhat harmful, or ................. 2 
very harmful? ............................. 1 
DON'T KNOW ................................. 9 

030. Would you be willing to provide further Insights about videotaping to the director 
of this study If he has any follow-up questions? 

YES ....................................... · .. ·· .... 1 
NO ................................................... 2 (THANK RESPONDENT; 

POUTEL Y TERMINATE) 

031. Let me record your name and some Information needed to contact you: 

RESPONDENT'S NAME: _________ _ 

RESPONDENT'S TITLE: _____ . ____ _ 

RESPONDENT'S WORK PHONE: L-->------
RESPONDENT'S AGENCY/CITY ________ _ 

Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions. The Information you have 
provided will be very helpful for understanding videotaping practlces across the natlon . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I) 

INt. INTERVIEWER RATING OF RESPONDENT'S COOPERATION: 

LOW 1 ..... 2 ..... 3 ..... 4 ..... 5 ..... 6 ..... 7 ..... 8 ..... 9 ..... 10 HIGH 

IN2. INTERViEWER RATING OF RESPONDENrS INTEREST: 

LOW 1 ..... 2 ..... 3 ..... 4 ..... 5 ..... 6 ..... 7 ..... 8 ..... 9 ..... 10 HIGH 

6B-79/BLANK 
Bol RECORD 1 
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Aeeardklr to a reefllt!SUrf., of AmeriCIIR pollee depertments se"" populatlona 
or 50,0110 er more, about one-lIImi of the lIIeneies videotape at leut !Ome lIQpeet 
Interrellitiona. Yet, de.pite rllOI'WI empi'ICIII studies of audio and audbvilluel 
dommllltation of interrcptlons in ot/lfl' eountrl.s (prineillllly E~land. Seotland, and 
caneda), vi-tulUy no empi'iCIIl dllta .... a".ilable in the United State. on the adYlIIlIges 
IIICI dlledVlllbpS, eosts and b_CllI of sudl videollpir«. 

This defleieney is espeelally !raublesome beeau. respeeted praetltloners and 
poUee sdIOlars hold widaly dly..-gent vie .. conetll'lling the extent to whim vldeotapl,. 
Interrellitions might adv8llee ar impede thl lagiUma .. missions of the pollee. In some 
CII_ the. vie .. are based on ...... I.nee; in others they are unsupported speGllltlon. 
In either instanee there is no sold body of "stematie data to point to fer suppert er 
refutation. 

Sueh data, thwghtCully BIIlfyzed, could be vaklabl. to pollee agenelell deeldinIJ 
whethw to vldeotepe interrcptlona at all and to depertments deeicU,. whleh types of 
_s to Yldeotape IIIId whim pr'OI"*!uNl to UlIII it tapDJ and mai'ltai'lq reeorded 
tapell. Pollee dloiees coneeml,. speeirlc InterrO!fltion straterie .. teehniqlles. and 
teellnisl yic!eotaPDJ ~ eould make consideftlbl. dlfferenees in lIIe power of 
the em.flri,. videotape tedlno1cv to faeilltate the _rm Car truth, sUeeHIful 
prmoeutlon of l:Ulpeble o(flllders, IIIId sub.quent criminal inwestlptions. 

To correet the lade .of cbjeetlYe, dltalled data on theuttllty of vlc!eotaplnc 
Interrellitiona in Ameriae, the U.s. Justis Department's National tIstltuta of Justlee 
ukad tile PoUce Exeeutlve Re_rdl Forum to undartake II muIU-phe. eumlnatlon of 
the velue of SIdI vldeotapi!r. "lIIe flrn phaSe. a tharourh IIteftltuN I"I!Ylew ... 

PElt' Mld_H' orn .. , nll"tllonlwtled AYe •• WlI_tta. II. 50111-1451 • (1011 25 .... 11 
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condueted, (ollowed by minl-eue studies In (our agenelesl the Kenss CIty (MOl PoUee 
Oelllrtment, the MetropoHtIlll Washl~ton (OCI Pollee Delllrtment, the Or~ Carney 
(CAl Sh.rifr's Department, IIIId the Huntington Beedl (CAl Pollee Depertment. 

In eam instanee, interviews were (:O.~ueted with pollee pa-SOMeI. as well as 
representatives o( the proseeutor's and IlDlie defender's offlee and privata defense 
attorneys. The gael was to learn. through reeolleetians by knowledgabl. criminal justice 
professionals and through review of available doeumentatlon (written reeords on costs, 
case proeessing tim. and Cllse outcome: smpl. videotaped interviewsl ete.1 wtat ecreets 
vldeoia~~ lIIIems to have had over the pIlSt lIIIveral years in these (our Jurisdletlons. 
Blsed on tl~se mini-Cll51 stll:ile5o the Justlee Delllrtment asked PERF to nesh~t our 
understand~ .:;! videotapilg praetlees IIIId lllreeplions about them by praetltloners. 
This PIasII-Z wark millis a series of approximately eight additional site veits, Ita first 
of Whim will be in SiUI OIego dJring April 1990. During th Is !l!eond round of site 
visits, representatives. of tta loml judleiary will be added to tIa list of interviewees. 

Sp!e!Oe ~l!etjyes of ~ Mlnl-cue Studies 

Th. general objeetlve or this projaet is to identify the relative imlllets or 
videotaped and trwjltlonaUy dOlSlmented (written statements, stenogrlqtlle trlWlScript, 
audio reeordilg only) su.pect interrO!fatlons on the admlnetration of justlee. This 
cbjeetive ellll be broken down into several, more speciOe, components. 1lIe. coneem 
wh.th.r poliee videotapDJ of stationhou. suspect interrogations Improves Ibe 
eC!eetlv_ss, effleienc;y, cr l!!!fiUmaeyl of: 

(1) Pollee criminal Investigation efforts; 

!21 Poliee efforts to assist proseeutors; 

(3) Prosel'Utors' decisions to pursue cr decline proseeuUon and their 
efforts coneeming marge 51 leetion, plea negotiation, the trial of 
con tested Cllse50 and sen tenei~; 

(41 The repre!!!ntation (by counsel or 2!:!!.~ o( suspects and aecused 
persons; and 

(51 Court proeessinIJ of crimina! matters. ineludlnlJ guilty lieu, 
contested trills, and senteneing. 

L Ltcltlmaey 'u pere.ived by criminal justlee professlonaill, the ~Uc at large, IIIId 
even aeeused persons ill within the seope or OIJ~ intert!St In the overall videotaping projeet. 
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Qa!stIan! 10 be ~ Durin( SIr. V-.lts 

April 17, 199D 

A. ~estians tor tile Poliee: DeseriptiDn of tlIe VIckotapinc Condueted by !be

artleWar Ai!iie:r 
ImIPONDEliTS/dlital 

1. When did the agency begi1 videotaping SllSpect interrogations? 

2. Why did tIIa agency begin videotapirc SUlpeet interroptlons? 

3. In what type of cue. does the agency videotape suspect interrogations? 

4. Row many interroglltlon rooms in how m.ny police fllcilities are ~ipped 
Cor videotaping interrogations and are currently in use? ______ _ 

Are any interrogations <XIlItide tIIa police Cacillty (e.g., in squad CIlI'S, 

suspects' homes, proseeuUlr's otfiees) videotaped! 

5. Is the deeision to videotape interroptlons within the lnvestigatlll"s or 
detactlve supervisor's discretion cr are all interrogations in cues of specified 
types videotaped! 

8. Does the agency hive standard operetlng procedureS Cor conducting 
videotaped interrogations? Are they written? ____ _ 

Have these guidelines proved workable or heve exceptions been needed in 
order to facilitate e!reetlve and e{ficil!!ftt interrogations consistent with the 
Department's overall mission? ________________ _ 

is the agency able to prCNide PERF with 8 copy oC any written guidelines 
the agency has fount! workable! _______________ _ 

1. Whet procedures and criteria are used to authorize exemptiOolS Crom 
yideotap~ or to permit videotapilg in types of cases whose intarrogatlons 
are not normally videotaped! 

• 

• PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interrogations 
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-4- April 17. 1990 

.. 

8. How, if at aU, has The mix of videotaPed interrogations and/O!" The basIS 
Cor deciding whether to videotape II gIVen interroption changed in This 
ageney over The yellrs? 

9. Approximlltely how many interroglltions (specified by type of cue. ie poaible) 
has the agency videotaped since the agency began usirc this doeumentation 
method? How many per year? 

Case '!'vpe 

# Interr. 
Per Year 

• Slnee ~ency 
B5M Videotaping; 

How do the numbers of videotaped interrogations Cor partlc:ular types of 
cases compare with The number oC arrests Cor Those .rimes and the number 
oC such crimes reported to the FBI's Uniform Crime Reeords system! Can 
the agency furnish annual reports for all years sinee videotaping began plus 
Cor a couple oC years beCore? ________________ _ 

10. How many poUee personnel typiC!llly are present during a videotaped 
equipment 

interrogation? Are videotape 
operators present Ul addItion to poliee UlterrogaUlrs! _______ _ 
How many? _______ _ 

11. Does an assistant proseeuttl' ever attend the videotaped InterroptiOllSt 

Under whet cireumstlln~ ordinarily? ______________ _ 
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11. Approxlmataly how 10. do typical videotaped Interragatlons \est? 

If there is no "typleal" Interragatlon. lIN there a few reuonebly typical 
types who. dliration cm be estimated! ____________ _ 

13. Approximately how often do proMC!lltrrs, daten. coun.l, and courts vi .. 
the reeordld videotapes! -
Where do they typically view them <at p1JUee iacllIty, proseautrr's office, 
eaurthou_, defen. eGUMal's oCficel1 

Is daeen. coun.l pl'ClVlded with a copy of tblt videotape gratll rr ror • fee! 
If ~tls, wtt Idl caney IiIlDrbs the cost of dubblnr 

ihe vidiiOtape! 

It II. fee Is dlarred. wttldl Ceney bears tblt cost or dubbl., ____ .. 
__________ and wttldl ceney r_lves the ree as Income! 

14. Approxlma1Bly how often haYe the rec:ordId videotapes been introduced as 
evidenc:e 0 oaurt proc:eedilcs! 

Is there any dlseernlille pattem to the kind or ca .... dlflncllnts. dlfen. 
eGUMa!. interrocators, or oterrocations involved in tha. situations wttere 
a videotaped statement is introduc:ed as evldenee in court! _____ _ 

15. Approximately h_ often have tblt recorded videotapes played a sllllliflelllt 
role i1 plea necotatlonst 

In what kinds of ,ituations, typicaUy! 

How does tblt Impact of the videotaped eClIIfeS'!lion on plea bargeolng vary 
dependklg on the nature of lIle parties, the nature or the Ilttorneys II'Id 
i"'·:tge, the Mture of the orrense, the nar .. re of the statement, and other 
circ:umstanc:es considered relev.nt by practitioners! __________ _ 

• 
PERF-NIJ Vldeotapklg Interragations 
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lIS. Are suspects fypically aware that they are being videotaped? ___ _ 

Is the vldeotapi. ~ipmenl rr ilQme portion of It in plain view of the 
suspect during the k1terrogation! _______________ _ 

Does the interrogator typically notify the suspec:t thlt the interview win 
be videotaped! 

Are there any standard exceptions to sudl notifleatlon! ______ _ 

17. Are suspects typically given a dIoiee concemi. whether their statements 
'Ifill bll videotaped! 

If so. approximately how many IiIterrOl{&tlon. hllYe been conducted orr-tape 
as a result of the suspect's willingness to be interviewed but refu!Ill to 
haYe that interview videotaped! _______________ _ 

II. Does the ageney typically vldeotlpe the mtire StatiOMtlI!18 interraglUon. 
Inc:ludl. exc:ulpalory statements ~ the SUlpec:t ( wttldl may run rour rr five 
hours in a typical homicide k1terrOC1tion), rr does the sgeney ulIUaUy only 
videotape a rec:aplbdltlon of the high lOots of the ~tatemenl (whether 
inc:rlmlnatq or exc:ulpatory) once it hu been delted during the extended interrcwation? ____________________________________________ __ 

inevitably, !!!!!! cOnYerSlltlon be.ween invest~atrrs and suspect 'Ifill occur 
prior to Videollpklg even In agencies whldl make a robust effort to videotape 
entire formal interrogltions_ariatlons in the amoont and general stbjeet 
iiiiiii"r of I!!.-tape police-suspect convel'Slltion ere Ilmo. cur interests in 
this projec:t. 

19. Do the interrogators ~ a reasonably standard "script" or series of 
stalementl and questions at the CUtlllt of the videotape!! interrogation and 
foUowin!r any break 0 the interragation to estabUsh what transpred prio~ 
to the comm'!ncement of the videotlping? 

What questions and statements (e.g .. ~lIrandi wllmi~sl are pIlrt of this 
standard opening? ---

Can PERF get a copy of the stsndard script? ______________ _ 
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20. If the suspeat initiaUy consents to videotap~ but later objects~ asks to 
go "0(( tape" temponrily in order to answer speeific questjons~oes the 
investigator honor the interviewee's request? 

In approximataly how many videotaped interrOlations t.s this bet!ll done! 
1'l a supervitor's 

authorIzation required? 

How does the interrO\tator protect hlmseJ( or herself .lnst unwarrlllted 
aUegations concerning wl!at transpred during any sueII off-tape diJeusiont 

How does the !lISpeet attain comparable protectlon-snd. therefore, how 
does videotapilg help the interrogat\nc agency enhance the CftdibiUty of 
the interrO\tatlcn procell? _________________ _ 

2L WlIlt procedures does the ageney use to protect the seeurity and Integrity 
o£ the reeorded videotapea and to avoid unwarranted aUeptions of tape 
tampwi~t __________________________________________ __ 

Are tlla recorded videotapes kept In 90me central repository or lire they 
safecull'ded by eacll otrleer. 'beeoming in effect hi! or ller "electronic 
notebook"! 

Are the recorded videol<,pes eventtally re-uaed! _________ _ 

If SOt when in tha Ilfe of the pertinent cases (e.g., after trial-level diJpositla:11 
after disposition of final appeal and any requa-Ed retria1/resente.~::;. or 
cnly upon explretlon of II specified waiting period aiter final appeal to allow 
for IUIY habeu corpus proe""bg)? _______________ _ 

- ... 

• 
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22. What' videotape equipment is the agency using (brandS ot camera, VCR. 
mIcrophone, aooio mixer, monitor. tapes, etc.)? 

23. Approximately how mucll did the videotape equipment and any needed 
mocl!fication of the interrO\tation room(s} cost a~ the outset! ____ _ 

Approximately how mucll does it cost per y~ to maintain the equipment and IW'cIIl!e videotapes? ________________ _ 

24. Which ageney's bu~t covered the eost of the video equipment used to 
record police Slationhou5e interrCiations (either equipment permanently 
I~ted in the stetionilouse or trllllSported L'Iere, sucll as by proseetuors. 8.11 neededl? ____________________________________________ _ 

Which ageney's bu~et covered the c:CI3ts of any videotape recorders and 
monitors u9l!d ou tside of the police facility (e.g., in prosecutor's office, 
court house)? _ -__ --___ -:. ___________________ _ 

Wlw.t does this e€pipment consist of? _____________ _ 

-
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25. AN the pollee &leney's penamel ~tl!(fed with the technisl aspeets of 
tile ~ipm"'l (ee,. of operlltlon. .. im elements intended to millmize 
opotl'ator and madlllle errcr, ",unci and pleture quality on the reeordlnr .. ete.)? _______________________ _ 

Whet sugestlons. If any, would the rt!Ipondtnt(s) have fClf' "'lYlre tedlnlcsl 
deficiencies fa the vldeotaplnC equipment CIf' tile way in whld! it is CUI'ftIItly u~! _____________ • _________ __ 

28. Do IntAlrraptar. conducti .. videotaped Intervl ... usa any edltltlonal mediad 
of documentq the ilterrapUon (take verbatim no_ dUr~ tile 
IntAlrrocatlon, \III • eourt reporter. make III audiotape, etc.)! ____ _ 

• 
PERF-NIJ Vldeollipi\r lnterrocatlons 
Projec:tl Site Visit QuutlCIIIS 

-10- April 17. 1990 

2'1. Are transeriplS 01 the audio trade on the vldeotepell fIVer Pl'llpIlred! __ 

How oCt ... ? ______________________ _ 

Who typlcsUy requulS them? _______________ _ 

Who prepert!l them! ______ , ____________ _ 

Who pay. the cost! __________________ _ 

How mud! do sudl trlftSeriptJ e(!St! _____________ _ 

If trlllleripta ere not routinely prepared of almost aU videotaped 
intarrocatlons. ..... t raetor. determine the pattem of caleS in whim 
trlllleflplS are prepared! _____ _ 

Would vldaoUpinC-<r a\l:Uo~-beeome prohibitively expensive if 
proaeeutor. and/or defma attomeys !!I!!!!!!!I. I'IIquested !!!!! transeriplS of tile tapest ___________________________________ __ 

Does this depend on whether the departml!llt tapes !!!!l!:!. Interrogatlana or 
only recapitulatlonst 
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21. What~rt of written reeards are kept colICeming eaell videotaped 
!nterrogationl ---

___ olllu indication that the videotape contains an interview with & 

suspect rather than an \mc:llarged or Wltargeted witness or victim 
__ names oC suspects 
_ names of Interrogator(s) 

dIl tes of anest == dates of Interrogatlo.lI(s) 
nature oC charge on whldl suspect arrested === date of suspected o!!en!la 
<lIration oC entire intarl'Cl!tation === Qlration of videotaped partion of interrogation 

__ whether copies of videotape were requested and Cumi:lhed 
__ charga(s). if any, approved by prosecutor against Interrogated 

suspect 
__ disposition oC key motions and final trlaHevel disposition, Ineludmg 

dates)! 
_ Other (specify)z 

Were/ .... companible records kept c:onceming untaped interrogations In 
similar types of erirninal matters 50 that ana omlld try to dlseem 8I'l'f 
streets of videotap'" by going bade IIIId reviewing suell reecrda! __ 

21. Are the videotaped interroptioM uaed Cer mining purpo_t _____ _ 
~be how. ______________________________ _ 

-

• PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interrogations 
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-

30. When vil!eotapR.t was (irst being considered and then introduoed, wIIet 
reaotion did the !"lice interrogat<rs and their superviscrs have to the idea 1 

Wlat reaction did prosecutors. judges, and defense attorneys have! 

Old the media. munioiplll executives, the local bar IISsooiation, court 
decisioll5, Jegislative mancla teSt or other in f1uen tial pe~1I5 or groups play 
erry signiflclllt role in the depllrtment's decision to adopt videotaping? _ 

31. What other U!IeS does the agency make of videotape technology besides 
Videotaping interrogations1 Approximately wilen did the agency beJin each 
oC these U!leS of videotaping or video technology! Fer example, is videotape 
usd to document: 
~ Start Oata 

__ ___ sobriety tests in DWIIDUI cases (and. iC so, was any 
of the video reecrding equipment donated by MAOO 
as pIIrt of its recent national program): ____ _ 

victim/witness stetements 
_____ crime or aeeident semI!! 

Une-ups 
____ bookings 

seardl warrant exeeutlon 
officer field aetivities (sue!1 as aney er building 
searches. yehlcle pursuits, vehicle stops): ___ _ 

_____ other (specify): ____________ _ 

other (speci!y): ____________ _ 

other (speci!y): ____________ _ 

other (speci!y): ____________ _ 

Is closad..,ireuit video technology used {or arraignments, monitoring poliee 
lockups or other criminal justice purposes1 ___________ _ 
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• 
PERF-NiJ Vldeotapilg Intl!rrOlatlons 
Projactl SIlO Valt Q\lHtlans 

-13- April 17. 1910 

3Z. Who In the ~utor's and paUe dltCender's office. and wlto limon( 111_ 
judlelary and !ri"ala criminal dltmse bar _GIld the poUC!tI reeommend PERF 
make appointments to Inte"lI. to get thalr perspec:th,. on the adYentqes 
IIICI dladYent-ces or vldeotapu. interraptlOll!lt 

33.. Whit other pollee departmmll is the -Cilley a .. 1'11 of t1a1 al'll vldaotapllq 
Interrogatlollll or have given Sl'IItul eoneidalStloll to ilia pre. and eollll of 
sum videotapin« IIICI henee "GIld be helpful adVlscn to PERF In IIIIs studJ'! 

Whim tedlnisl experts at aeadlmles mlcht the responcllnt reeommend • 
u. rul edYBorIl 011 the coats and lMneall and teennisl aspeets or 'iidaotapinC interrogations! ______________________ _ 

8. Additional ~ ler tJIe Po1leM 't1Ie Effeeb of Vldrotapin!r mI Po1.lell 
Pr'Oftdiires and neUMs ISJId Cue ~ 

1. All a mult or videot.p~. have the IlI'fntlgatars and their' ,ullIrvisors 8l!d 
manlCers found that, ewer time, tIIelr -cmey is better proteeted •• Nt 
unwarrll!tled aU_tloM of mileonduet In relation to u.iI' Imestlgatlo!! of 
_. and Ult5rrccatlon ot 3UlpeC!ts! _________ -----

• 
PERF-NU Vldeotapinr InterrOlatlo11!l 
Projeetl SIlO Valt QuHtians 

-14- April 11, 1990 

11 !D, r.a thB pattem had tJlIy erfeet en interrogator WOI'k1aad, work 
sl!hecklles, mONle, and job stmsT ______________ _ 

2. Did the pollee early In the aceney's use of videotap"" exprHI a generalized 
watrf lI1at lIIair "trIdell of lIIe trade" coneeminlr interrogation teehnique 
"GIld be "revaled" to the courts, dlfmse attorne-JiJo proseeutors, criminals. 
and the l'DelSl !dIUe! _________________ _ 

If JD, r.a that C!Oneem chanred filler tllII!I! For example. did poUee peI'!IOnnel 
e.,.lItuaU, _Iude lIIat S1IC!Ii "expo.!le" Is not detrimelltal and come to 
... lcorne "piDUeity· eoneem~ their skin and dedl~tion 11.1 investlgators?2 

3. More $peC!ifislly, were the poUee early in the lIIfeney's adoption of 
videotapilg coneemed that sueh reeordlnc would reduce itte amount of 
criminal Inte1li«enee they could gather durinr intervieW!l! _____ _ 

2. We.... partleularly interested to !lee whother pollee and oth"r «Imina I justice 
praeUtionen asas the Impact or videotap~ differently depending on the eXpl!l'i"nce 
and .. alth of the SUJpeC!t and the l"I!.aurces of hiS or her deCI!II!e at~OI'ney. For 
instanee, we waalc111ke to ..,.. the 15. m(oreemmt eoneem that wealthy drug dealer.! 
01' 1IIho~lan and Dl'fUllzed crime filUres (who may or may I'Dt have been interrogated 
on yldeotejle by the particular -raney) wiU be able to draw on their deCen311 eoun_Is' 
"Ilbra",- of videotlped Interrccetforw Cor tlpa on hOw to thwart efleetlve interrogation 
taetis 
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• PERE-NIJ Vldeotapirlg ln~rrog.tlons 
Projeetr Sita Visit Questions 

-15- April 17. 1990 

4. Comparin( results before and after the adoption or Vidl!lotapq. was there 
IIf'/ ~ in the amount at crimilw:l intalUger.ett (llbout other suspee~ and 
OCber crimes) gathered by poUce investigators during Intemll&tIollii In similar . 
ca_ and with similar SllpeeU! ______ ~ ______ _ 

It !Or do tile ~l attribllte tha' ~. to vldeotapi."1It or WIIN thel'e 
other expilnatary faeton (caurt dleillo ... IltcJ? ________ _ 

Does there a~ to be III1Y !'Illation boIt_ whether or not the suspeet 
Is a_1'IJ that th. interragation Is beilg vl:leotaped and the amount of 
criminal IntelUg_ gatllmld durq tile interrogation! _____ _ 

.. 

• 

.. 

PERF-N!J Videotaping btel"'logations 
Projeet: Site Visit Questions 

-16- April 17. 1990 

5. Have the police interrogators round that their interviewing style has changed 
so tIB" r.aUler than mirrcrilllf the communication style and demeanor oC 
the suspect, their language and demellllor mrinlr videotaped interrogations 
became more unifermty "eor:-ec:t" and ferma!! __________ _ 

I! so. WIIS there. a ~ chaage pereeived in tile el!.rly weeks oC the 
agency's usc oC Yldeotaping, (allowed by a .... turn to • more ruitably balanced 
but still legitimate inte;rrogatJon style later on? _________ _ 

Has vidfllltapq (oreed a c:IIange in the ammnt of "rapport~ildlng" 
converstio" between the interrogator snd suspect c1Irq the formal 
statlOnhcuSll interv,;ew! ____________________ _ 

Has videotaping actually deereall!d tile total amalnt of such colIYlf!lltlon 
(illellldmg any sudI exchanges oct-tape)? ___________ _ 

Has vldeotap'q altered any !l'icr 1Ilttems of nollYerbal rapport~ildlng 
(pI'OYidq coifee, soft Grinks, eiprettes, ete. 10 the suspect)! ___ _ 

Which legislative ml!rldlltes, court decisions, and/or poUee policies gavem 
the amount and type of ttipport-buildilg activities in IIotIlch police am 
It!l'itimately eagage without becoming fm!l'oper "soCtmq uP"! ___ _ 
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• 
PERF-NloJ Vldeotapq; htarrerawl'll 
Projetl 51ta Vlalt QuestIonS 

-11- April 11, 19110 

8. If tile Blenes> '-a "jertly videotaped any k1terrogatlons (Le., withwt 
notlfyinc the ,...,aet 0 the lapin!f and withcut any taping equipment beq 
reed1ly vitille to tile !IIIlIpeel duri~ the intarrqratlonl, how productive Un 
terms of etficilney II1II wtcorr.al were the mtarrogatlons, partleularly with 
!IIIlIpeets wIIa. lancu.e style and mlllllt!l'ilnlS were c:rud!i and prof_,3 

1. Have illYest"aten generally found It euy to comply with departmental 
dreetlvl!S atlllideJines speciCYin!r whet ryS- of intertCilfatlons tIIey Slwld 
videotape? _____________________ _ 

Hal the introduetlon o( vldeotapu. had any errsc:t on the pereenlap o( 
SUlpeet intarrogatlons condl.!c!ted CIItslde the statloMW. (and, th_fore, net vldlOtapedl! ___________________ _ 

3. 1111a question stems from the assumption that detective. consciaul that ther 
lanculPt demeanor, and attire will be hald up to scrutiny by the 3'lmi,.1 justlee 
s,stem and poaibly the IUIll!'; (In the event the videotape is played in ops! oourt at 
on talwillonl, will no lo~«' reel comfortable, in interrogations o( !Ulr.ec1S wllh 
offl!llilve, prorane communiCilltlon styls IIIId IIIIlMerisms, acIoPIinlt inte"iew stylel that 
min'or thole of the !USpects. Unexplained to IUcIt SUlpeets. elpeelally _lOlled offl!llders, 
the otfil!('l'l' "correct" tancu~e, demu,IOI', .. d attire me,. sienal weun.- and naivela. 
M • mult. tile !Ulpeets ma,. pm Ca .. canfldence tlBt they Clll .~ .. the delectlvn 
and rnay withhold self-inerimlnating i!formuion at other e#lmlnel inlaWglllee that 
otherwa. wwld be prcwided. By the SlIme tclcen. ;;'(lII'mu. "experleneea" !IIIlIpeel!1 
that tile inta"ilw is beq videotaped, lII!eord~ to tllil logle, _111 prrwldll sutncilnt 
,,_lion to them of detaetlves' "cornet" demeaMl' to remOlle my mileoneepUan 
that thil dememor reflects police Inaperi_. t1l' "softn-." 

• 
P!RF-NIJ Vldeotapmg hterrogatlol1l! 
ProjHtl Site V_it Queltians 

-18- April 11, 1990 

8. AI a result o( videolapq, lave the pollee secured and prelerved more, 
lo~er, and mll!'8 complete lneriminatil![ statements from ~pl!CtI during 
interr~tn.' __________________________________________ _ 

Can th& plllee prcwide any lUmbers illustrat~ any c:hanJeI! ___ __ 

Overall, hu tha introduction of videot&lll~ increased or deCl'Hsed the 
number or intertagatlons in whlclt suspects request the pmsence or C'OIIIIIS!I 
and reiu .. to give a statement! _______________ _ 

If 1lIIY marked c:hange hal OC!C\Irred in this regard. em l/I(I poUee agency 
prcwide any lUmberS illustrating the dtange! ______________ _ 

9. AI a relUlt of videotaping, have the pollce secured and preaerved more, 
longer, and more complete exculpatory stateml!llts frol1'.' IIISpeets wrinlf hterrogatkmet _______________________________ _ 

CIIl thII agency provide illu:trat\ve rumbers! ___________ _ 

10. As a result of vldeoteping, hils there been a reductlon-a increase-in the 
lUmber of police orricera who need to be-and are-present at the 
interr~tion of a SU!"ect! __________________ _ 

Can the plUee provide any rumbers illustratl~ the ext5lt of the change 
and 1liiY penomel cost impliCilltlons? ________________ __ 
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• 
PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interrogtltions 
ProjecU Sita Visit Questions 

-19- April 17. 1990 

11. Even if the wmbel' of police pel'SOMel requi'ed for !111 interrogation las 
not dI~ed. has there been a reduetion or inerease in the duration of 
statlonllou_ interrogations 8:1 a result of videotaping? _______ _ 

Any oombers avaUable to support tile pereeptiont ________ _ 

12. Hsve interrogating oCfieers and their supervisors perceived !111 improvement 
in the interrogators' interviewing teehniques resulting {rom one or more oC 
UIII followi~ faeters: 

. use of the tapes for in_rvice training 
~-: advaneed traming on interrogation skills applicable in bolll taped 

"nd Ulltaped interviews 
~,;tter otrleer preparation for interviews (thmking ClIt their 

--- questions and the sequenee of questions in adllanee, ete.) 
the opportunity to p1ey an aeeompllee's taped eon CeSSion for an 

--- W1(!ooperative ;;uspeet 
_ to"e opportunity, GJ~ a brellC in the interrogation, to watell the 

tape in order to review the suspeet'S earlier statements and 
demeanar and !crmWate further questions fer the emtinllmtlon ot 
Ule interview 

___ the abWty to interrogate the suspeet without the diltraetions of 
a typewriter. notebook. statement forms. court reporter. etc. 

What objeedve indicators would demonstrate B.If'J sud! improvemmt In 
polim interviewing teehniqlle? ________________ _ 

13. As & result or videotapi~. have poliee deeislons to rell!&!le suspeets Crom 
eustOdy-lII1d the actual re leaes-oecured sooner atter the partiwiar 
stationhouse interrogations eommeneed th!ll\ Willi generally truG! prier to the adoption of Videotaping? ___________________ _ 

Or is detention far interrogatIon time longer sinee the adoption of vid-.oaping than it u~d to be? _______________________________ __ 

-. 

• 
PERF-NIJ Vldeotapinlr Interrogations 
Project: Site Visit Questions 

-20- April 17. 1990 

.., 

14. Do police supervisors believe Ihat their abWty to S!!!)!!rvfte Intefflllations 
!MIa beel flflhamed by: 

contemporaneous monitoring ot tlte interrogation (on a video 
-monitor) 
___ sub_quent review ot videotaps 
___ the more eomplete interview logs that taps enable interrcrators 

to prepare 

Hu videotApmg in MY way impaired effective supervision ot deteetlves? 

15. Have the police found tt.1. in mllkilV their deei!!on whether to hold andfr;r 
seek proseeudon of Ii suspeet, lIIe videotaped interview is more Impatant 
thin It. unuped interview in relation to other evidence of guilt! __ _ 
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• 
PERF-NU Vldeotapklt: TnterrOIatlons 
Projaetl Site Vilit Questions 

-21- April 17. 1910 

11. Do .. aney pIIl'SOmel believe Ibet convictions (wllelber by guUty plea er 
eft. a trlall have been obtained In lIlY ca_ where the re!U1t miltlt have 
belli different (.equlltal, dreeted verdlet, pros8eutar's deeillon to deelln. 
proMC!lltion) In the 111_ of e vldeDteped conC_ian! ______ _ 

How m.,.,. sudl ca_! ____________________ _ 

In whet types of <S_ walld the re!Ult problilly have differed without vldllUupiii,i? ____________________________________ _ 

Hav. videotaped statam8lcs led to aeIJIlUall er other dllpoaltlans r."arabt. 
to lb. suspllet/dIICendellt In any __ wIIara th. result mipt he .. bean 
dlff.rmt In !he 111_ ot !he videotaped 'tatament! ______ _ 

How many 'Ueft ca_ <,, ___________________ _ 

______________ MId what tyS-' _________________ _ 

11. Tn !he view or pollee, whet Impect have videotaped statammcs had !1ft the 
""teneilg procea and th. severtty of .nr.ne. Imc-d! _____ _ 

Tn how many <Sin milht the sent_I", proeeSl and severity of a sent_ 
hev. differed In Ibe lIb""e. or a v~taped IntelTCllatlont _____ _ 

Tn what typn or <S1eS lilt er micht !he videotape enhenee the Saltence _ 

ilie videOtape operate III mltlptlon? IIIId iI wIIet tyS- hal er ml",t 

• 
PERF-NIJ Vldeotapilg IntelTCllatlons 
ProjeeU Slta Vi!lit Quastlans 

-22- April 11. 1910 

1a. Hev. police ilvestlptors and supervlsora round Ibat "tim. notations" on 
videoteped InterrOl8t1ans are superler to tho,. In un taped interrogation notes! ________________________________________________ ___ 

If so, lilt ibis better doeum8ltatlon medii lIlY practical dlfferenee In ca,. 
~ .... courtroom dleUenl8l. er outcom.1f _________ __ 

II. Ha!he ageney experieneed any appreeleble leNl of vldeotapll e~lpment 
dHlCn ne .... ~Icxnent matrunc:tlon. er operator errer Ibet resulted in' Ibe 
1011 oC evidence er atfeeled !he alteolne oC c:riminal <s .. ! ____ _ 

If so, iI how many inst_f ________________ _ 

PI .... prawldll Illustrative dIIICS'iptlCllIo ___________ _ 

20. H.". police admlnlstratcrs round the eost of vldeotaplrc intarrOl':itlans to 
be re_nable In Upt of itl bm.Otsf ___________ _ 

Are these adminlstratcn wiWrc and able to ineerporeta the eost or 
rnalntalninr and expandil( the preetlce into Ibeir ageney's bu~et! __ 

Faeed with a budiJet cNndl. walld videotll()u. be the tint aet!vlty dropped 
er lilt the preetiee beeom. 11\ important pert oC the ageney's on~oing 
inVeltiptlve eUeetiveness! _________________ _ 
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• 
PERF-NIJ Videolllping interrogations 
Project: Site Vait Questions 

-23- April 17, 1990 

21. Rave the police found that videolllPnt presents any !Ilrious obstacle to the 
effieil!llt and effeetive interrogation of suspeets at "busy" tfmes (Le~ whm 
there are several persons arrested at about the Slime time who require interrogatiCl1)! _______________________________ _ 

22. It the department were today deeidlog for the first time whether to 
commenee videolllPil« of interrogations. baed on what the re3pondent 1"0 
leamed ovt!r the put several years, shCJIld the depertml!llt deeide to begin 
vldeotapiogt --

If so, wlllt dlUerenees, if any, shCJIld there be in how the department 
~ with videolllpmg1 __________________________ ___ 

Wculd the respondl!llt welcome or oPPO!18 the I!CI1tlnuation em/or expll1lian 
of videotapil« of interrogations! ______________ _ 

23. Whet actllce not already provided above WCJlld the respondl!llt give other 
pollett agencies about whether to videotape interrogations and any procedures 
or strategies to U!18 in dol", so? __________________ _ 

for AD CrillliMl JIIStIee Fraetitfonenl The Effects of VldeotaPin« 011 
t/MI--PerceiYed- LeiritImacv{iith8>'liiw 01 CrJllljnafTuStJee-Praetlt 
AeeiiMin'enons) 01 PoIMii;-P~tcriil; -Oif!ise. aiid JiiilfciiilWorlC 

1. In the respondent's Jud!rml!llt. has vldeotaplog ellUsed police, prosecutars. 
delen. ettOl'lBeys, judges, other court penomel, and/or suspeets to pereeive 
that police more feithfully and fully eautlon suspects coneemiog their ripts during interrogations! _____________________ _ 

..... 

• PERF-NIJ Videotapmg Interrogations 
Project: Site Visit QuestiCl1s 

-24- April 17. 1990 

-

2. In the respondent's judlf!t1llnt, has videolllping esulled police, prosecutors, 
defense attorneys, judges, <Jther eourt personnel, and/or suspects to perceive 
thllt poll(:.'S are less likely to U9II overbearing interrogation techniques? _ 

3. In the respondent's jUd!rment. has vldeotll!)~ cllllsed pollee, proseaJtors, 
defense attorneys, judges, other C!CJIrt personnel, SlId/or suspeets to (eel 
greatel' contldence in the trulhfulness of e.:nlessions obtained by poliC1!? _ 

4. Tn the respondent's Jud!rml!llt, has videotaping eaused pollee, prosecutors, 
defense attorneys, judges, other court personnel. and/or suspeets to perceive 
tt&t pollee have beeome more professional in that they can more effectively 
and emciently elleit and document convine-.g, seil-incriminating statements 
from suspeets without usiog questionable interrogatlCl1 taetic~! ___ _ 

5. Tn the respondl!llt's juctml!llt, has videotll!)ing CIIIIIJIId pollee, proseeutars, 
def_ attorneys, judlJes, other court personnel, and/or suspeets to perceive 
tlllt police have beeome more professional (or les so) in thet they mare 
consistently and fully reeord and preserve exculoatorv statements by suspeets 
whidl, ie true, ean be used to more expeditiously exonel'llte and release 
BCCWll!d persons? _____________________ _ 
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• 
PERF-NIJ VlcIeotapk!« Intarraratlo ... 
Projeeb Sita Vilit Qu.StlOllll 

-25- April 11, 1990 

II. In III. respondent's Judrment, IaI videotapilc e&U!IIId eieeted or appointed 
I_I lovemmlllt oCfieials, the media, mdlar the p..,Ue at larte to in tJI'II/ 
way alter lIIeil' perceptions of lIIe effeetivenea, efficiency, or lecttlmaey 
of work done t" I_I poUce, prosecutors, dlflll_ attorneys, and judres! 

It the respondlllt hu dlteetect !XI ehaJ1Je in the plbUe's perceptions, mtcht 
'.111. lack ot enqe be «lI .• to a lack of pubUe IaDwlqe abcut III. wI6'.'Otaplnl! ______________________ _ 

Wauld the respondent expect an eefet if the pIf:IUe 1.."11_ mare abaul the v~tapilc! __________________________ __ 

Wauld plbUeity eoneemi.., I_I u_ of videotape to doeumlllt interraratlolW 
have any neptlv. impeet an criminal ju_lee work! _______ _ 

In fact, whet p..,Uelty. if tJI'II/, Iu there been surraundlnr the decision to 
adopt v~taPinr and itl u. smee adoption? __________ _ 

• 
PERF-NU VlcIeotapine Intarraratlo ... 
Projectl Site Villt QuUlians 

-28- April IT, 1990 

c. 

USPONDEIITlIIclltMI 

1. Hav. prmeeulon (ound an im~ement in lIIelr abWty to __ lIIe strenrlll 
of the Stat.'s _ and, if n_ry, prepere for trial as a result of v~tapinr! ________________________________________________________ ____ 

2. Hav. pr'OSICUtcn found thet videotaping en.,les them to __ the tmlll 
baed an factor. I'Dt I'DrmaDy Ift'Mlted t" poUee l'Dta-takinr. written 
stal.mlllll, or !!!!!!!!.tapell 

__ 111. suapeet's and poUee officer's physiaal condition 

dlm.anor 

attire 

intonation 

__ 111. "cllmat. on 111. nllbt of lIIe errett" 

__ oilier (spa:lfyh _________________ _ 

__ oilier (speeiry)a ________________ _ 

__ other (speelfy)a ___________________ _ 

3. Hu there belli an inerea. in the proportion of suspects elarged by 
~Utorl willi .rimes as a result of vicleotaPilc! ________ _ 

Are the ehertes filed more serlcaaat _____________ _ 
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• 
PERF-NIJ Vldeolap~ Interrogations 
Project: Site Visit Questions 

-1.7- April 17, 1990 

4. HaVe !I'O'I'CufDI'S found that the cues they accept for proseeutlon are 
stl'O~er u a result of the avai1sbillty of a videotaped interrogation! _ 

5. H."e prosecutorS roooo that videotaped Interrogations are more useful thin 
IDltaped ones in plea negotiations? ______________ _ 

6. As a result or videotapi~. haVe proseeutars negotiated a higher proportion 
oC what they v.w.!IS satisfactory guilty plau! _________ _ 

How /vis the lUmber of guilty pleas chqed as a result oC vldeotap!ngf 

Have guilty plau bem negot~ted sooner after clmging the aec5lsed with 
an oCl_ thin was the _prior to videotaping of Interrogationlt _ 

How much sooner «(lays, months, stage oC the pro!!eSS)! ______ _ 

-

• PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interrogations 
Proiect: Site Vbit Questions 

-28- April 17, 1990 

7. In eases Involving vldeotap~, have pI'O!Ieeutors rellched their decisions to 
pro5eC'.Ite or decline prosecution without feeUng II need fer er req\lesti~ 
transeripts oC the videolaped interrogations except in very M"" highly 
eomplisted cases! 

How oUm have prosecutors and ~f_ attorneys re!pested full transerlplS? 

Why have they requested them? ______________ _ 

8. In Ueu of trenseriplS oC taped interrogations, have prosecutors found 
!Btisfactory for cllargq and plea bargaining purpoaes the detectives' written 
summaries of videotaped interrogations 
and their wriUm reports on pre-tape co~nv..,.,.er=,."'t ... lons=-ana=,..,ev""en=ts~t.,ha=t-m=lg~h'='t 
bear on the admissibillty of the Videotape? ___________ _ 

Have prosecutc:n and defense attorney. needed and recpested full transcripts 
or Interrcgatlons irl contested _1 
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• 
PERF-tiLl Vidliotapmc Intarraratlons 
Profeetl Sita Vllit Quatlons 

-29- April 11, 1980 

t. Have ~utol'. round that, in contested _, videotape doc!umentatlon 
racllitated the adm_ion in ""I~ 01 !WI aecuM'. IMrlmlnatl~ statements! ______________________ _ 

How oftm! _______________________________ _ 

In wtal type or _r ____________________________ _ 

F~ wtat r ..... ' __________________________ _ 

Have vid.,ta~ of Intarroplions ""a' Impaired the IIIImlJllon or a ~reslCli 
ar I_r fnerlmlnatlnc statement! _______________ _ 

How oft .. ! ________________________ _ 

In what kind or _1 ___________________________ _ 

Far wtat reuons! _____________________ _ 

10. How have proseeutcn-and deren,. C1lUn,.l. judie" and jurlfll-daalt with 
~e raet that II videotape oontairline a conr .. ion allo contains III elll'U", 
dlllial before ~. _peet sma IlfllIInd! ________________ _ 

Uow often hili dill been p!'eSlllted! ______________ _ 

• 
PERF-tiLl VldIIotapq Intarraratlo .. 
Projee!1 Sita Vllil Quast"'" 

-30- April 17, 1990 

11. WJw.t Im~t tan "ldIIotajM8 of Intarraratlolll had In seeW'inr eonvletlons In ~~t~ ~! ______________________________________ _ 

In how mlllY _ mtcht the ~It haYe beet dICr.rmt In the l1li_ of 
~e VidIIotape! ________________________________ ___ 

How mllht the remit haYe dlftmKI! __________________ _ 
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• 
PERF-NlJ Vldeotapklg Interrogations 
ProjeeU Site Visit Questions 

-31- April 17, 1990 

12. Do prosecutors perceive that police interrogators' interviewing style res 
ehanged so tlBt. rather than mirroring the communication style and demeanor 
of the suspeet, their !angullle and demeanor <lIring videotaped interrogations . 
hII become more uniformly "correct" and fermal? ________ _ 

1£ so, was there a marked eh4nge pereelved in the earlV weeks oC tlB 
agenC!'f's use of video~ Collowed by a return to a l1';ciiSUltably balanced 
but still legitimate interrogation style later on? _________ _ 

Has videotaping seemed to Coree a cl'.ange in the amount of "rapport-buildlng" 
conversation bat"eer; tile interrogator and suspect <lIring the Cormal stationhou,. interview? ___________________ _ 

Has videotaping seemed to decrease tile total amount or sum conY_tlon 
(including any sueh exchanges oCf-tape)? ___________ _ 

Has videotaping seemed to alter any prior patterns of nonverbal rappart
buildkl« (provldq coffee, solt drinks, cigarettes, etc. to the suspeet)1 

Whim legi!lative mandates. court decisions, and/or pollee policies govern 
the amount and type of rapport-build!ng activities in ""'1m police can 
legitimately qqe .... itllout beeoming Improper "so{tllling ulf! ___ _ 

• 
PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interrogations 
Proje<:t: Sita Visit Questions 

-32- April 17, 19!:O 

13. What im\=6ct have videotapes of interrogations had on the sentencing proel!SS 
and s8'ltence severity! ________________ _ 

In how many and wlBt type of cues might the proc:ess or the severity of 
sentence have been different in the absence of the videotapes? ___ _ 

How might the process ar severity have differed! ________ _ 

14. Has the east or prosaeutlon deerellHd, even If only slightly, due to the 
entry or guilty pleas at a higher rate and earlier in tile process! __ _ 

Has the cost inc:reaMd in any way because of videotaping? ____ _ 

In responding, lieue adjust for inflationary inerea.l In the COlt of ease 
~8Ig. 
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• 
PERF-NIJ Videotapinlf InterrOlJations 
Projectl Site Visit Questions 

-35- April 11, 1990 

5. In the respondent's judgment, has videotaping eaused police,proseeutors, 
defense attorney" iu~s, other court personnel, artd/or SllSpeets to perceive 
that police have become more proCessional (or less so) in that they more' 
consistently artd Cully reeord artd preserve exeulpatory statemlllts by SllSpeets 
whim, Ie true, can be used to mDnl expeditiously exonerate and relee .. aCi!ll5ed persons! __________________________ _ 

s. In the respondent's jud\fment., has videotaping caused elected or Ilppointed 
local govemment oiCIciab, the media, tJlId/or the \U)lic Ilt large to in any 
way alter their pereeptlons of the eifeeUveness, etflcieney, or le!!'itimecy 
of work done by locil police, prosec:utors, defense attorneys, and judlfes7 

lC the respondent hal deteted no cIwlp in the public's pm!eptions, might 
the lack o( change be eme to a lack oC ;milc krlDwleage about tile 
videotap~! ____________________ _ 

Would the respondent expect an eifeet If the public knew mDnl'sbaut the y~taping! _________________________________ _ 

Wculd publicity concemi~ loeal u .. or videotape to doeument interrogatiON 
have any negative impact on criminal justice work? _______ _ 

In (act, what publiCity, if any, hal there been surround~ the decision to 
adopt videotaping and Its use since adoption! ___________ _ 

-

• PERF-NIJ Vldeotapinf IntcrrOlJations 
Project: Site Visit Questions 

-36- April 17. 1990 

D. t::: few DeC_ !lep'e!!tati_ The greets or Videotapinr on 
ere-, .. tlOll ot SllSpeets 

llESPONDEH'l'SIdata: 

1. As a result of videotaping, do suspects and accused per~)IIs make (ewer 
alle!!'lltions that police railed to properly and (ully administer the ~!lrancB 
wunu.s? ------

Do the defense attcrneys, in tum, make fewer allegations on this topic in ~rt? __________________________________________________ __ 

2. As a result oC videotapilllJ, do ~.I&peets and accused persons make fewe
allegatioM that police coerced or offered Improper inducements in exchange 
(er their Ildmlslllonol or confessions? _____________________ _ 

Is there a coneomitant reduction in. sUcb aIle!!'lltlons by defense counsel in ~rt! ___________________________________________ __ 

3. As a result o( videotllpilllJ. do suspects and accused persons make (ewer 
aIle!!'atlons thet police fabricated their admissions or confessions? 

Concomitant reduction in courtroom all.tlons by defense? _____ _ 
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• 
PBR'-NIJ Vldeotap~ InterrClCatlons 
Projeetl Site Vilit QuutloM 

-33- April 17, 1980 

15. HIYI vldeotaPli in lilY WIly altered the spaeifle impressions prosecutors had 
prior to till adoption of videotapinr of whit trmspirel inside pollee 
IntarrOlatlon rllOms In thl local jurisldletlon! _________ _ 

If so. haYl proseeutara coml to generalize about the quality of all pollee 
Invlstlgatlons ballCl on sud! new insllIht. even though proseeutara .pjieeilte 
the posslbWty that dlUerences in interrOlatlon style migllt exist bit_en 
taped and untlpad int.rvieWliT ________________ _ 

Do the proneutara' ine1lnatlons to makl such g_ralizetlons seem to be 
related to the poUee department's pl'lctlee in videotap~ either entlrl 
Intln'ClCltlons or only recapitulations! -

II. Are till !;DUce agency's personnel satisfied with the tedlnlsl upects of 
the equipment (_ of operation, desill\ elements intended to minimize 
operator and machine error, sound and picture quality 01\ till reeordlll(s, etc.)! ________________________ _ 

Whit suaestlons, if any, wauld the lI(ency's personnel haYe far "'Ivinr 
teehnleal deficiencies In the vldeotepill( equipment ar the way in which It 
Is currently used! ____________________ _ 

1 T. Would the respondent """Icome or oppose tile continuation and/ar expansion 
of vldeotapq or intarrCl(ICIons1 _______________ _ 

II. Whit scMcoe, it 1lIIY, would the respondl!llt have far erlmh.1 justice 
practitioners in other jurisdietions contempatlnf thl adoption or modifleatlon 
of videotapinr of interrogations! _______________ _ 

• 
PERF-NI.I Videotaping interrogations 
ProfKU Sitl Visit Qulstions 

-34- April 11, 1990 

few All OrimNl .I_Ice PNetiu-st 11Ie UledS of VIdeota 
UII Pereeiftld lAiiu_ (iD IJII vii. o{ CrimNl Justice Piietitl 

01 Pouee. n-t.anaL. 011_ i.iid Jiillieial work 

on 
Uiii 

1. In thl respandent's Juclgment. hu videotapinC eaused poUce, pn!!ICutors, 
dafense attoml!fs, judges, other eourt personnel. and/or suspects to perceive 
that pollee more faithfully and fully caution suspects coneeming their rights durinr interroptlons? __________________ _ 

2. In thl respondtllt's judrml!llt. has vldectapill!f clUsed !;DUce. prosecutars, 
dafense attorneys, judges, other court personnel, and/or suspects to perceive 
tIIIt !;DUce are less likely to UII overbe8l'iII( interrogation ledlni~es! _ 

3. In thl respondent's judrml!llt, has videctapiRII caused pollee, prosecuterll, 
dalen.. attornl!fs, judges, other court personnll, and/or suspects Ie feel 
I(I'e8ter confidence in the trulhfulness of confHliom obtained by poUee? _ 

4. In till respondent's judrment, has videotapinr caused poUee. proseC!Utars, 
defense attorneys, judges, other court personnel. and/or suspects to perceive 
that poUee hllve become mere professional In that they Cllrl more effectively 
and eCClciently eUclt and doc!lment convinci1(, seif-incriminlltin!r statements 
Crom 5lllpects without usinr questlonlllie interrogation tllctiCS! ____ _ 
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• 
na'-NIJ Videotaping Tntarrqratlolll 
Projects Sita VliJlt Questlcns 

-31- April 17. 1990 

4. lin. !Ullpeets and accutad penolll made 1liiY appreciable lwei of allept!olll 
COIW)eftIinr mtllltianal tamperinr _Ith the videotape ~Ipment or the ~ re~f _____________________________________ ___ 

5. Te .tat extlllt do _peets and aeeuMd penon. complain that pollee eonduet 
"dry run" or "NIl_I" intarrocatlolll off-eamera In ord.r to prim. Ill. 
Int.rvl .... and tllfltlll up the questions and IIRI .... Cor the videotaped 
varsion of the ntarrqratlon' ________________ _ 

To _tat estlllt, IIIId In _tat type of cues, hav_ wOIIId-dlflll. coun.l 
ra .. objletlolll aion( Ih_ \In. In court? ________________ _ 

• 
PERF-NIJ Videotaping Inlllrrqrations 
Projectl Slta Visit Questions 

-38- April 17. 1990 

&. Do deCm. attorneys pereei". that pollee interroptol'S' intel'Yle_l"" style 
hu chanred 50 that, rather then mirroring the communlstion style and 
demeanor of the suspect, their \an~qe and demeanor wring Videotaped 
interrogations has beeom. more uniCormly "correct" and Corma!! ___ _ 

[f so, wu thar. a marked clIanIJ. pareeiVed in the early weelcs oC the 
acaney's u. of videotaplIlIJ. (oUo.ed by a return to a mora suital:lly balU!eed 
but stiU lerltlmat. intarrocatlon styl. later on! ________ _ 

H .. vldeotaplnc seemed to fare. a elwlp ill the amount of "rapport~i1dl~ 
conversation bet •• 1II the intarroptor and 511lpeet wrlnr th. Cormal 
statloMOII. Intel'Yl •• ' __________________ _ 

Hal vldeotapinr seemed to deerelM lIle total amount of sudl conversation 
(Including 1lIIY !IIdI ellc:harlps orr-tape)? ____________ _ 

Kes videotaping seemed to alter any prior pettam! of nonverlllli rappcrt
bulldllllJ (providing coer .... solt drinks, cipn!ttes. etc. to the suspect)! __ 

Tn how many and .tat type of eases have-or would-defensa eoun.1 raised 
objlctloftl In court abaIt ~!OCtening up"! ___________ _ 

Whldl I!lislatlve mandates, c:ourt decisions, amlor pollee polleies govern 
the amount and type of rapport~uild~ !etivitles in whldl pollee can 
lecitlmately enlfqe without becomi~ improper nsofteni~ u(1'? ___ _ 
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• 
PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interr~atlons 
Projeets Site Visit Questions 

-39- April 17. 1990 

7. As a ",suit oC videotaping, hu there been an incre_ in the rate at wh\dI aeeused persons enter guilty plea ______________ _ 

"h .. 31 they enter tnem? and a deere_ in the lime within 

Ara the cl'arges to whldl they plead guilty mon seriOl&l at: 181 serious lIS a ",suit oC the videotaplngf ________________ _ 

In how mllllY and what type of eaRS ml~ht the plea have bem different in 
tha absence oC a Videotaped Interrcgatlon? __________ _ 

8. Car:reetl~ Car inflation. has the eost of defending aeeused persans b_ 
Ndueed. even If only sligfltly, as a ",suit of earlier and IlKWf: guilty pleu 
{ollowlng the introduction o! videotaping! ____________ _ 

Con'eeting rar: infiatlon, have deCmSCI costs InIS'Uled in any way due to 
the adoption of Videotaping! _________________ _ 

9. Ie suspects a", aWII", that their' interrogation is being taped. do they feel 
smtla. unartleulated pn!$S~ to make admissions cr c:onfesions, despite 
bel~ rully advised of their rights, simply because oC the use oC reeordlnr equipment! ______________________ _ 

--

• 
PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interr~ations 
Projeet: Site Visit Questions 

-10- April 11, 1990 

10. Have deCense counsel Cound taped interrogations u,.Cul in plea narotJatlons1 

How~! __________________________________ _ 

In how many and what type oC negotiations hIlS the videotaping proved 
useflll to tha defense! __________________ _ 

1L As a result oC videotaping. have defense eounsel found an improvemmt in 
their ability to asHSS the stren~1Il oC the case against their clients and. if necessary, prepare rar: trial? ________________ _ 

In how many and what type of cues! ____________ _ 

12. Have derenlllt coun..el Cound thllt videotaping enables them to _ the 
U'Uth based on factors not normally presented by pollee note-taJclng, written 
statements. or ~apesl 

_ the suspect's and pollee officer's rhYsieel condition 

demeanor 

attire 

intonation 

the "climate on the night oC the arrest" 

other (specify): _______________ _ 

other !specify): _______________ _ 

otMr (speclCy): _______________ _ 
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PER'-NIJ Vlcieotapln( InterrclCaUo .. 
Projutl Site Vbll QutlStkinl 

-41- April 17, 1990 

13. He.. dlf_ CllUJlleI, enel' beeominr 8I!Cllltomed to videotaped tnl 
1!'I1ct.nec, round tIIIt vldeotepq stre!1JtII_ tlleir ability to Idll'ltlry and 
raiM eerUin def_ eoneeminC the &Ceu:ed's mental or physlcsl eoncIlUon 
et tile time of tile !lllCiled crime (e.e.. absenee or "mens rea" due to 
drunklnneu at Corptfum.. in _. requirlnr II specific iIIumt Cor 
e~l~im)! ___________________________________________ __ 

14. As. resllt 01 vfdeoteplnr. hal there been any chenp iii the percent. or 
SUSp8O!tI who requlSt l:Ie preM\tce of eourwel at intarroptlo .. ! ___ _ 

Wa it common praetiee In IIIIa JurUdlellon COl' suspects to reqllIst that 
derense COUIIMI attend poUee intarroptlOnl prior to the Introduction of videotepq! _______________________ _ 

15. As a ..-all of vldeoteplnr. haS there been a reduction in tile rumber or 
IntarraJlltiOIB that repreMIIUltivel other than <IIr_ eour..w.l (e.e., parents. 
I[II&rdl.w, soelel work.-5o probation officers) attend! ___________ _ 

111. Ha.e dlr_ coun.l CouncI-or Co they bell .. e they would flnd-ideataplne 
especiaUy helpCu! In their early hllncllinc and preperalion to handle cues 
wllere an inl!!l!!ter hal bem ulll!Cl durl~ tile InterrccetlDll or a Corelll'
speakln(. deelOr mute suspect sinee wllat ....., orlcin&Uy eommWllcsted to 
tile interpreter Is preserved and eventually can be commll'lted on tIS to 
mellllinC by Ul indel*!dllftt intarpreter Cor the <IIr_, __ ~ _____ _ 

• 
PERF-NIJ Vldeotapln( intarrocetJonl 
Projaetl Sile Visit Questlana 

-u- April 11. 1990 

17. Whet impact hal the videotapinc DC interroptiOIB had, Crom the deCen,. 
I*SPletive, Oft the prGeeSlinr (e.g .. admislion or evldencel and OUkOme or eonlaSted _f __________________________ _ 

--------------.-.~-~,-----
In how many IUId what type or ea_ miCht tile pr-Inr IUld/or outcome 
ha". dICe.red in the ab!llnee DC. Videotaped interrcc.t1on! ______ _ 

II. What Impact, If any, hal the videotllPlnc of inteml4tatlOlll had 01\ slI'Itenee 5verityf ________________________________________________ __ 

In how many and what type of eases milht the ssuenee haYe differed In 
the ab~ce of the videotape! ____________________ _ 
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• PERF-NIJ Videotaping !nterrO(atiom 
Projeet: Site Visit Questions 

-43- April 17, 1990 

n9. lIave "ideotapes in sny way altered the specific impre(l5iols defense counsel 
had prior to the adoption of videotaping or what transpires inside pollee 
Intarrlllation rooms In the local jurisidlction? __________ _ 

\C so, hlllie defense eoun",l come to generalize about the quality of an 
pollee investigations based on such new insight, even though- deren. eouniii' 
appn!l!iate the possibUlty that dlfrerences in interrogation style migtlt exist 
betw"en taped and untapec! interviews? _____________ _ 

Do the defen. lawyers' inclinations to make such generalizations seem to 
.be relatad to the police department's practice in videotaping eithet' entire 
intel'l'optlons or OIIly recapitulations? --

20. Are defense attorneys satisfied with the techniml aspects oC the ~ipment 
<- of operatilln, ~ign elements intended to minimize opmltOl' and 
maeh'ne error, sound and picture quality on the recordIqrs, eta.)! _ 

What sugestlons" if any, would the respondent(s) have rOC' solvillt techniCll! 
deficiencies in the vldeotapi1g ~ipment or the _y in which it Is currently WMd! _______________________________________ _ 

2L Would the respondent welcome or oppose til!! continuation and/ar expansion 
of videotaping of intillrrlllatiom? _______________ _ 

- ..... 

• 

.. 

PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interrlllations 
Projects Site Visit Questions 

-44- April 17, 1990 

2%. What adVice, if any, would the respondent have Cor criminal justice 
practitioners in other juri9dlctlons contempiatllMf tlIe adoption OC' mOdification 
of videotaping DC interrogatlom? ______________ _ 

fer All Crllllinal Justice Praetltioner.l: TIM FJreett-o{ Vldeotazmr an 
ffie-P~IA!iiflmaff\m the Vie. 1)( Crililinal .liiStiee-Piaetitiaftl!l'S aiid 
AccUsed l'er.Jon'Tof Polleii. Proseeutonai., Defen:!et and JlXIicial WorIC 

1. In the respondent'S Ju~ment, ha3 videotaping caused pollce, prosecutors, 
defense IlttorneyS, judges, other court pl!!HOnnel. and/or suspects to pereeive 
that 1J)1ice more faithfully and fully caution suspects concerning their rights duzini interrogations! ___________________ _ 

2. In the r25pondent's iu~ment, has vidl!Otaping caused IJ)llce. prosecutors. 
defense attomeys, judges. other ccurt personnel. and/OC' suspects to perceive 
that police are less likely to use OY«beari~ intencgatlon technfques? _ 

3. In tha respondent's Ju~ment, has vidl!Otaping cliused police, prosecutors, 
defense attomeys, judges, other court personnel. and/or suspects tD reel 
gre&tet' con!ldenr.e in the truthfulness of confessions obtaine<l by' police? _ 
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• 
PEllF-NU Vldeotaplne Interroptiona 
ProjeeU Slta Visit Quaciana 

-45- April 11, 1910 

4. In the respandent's iqment. hu vldllotap!nc --S pollee. pl'MeeutarS. 
dIIf_ eltemey .. judps, otlMr ellUl't S--I. tllrdlar _peets to perceive 
thet pollee have 1lec01llll IIDN prof_lonalln that they een more efreeti.,.iy 
tIIrd eCnei_tty ellelt tIIrd doeumllllt _tneinC, .U-lnerlmiMtlnr statamtncs 
from supeeta wlttlaut uDIr 'lI..clonable Inta~tion taetlesf _____ _ 

5. In the respondtnt's judlm-t. hu vldeo~tnr eaulliCl pollee. proaeutcn, 
dIIf_ attomey .. JucIra. other eourt permm.1. III'tdlar Slllpects to perceive 
thet poliee hev. IIecom. mere proC_1one1 (12' Ie. ",} In that tIIey more 
_lItenUy ... fully I'ftOI'd Mel praM"e ueulpatarY stet.mencs by' ~peecs 
wtddl. If true, cm be UM to more ujiiiffiKiiiilY exonerate tIIrd -rel_ 
ae~~ pe~, ___________________________________ __ 

• 
PERF-NIJ Vldeotapk!« Interrogations 
Projeetl Site Visit Questions 

-43- April 11, 1990 

8. In the respondent's judgment, hu vidllotapq call1ed ek!!ted ar appointed 
10eal govemm8lt offieials, the media. IlWJlar the publle at iarte to in any 
way alter IJle" perceptions or the effectiveness. eCfieleney, ar lecltlmaey 
oC wcrtc done by loeal pollee. pnu.eutart. daf_ attorneys, and ludges! 

I! the respond8lt hal detected no chanp in the publle's perceptions, might 
tha laI:k of elllI". be due to a lack oC public knowlq. Ibclut the videotapilll! _____________________ _ 

Wauld the respond8lt flXpeet an .fleet If the public knew mont i!bout the 
v~taplnc! _________________________ ~ _________ __ 

Wauld publicity eoneemlnc loeel use of videotape to document interroptlora 
hav. any neptl.,. impact an criminal justlee work! _________ _ 

In ract. what publicity, If any, hall there been surroundinC the decision to 
adopt vldeotaplnc and its u. sinc. adoption! __________ _ 
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• 
PERF-N1J Videotaping InteM'O(ations 
Projectl Site Visit Questions 

-11- April 11, 1990 

It. guestlanr for J!!dpII ". £fleets or VIdeorapiar 011 Judleial ~ and 
DeeilianS Coneern4 PrelliD::-Z HZ?! Pl. Nesotiatic!!l!, and Contested 
l!aIdI and J!!'1 and on ..... _p!!!!!! 

llESPOIiDENTSIcllr-

1. Have judges found an improvement in their abUlty to __ the strength 
of tile State's IIDI1 Defendants' cues as a result oC videoteping? ___ _ 

2. HIVe judges found t1Bt videoteping enables them to __ the truth based 
on (actors not normally pceMllted by pollee note-takln(, written statements, 
CIt !!!!!.!2!apesl 

__ the SUlpect'S SId pollee officer's ~sic:al ~Itlon 

demeanor 

attire 

intonation 

__ the "climate on die night oC the arrett" 

__ other (specify); ________________ _ 

__ other (speeiCy): ________________ _ 

__ other (speeiCy): ________________ _ 

3. It tha respondent knows, has there been an Increue in the proportion of 
Sl8peclS charged 'at proaecutora with ~mes as a result oC videotaping! 

... 
-, 
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• PERF-NIJ Videotaping Interrogations 
Project: Site Visit Questions 

-48- April 17, 1990 

Are the dlarges filed more serious? _____________ _ 

4. Does It appear to the respondent that the eases ~~tors aceept Cor 
~ution and present to the court are stronger lIS e result oC the 
availability IlC a videotaped interrogation? ___________ _ 

5. HIVe judges found that videotaped intt!l'l'ogations are more usefUl than 
lllltaped ones in Judicial supervision and deeaionmaJcing co~eming plea negotiations! _____________________ _ 

~ M a result of videotaping, has there been an ilU!J'eUe. deer_. a: no 
c:I1ange in the number oC cues settled 'at plea negotiation? _....,. __ _ 

How, if at all. have the !IE!. oC cases settled by plea netlOtiatlon changed as a result of videotaping! _________________ _ 

Have guilty pleas been netlOtiated sooner after clIsrging the accused with 
an ofCense tlwI was the c:aSIt priDl' to Videotaping of inten"ogetlons? __ 

How mudl sooner (days, months, stage of the prooes:;)? ______ _ 
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• 
P!IlF-KU Vldeotapq IntarrocaUo .. 
Projeeu Site Visit Questions 

-49- April 17, 1910 

7. In eases Involvlnl Yldeotap~. have Judlel reaehed their proeedural and 
dlllpasitional dteislons without written trlllSeripll of tha videotaped 
interr ... tlcmf ---

In the mix of videotaped _peel statemeta preMIIted In the I't!5pondent'S 
I!OUI'troom or other I!OUI'trooms in thil jurisdiction (If the l"tIIflll'dent krmws) 
IptI'OItimataly what pereenup wllUld the respondmt gu_ Ire aeeoml*\ied 
by I written trenserlpt (Cor the judge, Utlpnts, jtry, court reporter, lite.)! 

Why are fuD or partlll written trenserlpUi nCHlded. Ir they ..... In the relponc!lnt's opinion? _________________ _ 

•• .. lieu of ~pUl or taped Interrq(atlons. do judps in thlll jurl!dletlan 
fIIIerany parmit lIIe parties to brine videotaped stetements Into CDIII't 
leeoml*\lecI ·only by the deteetive5' wrUtln lUr.lmarles of videotaped 
.. terrocatio .. __________________ .~--------

and their written reports 011 pre-tape eonYer!IIltions and IIVInIl thet miCht 
bur on the admlsalblllt)' of the videotape! ___________ _ 

• 
PEIlF-NIJ Vldeotapilg Interr .. atlons 
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9. Have Judles round that. in contested -. videotape doeumentatlon 
raellitated the admillilion in evidenee oC !!II aeeulecl's ineriminatllllf 
statements! How often! ___________ _ 

lit what type of _! _________________ _ 

For what reaaons! ____________________________ _ 

Have videotape! of interrogations ev .. Impaired the admillilian of a canC_lan or I_r InerlminatinC statlment! ______________ _ 

How ortlll! ________________________ _ 

In whet kind oC cues! _____________________ _ 

For what r~? ________________________ _ 

10. How han prG!MlClltcn-end defense CllURIIII. judges. and juries~lt with 
the rllCt that a videotape containinC a conCession IlBo contains en earUer 
denial before the _peel came tU'ound! ____________ _ 

How oC11n has IIIIs situation lIf\sen in cases brOUlfht to court in this 
j~iction! ___________________________ ___ 
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11. Has ~the respondent or other judges experienc~ any technical difficulties 
viewing videotapes of cOIICeSilion statements in the courtroom? ___ _ 

How mlll1Y monitors are U5U811y u* and where are they usually pieced (In bench end jury Iriehl? __________________ _ 

Is the lI(JIipment permanently Installed In the courtrooms, rr is it brCUlht 
to court· as needed 'by court personnel! ____________ _ 

by prosecutcrill personnel! _______________ _ 

Does the respondlllt have III1Y suaestlanl coneerning the visual rr sound 
quallty of the videotaped statements that would Improve their u.f.w-
in court Crr the purpo_ of ascertaining the truth! _______ _ 

• PERF-NIJ Vldeotap~ lntel'!'~etioll!l 
Projeeu Site VBit Questions 
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12. In the respondent's judgment, what impeet have videotapes of interrogations 
had in seeurin« convictions in contested -, _________ _ 

In how mlllY ca_ might the rault have been diftuent in. the absence oC 
the videotape! ____________________ _ 

How might the rault have dtrrered! ____________ _ 
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13. Do judges pll'I!ei .. that poUce intalTO(elGr" Intel'Yiewln( style hIlS chanpd 
so thet, rather 111M mirrorinc the communieation style and demelnO!' of 
the suspect, the.. \anCUege IIICI deme_ clarine videotaped Intenooptio .. · 
... become more uniCcrmly "correct· and Cormel! ________ _ 

It so, Will lhere e !!!!!2!! c:IIenp pereeived In the elll'ly weelcs of the 
ageney's u .. or videotAPIlIIr, lollowed by e return 10 e more suitably belenc:ed 
but still lerltlmete interrccaUon style later on! _________ _ 

Hu vldeotapin!r seemed tis force a cMnp In the emount of "Ipport-build~ 
conv .... tlon between the lntalTO(ator IIICI SUlpeet <lIrlnr the tormel 
statlonl\ouM Interview! __________________ _ 

Ha. videotaping seemed tis decree.. th. total amount of sUdl conver_tlan 
(lneluclmg any sud! exchanges off-tape)! ___________ _ 

HaJ videotaping seemed to alter any prior petterns ot nonvertlel rsppart
builditr (providilr coffee, soft drinks. clpreu ... ete. to th. suspeetJ! 

Which It!IIislatlve mendates, eourt decisions, end/or pollee polleies govern 
th. llmount end type or rapport-buildklc IICtlvitle!ll In Whldl police can 
lecitlmately engage without beeominc improplr "sollenine up'! 
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14. What Implct have videotapes DC Interrogetlons hed on the sentene~ proeess and HIItetlCll srI.ity! __________________ _ 

In how meny and what type of eases might the proeHl cr the severity of 
santenee have been different In th. ab!ll!lle. of the videotapes! ___ _ 

How ml,ht 11" .. proees cr sew.lty heve dlff.red! ________ _ 

15. Hu the eelSt of judlelal processing deereased,even if only sUghlly, due to 
th. entry of guilty plea at a higher rat. end earlier in the proeess! _ 

Hal the COlt inereeMd In any wey beesuM of videotaping! ____ _ 

In respondl",. pl .... adjust tor innationery ineres ... in the cost or caM 
proeeuinC· 
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16. Have videotapes in any WIly altered the speeific ImlftSsions the respondent 
at other judges had prior to the adoption oC videotaping oC what transpires 
inside pollee interrogation rooms in the local jUl'isidletlon? _____ _ 

If so, have judges reaclted any general c:oneJusions about the quality of 1!!.!!!!. 
poUee investigations besed on such new Insight, even thouglJ judges appreeiate 
the ~jbillty that differences in interrogation style migtlt exist between 
taped and untaped interviews IUId even though, of course, judges are 001lgated 
to decide elCh cue on its own facts! ____________ _ 

Do the judges' IneUnatiCICIS to read! general conelusions ebout the quality 
oC pollee. interrogations in the jurisdiction seem to be related to the poU~ 
department's praetiee in Videotapinc either ontlre intelTogatlCICIS or only 
reeapitulatiCICISf --

17. Tn the respondent's judgment, has tile adoption or video~ in till! 
jurl!dletlon enhenced, diminished, or had no .. Cleet on the Judiciary's "crorts 
to. see that justice is done in caMS brought before it! ______ _ 

~~ 

• PERF-NIJ VldeotapSlf interrogations 
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I. 

18. Are judges end other courtroom pl!I'3OMel satisfied with the tachnisJ aspects 
oC the e~jpment <ease or operation. design elements intended to minimize 
operator and machine error, sound and picture quality on the reeord~s, 
ate.)? ________________________ _ 

What sugestlons, it any, would the respondendS) have ror solving leehnieal 
elefieienciM in the videotapin( ~Ipment or the way in which It Is =ently uMd! ___________________ .... 

19. Would the respondent _lcome at oppo .. the c:ontlnuatlon end/a: expansion 
of yideotapq cr interrogations! _____________ _ 
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20. What advlee, if !Illy, would th. respondent have rOf' criminal jultiee 
praCtitiOllWS In other juri!dlctlons contemplaUre the adoption Of' modlfieetlon 
of vidaotapin( ollnterrclPtlons? ______________ _ 

1. In till raponc!ent's judrmlllt, las vldaotapinl elll_ p)llee, pnlMClltcn, 
def .... attameys, Judres, other court pIIl'III ...... lItd/ar suspects ID pere.!v. 
that p)llce mora (althfully and Cully ceutlon suspecU! coneemlre their rlchU clwInc intemlPtlonsf ________________ _ 

2. In thl l't!lpondent's judJment, hal vldaotap1re CIU_ p)llce, pnlHCUtcn, 
defen. attameys, .fudIet, other court pIIrSllVI.1, end/Of' su.pects ID pereelv. 
that p:lUee aN I •• l1Ieety to use ovarbaarinr interrocatlon tecmllJl&l? _ 

3. In the respondent's judJment, has vldaotap!rc caused pollee, pnlleCUtars, 
deftmsa attorneys, jUdJes. other court pIIrSlnnel, amfar suspects !D r .. l 
creater eonfidenee In the tnl1htulnesa of conCe.ions obtained by police! _ 

• 
PERF-NU Vidiotapin( t1ltarro(atiolll 
Project. Site Visit QuestiOllJ 
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4. In th. rapon!ltmt's jqment, las videotepin( eMlaed poUee, pI'O$IeUlDrs, 
def_ attamay., juclps, other court per_ .. am/ar :lWlpllet5 to pereeive 
that pollee ha •• beeome moN profeaional »1 that they can more effeetlvely 
am emelllltty elicit and doeumlllt eonvineirc, salf-Inerlminatlre stat.ments 
from susl*!ts without ulin( lJIaltlonalll. interrogation tactlesf ___ _ 

5. In thl l't!lpondll!t's judiJment, lasvldeotepire clllMd pollee, pnlMCUtars, 
def_ attorneys, Judres, other court perSlnne" am/or suspects to pereeive 
tIIIt p)lIee ha •• become mora pnlfe.'.,.. ... (ar I.- 5:)) In that they mare 
COIIIiltantly and fully record and preMne e~ stat.ments by suspect!! 
willen, If true, ell! be uNCI ID mora exiiiidltiCiiiiiY" U_NlII end release aeCUl&d pIIrSllW' ___________________ _ 
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s. In the respondent's judgment, h!II videotapin!r c:aullBCl ellleted or appointed 
IoClllli govemment officiais, the media, mdtor the publlc at large to in any 
way aile .. their' perceptions or tile eft<lCtiveness. efficieney, or Il!!fitlmaey 
of work done by losl pollee, pI'Osec:utars, detense attomeys, and judges? 

lC the respondent baS dIItected no change in the pUblic's perceptions, might 
the 1aek of change be we to a laek or pubIlc knowledge &boot the videotaping? __________________________________________________________ _ 

Weu.ld the respondent expect 1111 eICect if the pulIlic knew more IIbcut the videotapmg? ________________________________________ ___ 

Woold publicity c:oneernirc losl UM or videotape to document IntarrogatiOlW 
have any nepth .. t Im~ct Oft criminal Justlee work? ____________ _ 

In fact, whet publiCity, if any, has theN been surrounding the decision to 
adopt videotaping and its ua sinee adoption? __________ _ 
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